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YOU MAD!”

Colonel(Ret.)JamesAmmerma

MidnightFor America

As The.Bel TollsFor Thee
Edifor ‘s note: Col. James Ammerman has served in three
wars. He ‘s been around and he RN0 WS. And he doesn ‘f like
what he’s seeing happening fo America. In explicitly clear
language, Col. Ammerman fells if like it is at great personal
risk. For those of you who look for confirmations
of the
information published in CONTACT, here it is.
Is fhe hour too late for the American people to wake up in
time? Will America’s Constitution just become a hisforical
document, to be menfioned in passing in future propaganda
books under some restricfive regime?
Will the Christians
continue to be persecuted, as Cal. Ammerman suggests, or will
religious freedom once again find expression?
We shall see.
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JA: Good evening, this is Jim Ammerman.

P.O. Box 27800
Las Vegas, NV 89126
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RM: Yes, this is Kick Martin. I’m with a newspaper called CONTACT: THE
PHOENIX PROJECT out of Las Vegas. I have you on a speaker phone, I must
apologize. It probably sounds pretty bad on your end. I was just given your
number as someone to call who has, apparently, very timely information and I’m
wondering, one, if you wouldn’t mind talking to me, and two, if you wouldn’t
mind if I recorded it?
JA: That’s ok, go ahead.
RM: OK. Can you just tell me a little about what’s going on. Apparently
there are some things happening right now as we speak that I need to know about
(Please see Midnight For America As The Bell Tolls For Thee, p.23:
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military, and the United States of America.
As the Governor of a small rural state, Clinton has
been accustomed to exercising total political power, a -.
Gauleiter of an area which the rest of the country is
not concerned about. When he assumed the office of
the Presidency, he could think of no reason why he
should not requisition the personal FBI files of his Republican opponents, to peruse them at his leisure in
the White House, and to use the material in upcoming
political campaigns. We might suppose that the files
would contain very reliable documentation, the result
of careful investigations by highly trained FBI agents,
but in fact they are a mishmash of spite and innuendo,
gathered by FBI agents from anyone who had cause to
hate the subject of the investigation. These lurid compilations of vicious smears and rumors are duly deposited in the highly guarded files of the FBI, to remain
there forever, and never to be contradicted or exposed
by anyone. Such material is invaluable in the desperate infighting of a political campaign.

EustaceMullins

ClintonThe End Is Near?

THE
THE

7/9/96

STRANGE
CASE
OF
THOUSAND
FBI FILES

EUSTACE MULLINS

really was. I supplied the necessary document, because I was now very anxious to see what they had on
Many Washington insiders are aware that the cur- me. I had never been arrested or charged with any ofrent FBI scandals involving illegal acquisition of per- fence, and to my reckoning they could not have very
much. I was not about to find out, because, after I comsonal FBI files on almost one thousand Republican
Party opponents by Bill Clinton is certain to ring down plied with their requirement, FBI officials continued
the final curtain on the Bill and Hillary show. Always to stall me on sending the file for three more years, I
an outsider, Clinton failed to realize that when you are am always very reluctant to ask anyone for assistance,
in Washington, you don’t mess with the FBI. Ameri- but I finally called upon a college classmate, Senator
cans outside the Beltway may find it difficult to grasp John Warner of Virginia, for help in getting my file.
the seriousness of this latest imbroglio. The Clintons He was glad to oblige, and within a few days, the FBI
apparently survived the financial scandals of their delivered to my door a partial release, five hundred
Whitewater involvement because the public became pages of my file. The FBI explained that they were
confused about the long-running investigation and what retaining more than three hundred pages of my file,
it actually proved. It did not damage the Clintons be- on the grounds that to release it would “endanger naI appealed this ruling, but it was
cause the central figure, White House lawyer Vince tional security”.
Foster, was removed before the story broke, one of the upheld by an executive commission of senior FBI offtmost convenient of the in-house “suicides” which have cials. To date, I have never seen the other three hunmarked the Clinton Presidency.
dred pages of my file.
ROOTS

ONE

OF

GOVERNMENT

The FBI scandal, on the other hand, shakes the very
foundations of the present federal government, The
Federal Bur::au of Investigation is the government’s
police force. They are the hitmen who destroy any
opposition. The FBI files have always been the basis
of the entire government operation. It is the constant
fear of exposure by revelations of these files that keeps
both citizens and bureaucrats in line. These are known
as “raw files” meaning that nothing in the FBI files
has been subjected to any legal challenges or verification of any kind. They are largely rumors and gossip
about sex scandals, fraud, conspiracy and treason, all
of which would incur lengthy prison sentences if prosecuted. This dangerous information requires severe
restrictions in the handling of FBI files.
When I applied for my personal file from the FBI
through the Freedom of Information Act in 1978, the
FBI notified me that I had a file of more than eight
hundred pages, which I subsequently found was ten
times the size of the FBI file which was maintained on
John Dillinger, Public Enemy No. 1 for several years.
FBI officials stipulated that before my files could be
released to me, I must send them a notarized signature
and a statement that I really was Eustace Mullins. They
had had me under daily surveillance for thirty three
years, but they still were not certain as to just who I
.
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Opinions of the CONTACT contributors
are their own and do not necessarily reflect
those of the CONTACT staff or management.

FILES

OPEN

TO ALL

AGENCIES

Few Americans know that their personal files are
available for reading by any other government agency,
on request. Jack Anderson, a Washington columnist,
boasted for years that he could obtain any FBI file. The
going rate was one thousand dollars per file, not as a
When President
bribe, but as a freewill offering!
Clinton appointed a former barroom bouncer and drug
user named Craig Livingstone (these were apparently
his only qualifications for the job) as his White House
Security Chief (reputedly on orders from Hillary
Clinton: it turned out that Livingstone’s mother was
one of her oldest friends, and he needed a job desperately as he had been fired from previous positions for
lying to his employers) Clinton must have rejoiced that
he had at last found the perfect person for the job.
When Senator Joe McCarthy was in his heyday, he
made headlines all over the world with his question
“Who promoted Peress?” Dr. Peress was an Army medical officer who had been promoted despite grave doubts
as to his loyalty to the United States and his ties to
Communists.
Today, the question in Washington is
“Who hired Craig Livingstone?” He claims he had no
idea who might have hired him for one of the most
sensitive security positions in the entire United States.
William Kennedy, a partner of Hillary in the Rose law
firm, recently testified that he thought Vince Foster
may have hired Livingstone. This was a safe bet, as
Foster has been buried and cannot reply to any question from a government committee.
The Washington Post reported that Livingstone had
been an advance man or promoter for a viciously antiChristian movie, The Lust Temptation of Christ. This
would fit the Clinton requirements for White House
staff, dedicated ieftwing hippies’wh6 ‘hate Christ, the

It is rare for any government agency to request
more than a few files at a time, to review a job application, or to make a decision about a temporary employee. The White House went whole hog, requesting
about one-thousand FBI files of their Republican opponents. This news was leaked to the public very
gradually. At first, it was but one FBI file, the file of
Billy Dale, who had been fired from the White House
Travel OffIce to make room for a Clinton cousin, at
the personal insistence of Hillary.
Billy Dale had been arrested and charged with
embezzlement by Janet Reno, again at the personal
insistence of Hillary. He was promptly acquitted by a
jury, which found no evidence against him. When a
government committee on oversight demanded the release of one thousand documents concerning the Billy
Dale case, the White House staff refused to turn over
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the documents-until
they were faced with a subpoena.
When the papers were received, they contained references to other FBI files requisitioned by the White
House. The first count was three hundred, then fourhundred-and-eight,
and finally nine-hundred-andeight. The Washington consensus is that more than
one thousand FBI files had been requisitioned by the
White House.
The White House requested the files by unsigned
forms bearing the typed name of Bernie Nussbaum,
White House counsel, who had been hired to replace
the now deceased Vince Foster. Clinton immediately
explained the incidents as “an innocent mistake”. His
staff chimed in with well-rehearsed choruses of “bureaucratic snafu” and “honest mistake”. As one of the
inquiring Congressmen pointed out, the obtaining of
these files involved some forty-three separate requests,
so that there would have had to be forty-three individual “honest mistakes”. Apparently there had been
no “dishonest mistakes”.
Compare the delivering of
one thousand personal FBI tiles to the White House
over typed signature requests with the FBI’s steadfast
refusal to deliver one file, my own, to me, even with a
notarized signature!
Never in the history of the FBI had anyone dared
to request such a horrendous quantity of the sacrosanct
FBI files. J. Edgar Hoover would have thrown any such
request into the wastebasket.
However, he was succeeded by a series of pathetic political dupes and
stooges, scraped from the bottom of the barrel in Washington, the dregs of the entire nation who now were
ushered into J. Edgar Hoover’s hallowed precincts,
there to squirm and dishonor themselves daily as prostitutes for ruthless political operatives such as the
sleazy Bill Clinton.
FREEH

A TOTAL

NONENTITY

In choosing the present head of the FBI, Louis
Freeh, President Bill Clinton knew that he had the complete stooge, a Jerry Lewis actor look-alike who would
perform any silly antics and grin while doing it. Freeh
willingly participated in FBI massacres of women and
children, and promoted the FBI agents who had managed to exterminate the greatest numbers of helpless
women and children. Now Freeh’s head is on the block.
What has yet to be dealt with in the FBI files scandal
is the fact that even though the White House acted illegally in requesting the files, in open violation of the
Privacy Acts, the cooperating FBI officials acted even
more illegally in releasing them to the mysterious forms
bearing only a typed signature of an alleged White
House official. Such a request in mass would have had
to be brought to Freeh’s personal attention as director
of the FBI, and he is the person who would ultimately
have to answer if the scandal were to break, as it surely
has. These files could only have gone out of the J.
Edgar Hoover Building after Freeh had given his personal approval.

WALL

STREET
JOURNAL
COMMENTARY

After Craig Livingstone’s testimony under oath
before a Congressional Committee, the Wall Street
Journal duly reported on its editorial page, June 27,
1996: “So control over the Clinton White House’s office of personnel
security
was given to Craig
Livingstone, a punk, and Anthony Marceca, a political lowlife.” Congressman Floyd Flake reported that
he had had an altercation with Livingstone at National
Airport, during which Livingstone called Flake “a
dumb-ass nigger”. The Journal observed that “no one
at the White House has a clue how Craig Livingstone
got this job.” Its editors note that an FBI agent detailed to the White House since 1979, Dennis
Sculimbrene, told a Senate committee that White House
officials asked him to get information about Travel
Office employees before they were fired. The Journal
says “That was no ‘innocent mistake’.”
‘lb0 years ago, the Journal reported that hundreds
of White House employees had failed to get security
checks, because they were still undergoing drug tests.
Most of them, including those who had access to the
one thousand Republican FBI files, still today have not
been able to obtain security cleartiqces, and are going
in and out of the White House daily on temporary
passes! The Journal concludes its revelations with the
observation that “Craig Livingstone isn’t just some
loopy guy who wandered out of a Georgetown saloon
into the White House. Craig Livingstone was in that
highly sensitive job because, on the evidence that has
emerged in the past week, his work was well up to the
standard expected.”
CLINTON’S

DEATH

SONG

The political implications of this week’s revelations are clear: Clinton has now smeared ashes on his
face, and is preparing to sing his death song. Washington insiders know that he is already more politically dead that Jimmy Carter or Gerald Ford, zombies
who have been wandering around for years like escapees from the set of a substandard Hollywood horror
movie. Soon Clinton will join the living dead, while
Hillary will be condemned to wander the Earth with
him, each of them convinced to the last that “they did
nothing wrong”. This may be true, but the more damning evidence is that they did nothing right, and the
American people now have to pay the piper for their
debt, created out of
nonsense. A five-trillion-dollar
thin air by the wizards of the Federal Reserve System;
a totally demoralized population; and the most encouraging economic prospects are that within a few months,
we will join the ranks of the Third World nations, most
likely with their typical military dictatorships.
HILLARY’S

FLIGHT

While her protege, Craig Livingstone, writhes before an inquiring Congressional
committee like a
trapped rat, echoing Hillary’s favorite line, “I don’t
At the height of the Watergate scandal, pot-smok- recollect”, Hillary herself has fled the country. Reing young Jewish lawyers at the Department of Justice sponding to inaudible demands for her presence, she
held wild drug and sex parties while playing the top rushed off to Europe on a whirlwind tour, which was
secret Nixon tapes in the background.
Many of the designed solely to allow her to escape the maelstrom
parties, weeklong in nature, were moved to Greenwich in the United States. Inevitably, she must return, perVillage in New York’s drug culture scene, where a party haps to join her husband in his death-song. We are rewas not considered successful unless the forbidden
minded of the last days of Nixon’s Presidency, when
Nixon tapes were playing in the background.
suddenly everyone turned on him; there were no deUnder Craig Livingstone’s aegis, as the hallowed fenders left. There will be no Beau Geste to ease
director of security in the Clinton White House, the Clinton’s journey into oblivion. Indicative of the proindecencies of the Nixon years were replayed. The FBI cess is the emergence of a new star in Washington, a
files of the Republican leaders were kept in an unlocked thirty-year FBI veteran, who for years, as resident FBI
agent in the White House, has been aghast at the devault, with a copying machine nearby. Livingstone
admitted in his testimony before Congress that he had struction wrought on the nation by the Clintonista hipno knowledge how many files were copied, by whom, pies. Now he has gone public, with a bestselling book
or for what purpose, as the copying machine was set Unlimited Access-An FBI Agent Inside The Clinton
up to make no records of any kind relating to its use. White House. The agent, Gary W. Aldrich, overnight
RELIVING
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became the hottest guest on the talk show circuit. So
great were the demands for his appearance that he had
to turn down 60 Minutes to meet his prior commitments.
Aldrich reports that “There was a unisex quality
in the Clinton staff that set it apart from the Bush Administration.”
He reports that Clinton was wont to
stray from the White House to meet a celebrity gal at
the downtown Marriott, favorite scene of Washington’s
political trysts. Howls of rage emanated from the White
House. Claims were made that it would be impossible
for Clinton to evade his ever vigilant Secret Service
protectors.
Unfortunately,
Hillary has frequently
boasted in her newspaper column that her favorite sport
is to elude her Secret Service escorts and drive about
the city without hindrance. In this predilection, she
differs from most Washingtonians, who would prefer
an armed escort if they venture onto the crime-ridden
streets. Other spin efforts, which were counter-productive, included demands from the Imperial Presidency that Gary Aldrich be forbidden to appear on any
talk show. The Clintons, still divorced from the real
world, failed to understand that these talk show hosts
are committed to finding the most controversial guests
in Washington, hoping that they will say something
outrageous, in order to boost the ever-sagging ratings
in the hot summer months. Aldrich’s book is tilled with
inside stories about the Clintons and their beehive of
frenetic, drug-ridden young things, Marxists to the
core, who have one thing in common: their hatred of
America.
Clinton recently lost one hero of his battle against
all American traditions, when a Ukrainian Jewish refugee, Jeremy Boo&, miraculously promoted from cabin
boy to Admiral, supposedly took his own life at the
height of his struggle to destroy the old Annapolis crew
of loyal Naval officers, who were unanimous in their
dedication to flag and country. Another ‘Washington
suicide”, Chief of Naval Operations Boorda supposedly shot himself in the chest moments before he was
to face a Newsweek correspondent who had wished to
ask him about his connection with America’s most famous spy, the Israeli espionage agent, Jonathan Pollard, supposedly doing life in prison for his crimes,
but scheduled to be returned to Israel a national hero
as soon as Clinton pardons him in return for Jewish
support in the approaching Presidential elections.
THE

ZIONIST

COMMITMENT

To prove his zealous commitment to the State of
Israel, Clinton had to fill his White House staff from
hordes of young Zionist Kibbutzniks, ardent IsraeliFirsters who look upon the United States as a virgin
territory to be conquered and enslaved forever in
Israel’s grandiose scheme of Israel Uber Alles, Israel
Over the World. The deus ex machina of Clinton’s
otherwise incomprehensible rise to political power has
been the unholy trio of the Anti-Defamation League of
B’nai B’rith; Mossad, the Israeli espionage agency and
Jonathan Pollard’s boss; and the ominous Jewish Defense League, the only terrorist organization operating full-time throughout the United States. It is true
that Clinton’s incredible rise from r&e-on-the-make
to President of the United States was facilitated by the
accident that Winthrop Rockefeller, one of John D.
Rockefeller Jr.3 “Fortunate Five”, the richest youths
in the world, fell in love with his Black Army sergeant
during the Second World War, and wished to bring him
back to New York as his personal trophy. His relatives
issued a stern rebuke, and Winthrop was told to hie to
the hinterlands for his then-bizarre tastes. He bought
most of the state of Arkansas as his personal fiefdom,
and installed his lover as his farm manager. When
eager young Bill came along, Winthrop realized that
he would be a valuable asset to the Rockefeller political program. No less an organ than the New Ibrk Times
hailed the “brilliant young Clinton” as a comer. Even
then, I predicted that the Rockefellers (read: the House
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of Rothschild, the creator of the Standard Oil Octopus) would boost Clinton into the Presidency.
His
qualifications were ideal: totally amoral, willing to do
anything to get on, and totally sincere in his confidence in his own degeneracy. Amoral people who begin to doubt themselves must quickly be jettisoned.
Clinton has never had this problem, nor has he ever
been the cause of any qualms by his manipulators.
MONEY

AND

PROJECT

GreenCult
Spreads

Out

TERRORISM

With the Rockefeller fortune behind him, and the
terrorist arm of the world Jewish conspiracy, the AntiDefamation League Jewish Masonic organization, to
run interference against any detractors, Clinton indeed
had a clear road to the White House. His campaign
had all the money it needed, all the propaganda provided courtesy of the New World Order, and international terrorism to stifle any public criticisms of his
misdeeds.
What the manipulators must have known
was that Clinton would be a one-shot President. He
has no staying power. From adolescence, he has had
only one goal, instant self-gratification.
This is no
small qualification for an instrument of the New World
Order. However, there is nothing in Clinton on which
to build a genuine persona, the essential ingredient of
any public career. But, you may well ask, has he not
had a career, his rise to the Presidency?
Indeed he
has, but it is no more than that, a rise, not a means of
building on his successes.
In fact, Clinton became
President because all of the doors were opened for him.
Now all the doors are closing, never to be opened again.
Clinton’s fall from grace reached the point of no return when he commandeered the FBI files of his political rivals. He failed to realize that the Anti-Defamation League considers the Federal Bureau of Investigation, and indeed, the entire Department of Justice,
its personal fiefdom, to be used only to further the Zionist cause, and not to be encroached upon by anyone.
THE

THE PHOENIX

NESHER

CELL

In 1936, Philip Klutznick, incorporator of the AntiDefamation League, founded an Israeli espionage unit,
the Nesher cell (nesher means eagle in Hebrew), in the
Department of Justice. By 1940, the Nesher group was
running the entire Department of Justice, as it has ever
since. The FBI has always been the willing tool of the
Nesher operatives at Justice. It was the Nesher terrorists who orchestrated the massacres of the Weaver family and the Waco Holocaust, as a dire lesson to any
Americans to dared to oppose their satanic program.
At no time did the Nesher group anticipate that a mere
President would presume to use their private organization, the FBI, for his own partisan purposes. Thus
Clinton made certain his permanent retirement from
the political scene. The ADL and the World Jewish
Congress allow their stooges only one mistake. They
will never be around to make a second one. They will
use whatever means necessary to get rid of him, but it
is likely that they will’ permit him to join their other
house zombies, Ford and Carter. These living dead,
drained of all their blood and life by the Jewish parasite, continue to live among us as a dire prediction of
the fate that awaits all of us at the hands of the pararite.
On the other hand, the Life Force of the Universe
also waits for us, waits for us to join it, as we were
intended to do. Yes, we have a choice. We can go on,
drained of life by the parasite, or we can recognize and
join the Living Universe, to grow with it and contribute to it as we were meant to do, and in so doing, to
taste all the joy of creating life, of participating in the
universe, no longer Earthbound, but freed to soar to
the limitless expanse of all Creation. Know that there
is a choice, and that you can, not must, make that
choice. In our sublime and generous universe, there
are no musts; there are only cans. What can you do?
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it is doing business under Infinite Balance, Inc., A
Nevada Corporation.
We are accused of using funny
names and weird intentions-how
about this turnabout? And, how many cult members do they have?
We already know that Ann stated she was an agent
for Green. It is simply not alright for the pots to call
~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~~o~~,‘whatelsethe
B
333 S. Dennison Road, #61
Tehachapi, California 93561
3579 Highway 50 E, Suite C,
Carson City, Nevada 89701
THIS BUSINESS IS CONDUCTED BY:
A CORPORA TION.

The registrant commenced to transact business
Mr. Green’s team has constantly referred to us as a
“cult,,. They also continue, after being told to cease and under the fictitious business name or names listed
desist by the COURT, to have a whole bunch of “aka” above on May 25, 1996.
names for Doris. Well, we note that there is a “group,,
INFINITE BALANCE, INC.
of followers who are even required to use the SAME
Is/ Ann Beam, President
ATTORNEYS after their own drop them for having no
Leon Fort, Vice President.
case. I find that interesting.
George Green and Desired claim to receive from
This statement filed with the County Clerk of Kern
Hatonn, Kroton, Duggah, Sananda, Aton, etc. Does
that mean that these are also aka labels for them? I County on June 3,1996. James A Rhoades, County Clerk
suppose so and, therefore, where they list akas for
[END OF QUOTING]
Doris, I hope our attorney will substitute and explain
that those are names used by Greens.
I find myself wondering if Mr. Abbott paid the
Since Ekkers and parties here are trying to finally
raise enough extra money to cover that which Green State of California fees for this transaction. (??)
We also want to welcome back Tammy Alley. It is
STOLE and sort out the mess that his cult members
nice to keep all our declared enemies, who have joined
made as to the taking of Corporations not their ownfrom the Agent in Nevada-that
we must ask that this the cult of Green, close where we can watch them and
Cult of Green’s and his members, cease and desist check our backsides regularly. Is this a cult aka Corpoannoying us, harassing and calling us bad names, ration, or just a “shell”? The shoes pinch when they are
onyourownfeet,don’tthey?
PerhapsthisisoneofCirrm’s
thieves, liars and cheats.
Watchthebauncingball.
We are happy to note that we are accused of all sorts kmy,manfNevadacorporatfonsl
of misuse of Nevada Corporations to sneak in and steal
all manners of money and
produce fraud. I find that it
is interesting to note that
the major accusers, Leon
Fort and Ann Beam, have
carried the Corporationhandling a step further in
bringing their own new entity into California under
7/14/96 #1
HATONN
the shelter of Infl.lrite Balante, Mr. Fort’s personal
There is nothing of such beauty
corporation. What are they
as is a Morning Shy
hiding?-as
we are always
When the colored crayons in God’s hands
interrogated under torture
and being called “Evil”. I
Paint of Hope and Love upon the Lands.
personally find the name
To touch the Heart, the Ear, the Eyeeven more interesting than
And connects our own with that on High!
anything else. No business
is stated but Gold seems to
be the primary focusofthese
May it come to be beauty reflected there,
people, members of Green’s
In the radiance of that wondrous Shy,
cult. They advertised by
For God rains beauty, life, and being
publishing the aka: June 12,
19, 26 and July 3, 1996.
Throughout HIS wondrous Plan.
The public announceWWie man rains terror in his short life-span
ment for “Fictitious BusiThen pours out that terror as
nest? name statement, File
Fire upon The Land.
No. 96-1743-4 reads:
[QUOTING:]
The following person is
doing business as:
FT. KNOX CO-OP [H:
Is this a take-off on Fort
and Knox or Gold Storage? They don’t state the
type of business, only that

(from One

Who Has Witnessed)

One Who Has Witnessed may well not be ever a recognized poetbut understands too well the difference in God and Man. God ALWAYS
brings Love, Joy and LIFE-MAN brings Pain, Sorrow, and DEATH.
May YOU come to see and know the difference.
Thank you, Anonymous.
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redefined vitamin C and E powder as drugs. In France,
people have been indicted for selling vitamin C. Simi:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~k.
larly, the Jamaican Government is cracking down on
the unregulated sale of vitamins, minerals and herbs.
?l Is it conspiracy, coincidence or international coopera.:::: .,(,,. ..,,:; ;. .y:,::.
....::
: :’ . I,j
:.: ‘: .:‘,,..:..
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-) tion? Maybe none-or
maybe a little bit of each.
Basically these events are driven by International Trade
Congress in Paris. The congress broke up when Arch- Regulations.
7/l 2/96
PHYLLIS
LINN
duke Ferdinand of Austria was assassinated in Sarajevo,
A fundamental part of world trade is governance by
triggering World War 1 [or $0 Weare told). Revived for GATT. Under the UN, member states meet standards
OLYMPIC
MYTHS
DEBUNKED
the 1920 games at Antwerp, Belgium, and used at all for trade in food, food stuffs, labeling, content and even
The New World Order boys are very big sports later Olympiads, the ring logo came to symbolize the manufacturing. Of course most states have internal
FDA
promoters, primarily because of the DISTRACTION it “Eve continents”, Young says. [Don’t you smell a mechanisms which enforce similar controls-the
in the US and Health Protections Branch in Canada.
creates, diverting your attention from more of the bigger story behind this symbolismlt]
The myth of their ancient origin began with Leni But many states, despite internal msh&sms,
are
significant freedom-robbing
events treacheries they
Riefenstahl,
the
German
cinematographer
who
h
eavily influenced by rules and regulations imposed at
are perpetrating and keeping you too busy to oppose
the international level. If an international &legation
them. Golf, bowling, baseball, football-they
don’t chronicled Hitler’s rise to power in the documentary
care-as
long as you and your family are involved. Triumph of the FViNand extoled the 1936 Games in the changes standards which limit freedom ofchoice, there
Does that mean athletic pursuits are “bad”? Of course 12-hour film Olympia. For the latter film, Young says, is often very little which can be done at the national or
not-it’s
a matter of perspective.
From the June 27 Riefenstahl had the rings carved into a rock at Delphi, local level. Indeed, countries which oppose de&ions
Greece, as a backdrop for the torch bearers circling the under GATT are often penalized by the World Trade
issue of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, [quoting:]
0 rganization. In a sense, decisions reached by GATT
NEW YORK-Call
him a spoilsport, but as a stu- ruins of the ancient stadium. [Do you feel “had”71
delegations
can result in a domino effect, rippling
dent of antiquity, David C. Young says he feels comHEEEEEEERE’S
REAGAN!
across member states, causing radical change and up- d
pelled to point out that the Olympic torch now heading
heaval to common trade practices.
Given that, how
to Atlanta is not a tradition dating to ancient Greece. In
Or a reasonable facsimile-it
could be a cardboard does the delegation process work, and why is it not
the July-August issue of Archaeology magazine, the
University of Florida classics professor recalls that the cutout! Or more likely, a cloned replica. Anyway, this working in the public’s favor? GATT has under it
the young kid on the many delegations which performvarious
tasks. One
long-distance torch relay originated 60 years ago, when photo gives Dole new vigor-he’s
right1
From
July
4
issue
of
THE
ORLANDO SENTI- such delegation is the Codex Commi&on:~ The Codex
Adolf Hitler tried to turn the 1936 Berlin Olympics into
Alimentarious Committee on Nutrition and Foods for
a celebration of the Third Reich. Not only that, but it NELp [quoting’]
LOS
ANGELES
(AP)-White
House
hopeful
Bob
Special Supplements (CAC) has in its jurisdiction the
was a Nazi propaganda film that also created the myth
that the tive-ring Olympic symbol is from ancient Dole, who last year promised Republicans he could be task of economic analysis and risk assessment of natuGreece-a
mistake that numerous books and other another Rodd Reagan [oh, no!], met Privately with ral medicines. 18 delegates make up the CAC. The
publications have repeated over the years. [The Big the former president Wednesday and pronounced the problem with this process is that 90% of CAC delegates
visit “a shot in the arm” for his campaign. “It reminded represent multinational pharmaceutical corporations.
Boys DON’T MAKE MISTAKES!]
As the torch neared New York City last week, most me of the great things that President Reagan had done At present, the only US delegate is a representative
cuts, a good economy, strong de- f rom the FDA [likely u “pharmoceuticalflunky”].
But
people questioned along the route had never heard of a for America-tax
fense,”
Dole
said
as
he emerged from the 40-minute with the deck stacked against us, health freedom often
“I always thought it was from the
Nazi connection.
loses out to limitations, controls, and
third century, or was it the fifth century?” said Andrew meeting. [Funny, my recollection is a bit dinrent!]
constraints. One propos& called “Draft
Bauer, a Greenwich Village writer -and philosophy
Guidelines for Dietary Supplements” was
teacher.
Young’s second book on the games, The
put forward by the German delegation; it
Modern Olympics: A Struggle for Revival, is about to
passed 16-2, with the sole American
be published by Johns Hopkins University Press. He
representative being one of the two dissays the torch relay was invented by Carl Diem, a
senting voices. This proposal includes
German who had been planning the 1916 Olympic
radical changes to the sale and possesGames at Berlin when they were canceled because of
sion of natural remedies, enforcing docWorld War I. Twenty years later, Diem was backtor prescriptions and contains the folorganizing the 1936 games under Hitler. “Diem, seeklowing points:
ing to glamorize them with an ancient aura, staged the
(1) No dietary supplement can be
first lighting of the Olympic flame, now a hallowed
sold for preventative or therapeutic use;
ritual in which millions delight,” Young writes. [Yes,
(2) no dietary supplement sold as a food
we do love our little rituals, don’t we!] When the
Republican presican exceed potency levels set by the
torches were lighted at Berlin-ostensibly
to signify
dential hopeful Bob
commission; (3) Codex regulations for
unity among nations-they
carried the logo of the
Dole and former
dietary supplements would become bindmanufacturer, Krupp, the huge munitions company
Resident Reagan
ing (this means that the clause within
that armed Germany for two world wars, Young says.
meet at Reagan’s ofGATT which allows a nation to set its
Olympic officials don’t deny the torch ceremony’s
fice Wednesday in
own standards would be eliminated).
origins.
“It began in Berlin in 1936; that’s true,”
Los Angeles. RaaAdmittedly, these standards severely
Francois Carrard, director-general of the International
gan, who is 85 and
restrict health choice and cater almost
suffers from AkheimCommittee,
er’s disease, was de- exclusively to multinational interests.
The shortfalls of GATT are too great
said by telescribed as subdued
phone. The
during the 40-minute to detail here, but in brief, GATT has
been labeled -a rich man’s club”, and its
interlocking
meeting.
agenda tends to favor the interests of
circles were
multinational corporations.
designed in
1913
by
HEALTH
AND WEALTH-FARE
FEW FUEL
France’s
IS SUGAR-BASED
Baron Pierre
From the Summer 1996 issue of the Canadian
d
Naturopathic
Association newsletter yital Link, [quotFrom the June 26 issue of THE GAZETTE,
Coubertine
ing:]
MONTREAL,
[quoting:]
founder
of
Vitamin C a prescription drug? Vitamin E powder
LONDON (Rueters)-British
and American scienthe IOC [Inan illegal substance? Sound like science fiction? Check tists said yesterday they have discovered a way to make
ternational
again: Radical changes in the availability of natural a clean fuel from sugar, which could revolutionize the
Olympic
Committee], medicines around the world are tearing apart the con- energy industry. The process rises enzymes from bacfor a 1914 cept of freedom of choice in health care. In Norway, teria that live near hot underwater vents to convert
health food stores cannot carry vitamins, minerals or glucose into hydrogen and water. A clean and cheap
World
even “trace minerals.
In 1992 .the -Norwegian FDA way to produce pure hydrogen has been a major objecOlympic
”

” “, ,, ,\, ,, .c..

tive for energy researchers, who are seeking ways to
replace pollution-creating fossil fuels and atomic reactors. [This is a lot like saying it is a major objective for
researchers to find a safe effective cure for cancer,
AIDS. titc. It’s just window dressing. What is wanted
is the status quo-cartel-controlled,
high priced, polluting petroleum products and death-and disease.]
Michael Danson, a biochemist at the University of
Bath, Western England, said the process could also use
simple cellulose-the
basic component of plants including grass. ‘What we have done is taken glucose
and we have oxidized it with an enzyme,” Danson said
in a telephone interview. “It produced molecular hydrogen.” “Hydrogen is the fuel of the 21st Century,”
said Jonathan Woodward of the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Tennessee, co-author of the research.
“The ultimate goal is to convert renewable resources
into hydrogen gas.” [This is NOT the goal of the
globalists, who will squelch this concept by buying up
the rights to it and sitting on it.] Woodward, an expert
in enzymes at the laboratory, run by Lockheed Martin
Energy Research Corp. for the U.S. Department of
Energy, said hydrogen could one day be used to fuel
cars. [“Could”, yes, but not likely.] The findings will
be published in the July issue of the journal Nature
Biotechnology.
IN THE

HOLE

From the July 4 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTINEL, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON (AP)-The United States, already
the world’s largest net debtor country, saw its debt
position jump by 40 percent last year while Britain
retained its No. 1 spot as the country with the biggest
holdings in U.S. companies.
In its annual look at
America’s international balance sheet, the Commerce
Department said Tuesday that America’s net debtor
position rose to $814 billion, up from 8580.1 billion in
1994. The net debtor position is the shortfall between
what foreigners own in U.S. assets-corporations,
real
estate, stocks and bonds-compared
with what Americans own in overseas assets. In direct investments,
defined as ownership of at least 10 percent of a company, Britain retained its hold on the No. 1 spot in U.S.
holdings for the second straight year. It had displaced
Japan in 1995.
Until the mid-tOs, the United States enjoyed the
title as the world’s largest creditor country, a position
now held by Japan, as the amount of American-owned
assets abroad dwarfed the foreign-owned assets in this
country. In 1986, the United States became a net debtor
for the first time since early in this century, and that
position has grown every year since as Americans
transferred billions of dollars overseas to pay forlmported cars, oil and other products. The net debtor
figure is not a debt in a classic sense since it includes
not only bank loans but all forms of investment. [AIthough you perform all sorts of tricks with statistics,
the secret is getting out that lhe U.S. is and has long
been bankrupt and owned, lock-stock-and-proverbialbarrel, by the international bankers. ]
CIA

HUMAN
RIGHTS
ABUSES
IN SOUTH
AMERICA

From the June 29 issue of the JOHNSON CITY
PRESS, [quoting:]
WASHINGTON (AP)-Credible
evidence suggests
that several CIA agents in Guatemala ordered, planned
or took part in human rights abuses, including assassination, since 1984, a presidential panel said Friday.
The panel said the CIA was aware of many of the
allegations at about the time they occurred.
It also
found that the CIA did not keep Congress adequately
informed of its activities in Guatemala and was insensitive to human rights abuses there. The findings were
contained in a 53-page report by Intelligence Oversight
Board. President Clinton ordered the panel to under-

take an investigation following allegations last year
that the CIA may have engaged in improper activities
in Guatemala.
[C ong ressional investigations are a
sick joke-more window dressing to beguile the gullible.]
The CIA inspector general had undertaken an earlier probe and, like the intelligence board, also found
fault with CIA communications to Congress and with
its attention to human rights questions. Commenting
on the board report, CIA Director John Deutch said in
a statement, “I take these findings extremely seriously,
and last year directed the CIA to put corrective measures in place. The CIA has done this, and I note the
IOB report recognizes this fact.” (More CIA humor!]
The board said in its report that it had learned that
since 1984, “several CIA assets were credibly alleged to
have ordered, planned, or participated in serious human rights violations such as assassination, extrajudicial
execution, torture or kidnaping while they were assets-and that the CIA was contemporaneously aware
of many of the allegations.”

‘FILEGATE’
LINKED
TO FOSTER
From the July 8 issue of SPOTLIGHT by Mike
Blair, [quoting:]
A dirty trickster in charge of Clinton Administration security has been linked to the mysterious death in
1993 of key Clinton aide Vincent Foster, Jr.
Craig Livingstone, former director of White House
personnel security operations, was one of several individuals seen removing files from the offrce of Foster
after his death on July 20, 1993.
Livingstone resigned in disgrace June 26. “With an
infinitely more distinguished public record than yours,
Admiral [Jeremy] Boorda committed suicide when he
may have committed a minor mistake,” Rep. Tom Lantos
(D-CA) said, leaving Livingstone teary-eyed.
Livingstone also retrieved FBI personal files on
480 former Republican White House officials and staffers.
The requests were made to the FBI for the files
under the name of White House chief counsel Bernard
Nussbaum, Foster’s immediate supervisor at the White
House.
When the files and other contents of Foster’s office
were searched after his death, Nussbaum was in charge
of reviewing and sorting the material.
.
The FBI was present, but the agents were forced to
sit on the other side of the room from where Nussbaum
was working. FBI agents were unable to see the documents.
This, of course, raises the possibility that secret
FBI files may have been among those found in Foster’s
office and removed by Livingstone and others.
The cause of Foster’s death, offtcially declared a
suicide, is still under investigation by Whitewater special counsel Kenneth Starr.
The body of the deputy White House counsel was
found in a remote section of Fort Marcy Park, across
the Potomac River from Washington in Virginia, with
a single bullet wound to the head.
WHAT

quests were made to the FBI for the personalfiles of the
former Reagan and Bush staff members. Of that total
33 files were actually dispatched to the White House
security offrce.
VERY

PERSONAL

During committee hearings, Sen. Alan Simpson
(R-WY) revealed the files contained such personal
information as very private details of the individuals’
lives. These facts included answers to questions as to
their sexual lives, including details of any extra-material affairs of either them or their spouses.
In many instances the files contain federal income
tax returns and other tax information.
Releasing tax
information is a felony.
When the information was provided to the FBI the
individuals were assured that it would be held in the
strictest of confidence. Copies kept in the personnel
files at the White House were supposed to go to the
secret archives of outgoing presidents after their White
House service was completed.
How many copies of the more than 300 files turned
over to the Clinton security office exist is not known.
Pink slips found in empty file folders by the FBI reveal
the documents to be signed out by security staffers.
WHO

HAD

ACCESS?

Former White House staffers appearing before the
Senate Judiciary Committee to testify about what has
become known as “Filegate” say they are concerned
how widespread the tiles were circulated, read and
copied after the White House got hold of them. Some
files had been signed out and were not among those
returned to the bureau.
The sordid episode is an embarrassment for the
FBI, particularly after recent congressional investigations of FBI wrongdoing in its handling of the now
famous Randy Weaver case in Idaho and the holocaust
that resulted from the confrontation between federal
agents and members of the Branch Davidian religious
sect at Waco.
FBI Director Louis Freeh, who has angrily denounced the White House snoop effort, has called for a
complete internal investigation of how the bureau
handles personal files. He ordered new guidelines and
regulations to prevent violations of privacy in the
future.
It has been reported that the ability of the White
House to retrieve the files with just a simple written
request was established during the administration of
the late Lyndon B. Johnson.
Johnson reportedly enjoyed reading the files of the
personal sexual peccadilloes of both friends and opponents.

FILES?

The question now arises as to just what files were
taken from Foster’s office. It has generally been assumed that they were files related to the Clintons’ links
with the Whitewater land deals.
Members of the Senate Judiciary Committee investigating the White House effort to delve into the FBI’s
personal files of former Republican staffers are convinced Livingstone was “digging for dirt” on the Republicans.
In what FBI general counsel Howard Shapiro has
described as “a massive invasion of privacy,” 480 re-
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OlympicsBad For
Your Health!
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HATONN

I appreciate Eustace Mullins’ observation that he is
older now and would like to work 24 hours a day but has
to restrict the load to perhaps 16 hours a day. Us too!!
And at this point, doing some business on the opposite
side of the globe-we are hitting the 24 hours a day and
praying the Copper colloid keeps the parasites out of
the joints-especially
the finger-joints.
Then we have
to pray the Titanium colloid will knock out the viruses
carried by those specialized parasites.
YOU have to also, just like us, deal with those twolegged parasites who have taken your world-while
you deal with their offspring microbes.
The time
during the Atlanta Olympics will be the test of mankind. The Elite Controllers don’t call themselves the
Olympians for nothing. The troops have already been
moved in-and by the way-troops
have been brought
in and off-loaded in the South through Texas and are
being brought and placed in strategic places along the
West Coast and immediately in areas of such as Sacramento, California and bases around major coastal cities-on BOTH COASTS. I just thought you Inquiring
Minds would WANT TO KNOW. YOU ARE GOING
TO WANT THOSE COPPER AND TITANIUM COLLOIDS SO, TEAM, GET ON WITH THE PACKAGING-WE
HAVE THE COLLOIDS WAITING TO
BE BOTTLED.
To the readers: I suggest you get a supply of these
two colloids ASAP as New Gaia has it packaged. The
Colloids are ready for packaging except for the labels.
We must do what is necessary to get the product to you
so be especially gentle and kind to the people involved
here for they are working so short of help as to be very
painful when I toss in a new one onto their shoulders.
We have targeted
the higher frequency
in the
colloidalizing process-unnecessary
for ordinary colloids but mandatory for use as a anti-microbial, antiparasitic BULLET.
The intent is to intentionally infect the people
attending the ‘Games’ with that which is spread by
insects and later airborne carriers. The temperatures
are scheduled to be intensely hot and HUMID-allowing optimum incubation of both parasites and microbes.
The intent is to get the incubation period
started and the full-blown infection will present after
the visitors return to their various habitats. The infecting organism will be mutations of prior recognized
organisms and will be out of hand before the medical
profession can “find a fix”. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO
GET THESE FATAL DISEASES-BUT
YOU DO
HAVE TO TAKE YOUR OWN RESPONSIBILITY
INTO YOUR OWN HANDS.
We are not, and never shall be, in any medical
business. We know this works and share it, no more
and no less. Do NOT stop your intake of GaiaCol
Silver, the GaiaGold, or OxySol (especially OxySol)
because the OxySol is a specifically programmable
crystal solution which is carbon based and holds human
DNA transfer capability.
Then you must have the
Gaiandriana for that offers the LIVING CELLS with
their natural living crystalline structure-to
merge
with the body’s own cellular structure.

Most of you will have used a lot of your supplies
with the early Summer flu-DO NOT RUN OUT; YOU
ARE GOING TO HAVE TO HAVE BUNCHES TO
GET THROUGH THESE NEXT ASSAULTS.
The financial losses here were great during the last
“stock-up” sales and some dealers bought a lot and did
not give the sale price to customers. We can’t do that
again because the paper and other industry here depends on those products’ income. Perhaps there can be
a four-for-three price or something similar-that
is up
to New Gaia as to how much they can manage and how
much they can do with the mandatory cut-backs in help.
Some of the helpers are away on vacation but will be
back in a couple of weeks so it might work out alright.
We, like all of you, have to LIVE LIFE AS IT HAPPENS TO US.
I would ask that some information on these products BE IN THIS ISSUE OF THE PAPER! [We are
working on getting these new products to you by the
first week ofAugust 1996. Please see box on thispage.
Thank you, the sta# at NEW GAI.4.] I repeat, those

Pane 7
games start in a week-and a couple of weeks after that
all HELL is going to cut loose if “their” plan goes
according to schedule. You will get a world-scatter on
the carriers. This will be worse than an Ebola outbreak.
READ YOUR TV PROGRAMS-THEY
ARE TELLING YOU EXACTLY WHAT THEY PLAN TO DO1NCLUDING”INDEPENDENCE DAY” TYPES OF ACTIVITIES-WHILE
YOU ARE SICK AND DOWN.
Next will come the realization of food shortages
and contaminated grain. Be blind if you choose, as well
asdeafand dumb-bu~remember,someonehastoattendthe
sick-hopefully without becoming dead in the process
DO NOT BUY INTO THIS “TOO MANY EMPLOYED...“, “RUNAWAY ECONOMY” AND ALL
THAT GARBAGE THEY FEED YOU ON THE FINANCIAL PAGES. WHO EVER HEARD OF A DROP
IN THE MARKET BECAUSE OF GOOD EMPLOYMENT AND GROWING ECONOMY?
READ MY
LIPS, MY FINGERS AND MY MIND: YOU ARE
INTO THE SERIOUS, SERIOUS TIMES AND YOU
ARE GOING TO HAVE TO HELP YOURSELVES.
Keep those little pulse boxes going and if you don’t
have one-get one and USE IT REGULARLY. Keep up
your intake of all these things we offer-YOU
NEED
THEM. THERE ARE NONE LIKE THEM ELSEWHERE ON ANy MARKET-NONE!!
You must
have an immune system that can handle these invaders.
You WILL be hit but you can survive-but
not with
what is available in your medical annals for use at
present. Your body is your business and we cannot, nor
even desire to, offer medicines or drugs-so you are on
your own for boosting and keeping a good, sound
IMMUNE system. Even that doesn’t mean you won’t
get sick-it is planned that you get sick-and depopulation of the globe is STILL IN THE STRATEGIC
PLANNING of the One World Order. Your future is up
to you, READERS; not ME, not US-YOU.

1 CO~OIDS

)I

Colloidal

Titanium

(GAIA Ti=22)

Colloidal

Copper

(GAIA Cu=29)

Colloidal

DHEA (GAIA W.M.Y.)

(800)

NEW-GAIA

(639-4242)

Advanced products with higher frequencies
to knock out the
newly created mutated viruses carried by the specialized parasites.
Should be available the first week in August.
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MoreFromThe SagaCalled:

\0
FtreFromTheSky
The Killing Continues
Editor’s note: Earlier segments of this excellent
research document were last presented in the 12/12/95
CONTACT starting on the Front Page.
7/l l/96 #l
CALVIN

HATONN
C.

BURGIN

In my experience on your place I have found many,
many negative individuals who dare not, speak up
not-just a whole lot of “not”. Dharma calls them “lots
nots”. However, when you find the few who dare, speak
up, research, write, share, go out of their way to help,
and honor God, Country and Fellowmanam overwhelmed with appreciation.
In order to not put any spin on this tale, as we are
often called by our adversaries, “spin doctors”, I will
offer Cal’s letter as we move to offer his most recent
compilation of writings.
There will be sufficient information for you Inquiring Minds who cannot wait for me to get back to The
Hoax Of Judeo-Christianity.
Calvin always sends a
disc in these more recent writings which would save
untold amounts of time for ones who simply want to
reprint the words. We appreciate that conveniencebut I don’t handle it that way. We are not in the general
publishing business-YET-for
that comes in a day
when we have wherewithal to handle the load-then we
may well have the biggest publishing company, outside
the Controllers, ever known to man. At present we
must not.
Mary Snell reprinted and copied the book above
mentioned and now that Calvin has referred to sameplease, if impatience denies you rest-you can get the
entire volume from her. [See box on this page] It is
worth every cent and one day MUST have publication.
Remember, we who become too impatient-God
blesses
us in our wise patience.
In the overall tale of lives, past and present, that
book is far more important than the more recently
received document from Mr. Burgin-BUT,
for this
moment in sequence, the more recent takes current
affairs a bit further and for the moment becomes more
important for this moment in passing. Perhaps Mary
will have opportunity to print this also, and you who
are, again, impatient, will find a resource without
waiting on our chaotic schedule and paper limitations.
Perhaps our dream is: no limitations on the paper size
for we have no prospect of diminishing information.
When we are the only one of perhaps two or three

others who print TRUTH and dare to speak out, there is
Some say, u . ..but you could go back to those lcscertainly PLENTIFUL information begging to be told. sons...!” No, I won’t, because I also have a missionHowever, until the public is willing to support us, and to see the remnant through, lay infrastructure for not
you don’t have to subscribe if you get papers other- just survival but movement into radiance and living
wise-you
can send a few dollars to CONTACT and possibilities right on your old battered world. Writing
every little bitty bit helps. Remember the importance of for journals or the paper is the LEAST of our work load.
the tiWidow’s mite”. We are having to cut out the relief
I am going to now turn to a -cover-letter* from
team just to continue the paper-and that always makes Calvin C. Burgin, 404 Gate Tree Lane, Austin, TX
the enemy happy because often those involved become 78745. Phone: 512-443-9129, Day: 512-454-3003,
the enemy. Everybody wants to bash Ekkers-but
the FAX: 512-452-4770, e-mail: wrldline@texas.net.
By the way, Calvin Burgin worked with Dave
facts are, Ekkers have to figure a way to attend it ALL
as to pay. The products
pay the way during sales
but can’t even pay their
own people during regular times.
This will
change for it is God’s
PROMISE that it shall be
JUDEO-CHRISTIANITY
so. This does not mean
that we don’t have difficult and lean times in the
interim.
I am asked why we
don’t hear more from Dr.
Young, for he is such a
skilled writer?
I can’t
answer that for we who
attend our own business
and do our own work, accept that each one here
does what he can-according to his instructions regarding that task. I will
tell you this, however: he
works with a couple of “receivers” who are blossoming brilliantly and that in
turn will relieve our load
tremendously
without
leaving either a blank spot
in Spiritual contact and/
w
or be caused to totally neOrder by sending $24.00
glect such as Geophysical
(which includes shipping) to:
phenomena,
Natural or
Manmade,
immediate
Mary Snell
warnings for preparation
P.O. Box 6708
OR allow you to forget the
our
purpose
of
TexarkanaTX 75505-6708
communications
in the
FIRST place.

JULY 16, 1996
Overton until Dave’s death and afterward to help get
Dave’s wishes FOR THAT GOLD settled. You be the
judge of WHO you would rather trust as to truth about
the “gift”- The Green cult or one who, without recognition, brings daring truth to you-the-people-for
YOUR
GAIN, not his!
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BRITISH
BEEF
FARMERS
WORRY
OVER
MAD
COW
PLAN

GREAT HALLINGBURY, England-Dairy
farmer
Andy Streeter was a happy man after the European
Union agreed to pay him for each animal destroyed
under a plan to eradicate mad cow disease. “I am
[QUOTING:]
encouraged. They are doing something to restore public confidence and get the British beef industry back on
Dear Friends,
June 30, 1996
its feet,” said Streeter. He has had 16 cases of the brainwasting bovine spongiform encephalopathy in his herd
Enclosed is Part 6 of Fire From The Sky (my of cows since the disease began in 1986. Farmers with
numbering system) [CONTACT’s Part 3 1 and onward]. beef cattle, however, are still wondering what the govSome of the material in it has been covered by CON- ernment will do to cushion them from plummeting
TACT, but there are some important items in it that prices, hostile consumers and a world-wide ban on beef
CONTACT has not covered.
exports imposed by the European Union. Britain has
If it is of any interest to you, feel free to use it, or agreed with its EU partners that it will no longer allow
not, any way you like. The information needs to get out. cattle older than 30 months to be slaughtered for meat.
Originally I asked Wayne (Richard) Snell not to Instead, as many as 15,000 carcasses a week-mainly
use my name so that the focus would be on him, not me. old daity cows-will have to be incinerated or otherwise
I was only the compiler, anyway. Now I don’t see any disposed of, and larrners will receive compensation.
reason not to use my name (the government certainly
knows all they want to know about me), so that people
HOPE
FADES
FOR U.S. COMMERCE
can contact me if they wish. Feel free to use my name and
SECRETARY
AFTER
CRASH
address unless you know some reason why you shouldn’t.
Mary Snell has published The Hoax of JudeoWASHINGTON-A
military olane carrying U.S.
Christianity in book form, anybody that wants the Commerce Secretary Ron Brown crashed in Croatia
complete book can contact her at: Mary Snell, P.O. Box and hope faded that he could have survived.
U.S.
6708, Texarkana, TX 755056708.
It is $24.00, post- President Bill Clinton told Commerce Department
age and all. Send check or Money Order to Mary Snell. employees that he didn’t yet know for sure what had
There is a bumper sticker which says “Kill ‘em all, happened to Brown. But, referring to his friend in the
let God sort ‘em out.” I like your way better, “Expose past tense, he eulogized Brown as if he were dead. “Ron
‘em all, let the people sort ‘em out.”
Brown walked and ran and flew through life and he was
Sincerely,
a magnificent life force and those of us who loved him
Calvin
will always be grateful for his friendship and his
warmth,” Clinton said, fighting emotion. [H: Remem[END OF QUOTING]
ber that ‘croc”??]
He then called for a moment of
silence, before leaving the auditorium.
Thirty-three
I don’t believe I need to further comment; let us just people, 27 passengers and six crew, were aboard the Tmove right on, Dharma, and see how far we can get 43A, a military version of the Boeing 737, when it went
before the meeting today with Wally Gentleman.
down in bad weather near the city of Dubrovnik, said
Gen. Howell Estes, operations director at the Joint
[QUOTING, FIRE FROM THE SKY, PART 3 1:]
Chiefs of Staff. The passengers included senior military officials and leading business executives, he said.
THE
KILLING
CONTINUES
FBI MOVING
AGAINST
FORMER
TEACHER
SUSPECTED
AS
Plane crashes, mass suicides, bombs and mad
UNABOMBER
cows-what a crazy world we live in! THESE THINGS
ARE ALL RELATED! Let’s see HOW they are related.
WASHINGTON-FBI
agents searched the MonThe Canadian Press World News Digest issued a tana home of a former college teacher turned in by his
summary of the four top world news events on Wednes- family as a possible suspect in the Unabomber killings,
day, April 3, 1996, which stated [quoting:]
federal law enforcement officials said. The man under
suspicion was described as a Harvard graduate and a
A SUMMARY OF
former professor or instructor at the University of
TOP WORLD NEWS WEDNESDAY:
California at Berkeley, said two federal officials, who
requested anonymity.
One federal law enforcement
AUTHORITIES
SAY PARANOIA.
official said the man has been under surveillance for “a
LED
TO 1994 CULT
DEATHS
short period of time”. The search took place Wednesday afternoon at the man’s home in Lincoln, Mont.,
FRIBOURG, Switzerland-a
power-tray,
para- this official said. A member of the Unabomb task force,
noid old man who was the mastermind of a doomsday demanding anonymity, said the suspect was named Ted
cult was responsible for the deaths of 53 members of the John Kaczynski and had been using many aliases. ABC
Order of the Solar Temple in Canada and Switzerland,
News said Kacynski was taken into custody when he
investigators say. The deaths began in October 1994 resisted having.his home searched. END OF QUOTE.
with the ritual slaying of a three-month-old
boy in (I often use QUOTE and END QUOTE instead of or in
Quebec, investigating magistrate Andre Piller said af- addition to quote marks, to aid in keeping track of
ter an l%-month investigation.
Documents dating to quotes when the material gets translated through comearly 1993 indicated the cult was already preparing its puter bulletin board files and internet computers.)
“transit” into a better world, Piller said. “The madness
[H: By the way, to answer all the bunches of
of a power-crazy man with many faces* was responsible
inquiries about putting journal or CONTACT matefor the carnage, Piller concluded. That man was cult rial on the Internet or whatever-PRINT
ANYmastermind Joseph di Mambro, a 70-year-old from THING YOU WISE-WE
ENCOURAGE SHARQuebec. Di Mambro was in failing health and was ING AND THE MORE PEOPLE WHO KNOW THIS
worried about being uncovered as a fraud by cult mem- MATERIALTHE
MORE CHANCE THERE IS
bers who had invested fortunes to finance the group’s TO CHANGE A WHOLE BUNCH OF BAD THINGS.
extensive travel and properties, Piller said. Di Mambro NO ONE HERE HAS THE TIME TO ARRANGE
was also egged on by “paranoia” that the cult was being FOR SUCH PUBLICATIONS.]
What will not be obvious to most readers is the fact
hunted by police.
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that those four headline items are related to each other!
SOLAR

TEMPLE

‘CULT”

Let’s first look at the Solar Temple Cult that was
“suicided” in October, 1994, [quoting:]
INTERNATIONAL

CULT

MURDERS

While “cult experts” initially labeled the autumn
deaths of fifty members of the order of the Solar Temple
in Switzerland and Canada the result of a “suicide
pact”, it’s now clear that it was a case of mass murder.
Salvan, Switzerland police chief Bernard Geiger has
stated, “It would be more proper to talk of a collective
murder than a suicide...” and police said that most of
the shots that killed the victims were not fired by the
three rifles found near the dead.
Like Lee Harvey Oswald, cult founder Luc Jouret
had a confusing mix of left- and right-wing political
associations in his past. From 1964 to 1975, Jouret was
an active member of a Belgian Communist youth league,
but prior to establishing his cult, he had belonged to the
New Order of the Temple, a cult founded by a French
right-wing extremist in 1968. He has also been connected to Chinese and Peruvian Marxist groups. Meanwhile, Jouret associate Joseph di Mambro is said to
have been connected to Nazis during World War II.
Another odd aspect of the case is the fact that the
interior of the cult Temple contained images (an Egyptian sphinx, a rose and cross, a grail) that suggest links
to a secretive and ancient religious sect known as the
Cathars.
[H: Also KNOW AS THE CHAZARSKHAZARS.] The Cathars, similar in philosophy to the
Knights Templar, were severely persecuted and massacred by the Catholic Church. The Cathars and/or the
Knights Templar are thought by some to have possessed
powerful secrets relating to the life of Christ and
perhaps the Holy Grail itself.
Perhaps most significant in this case is the fact that
both Jouret and de Mambro had been under investigation by the RCMP in Canada for arms running and
money laundering.
While a recent CNN report did
mention that the cult may have been involved with
international money laundering, this angle has not
been widely reported or investigated. (Paranoia, The
Conspiracy Reader, article Paranotes, p. 14, winter
1994/95. Paranoia, PO Box 3570, Cranston, RI 02910).
[END QUOTING OF PART 3 1:]
Sorry, just as this was really picking up-we have
to leave it. We ARE going to run this in entirety in
CONTACT if CONTACT can manage to stay in press.
However, I would hope that Mary Snell is also working
on a compiled copy. When we get funding we fully
intend to do what we promised Richard, and that is to
help Mary Snell. All of you readers will note that it has
happened in Arkansas, exactly as Snell said it would-
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while they continue to kill off those who know too
much-JUST
AS THEY DID RICHARD SNELL. Well,
good old Guy Tucker is in more trouble than he can
handle-as
he is having to resign in disgrace AND is
dying of liver problems for which, if he gets no donor,
he will pay that ultimate price. He might do well to
share his input with the world and perhaps God might
look more kindly on his soul journey!
So be it, we must make an appointment. Please stay
tuned AND INTERESTED-this
is going to get ever so
much better as it unfolds.
Thank you, Calvin Burgin, for doing the tedious
job of compiling all this information so we can “cut to
the chase”.
Wally Gentleman and George Van Noy, you don’t
have to concern too much over Sipapu- there are a
zillion stories needing to be told even worse than that
one! We’ll get there! Salu.

ishBANKINGDYNASTY
who wasdiscovered hanged
in a Paris hotel room, took his own life, the NM
Rothschild Sons BANK confirmed yesterday.
Initial inquiries by French police indicated that he
seemed depressed shortly before his death, but that he
had left no note to explain why he might have taken his
life. A post mortem was being carried out....
. ..The banking dynasty was founded in the early
19th Century (1800s) by Mayer Amschel Rothschild
[El: Red Shield of the Khazarians], who told his five
sons to form banks in Frankfurt, London, Naples, Paris
and Venice.
. . .He worked as a personal assistant to his cousin
and in 1990 was made chief executive of Rothschild
Asset Management. It was losing money then and still
was at the time of his death. (H: Thank you, Mr.
Bush. t Those bogus certificates
really got around,
didn’t they?]
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That was not the only French connection. Police
investigating an empty farmhouse in D’Augignan, in
southern France, discovered Saturday that it had been
booby-trapped to explode on the same night as the fires
at the farmhouse in Cheiry, 48 miles north of Geneva,
and in Grange+sur-Salvan.
The farmhouse had been
used by the sect last August. The Canadian police have
said that three of the five people found in Morin
Heights, 50 miles northwest of Montreal, were killed
several days before fire destroyed the building around
the same period as the fires broke out in the Swiss
villages. Canadian bankers also have spoken of suspiciously large amounts of money passing through a cult
member’s bank account. There also has been a report
of an Australian farm being the headquarters of the
money-laundering operation. (Austin American Statesman, A4.)
EXPERTS
* OF CULT

[END OF QUOTING]
[QUOTING, FIRE FROM THE SKY, PART 32:]

One of the reasons this particular brief segment
l October lo-One
of cult’s leaders reportedly is
[following] on the “cult” operation and burning relates among dead.
to news JUST YESTERDAY, is because Janet Reno,
CHEIRY, Switzerland-The
mystery surrounding
Attorney General of the United States, but an employee the macabre deaths of dozens of cult members in Switof the United Nations and paid by the International
zerland deepened on Sunday with the assertion that a
Monetary Fund, was censured for her criminal ac- presumed ringleader of the Order of the Solar Temple,
tions in the authorizing
of the burning of the for whom a murder warrant had been issued, had been
Davidians in Waco, Texas. Interestingly enough, the identified among the dead.
only thing the press had to report was that it was
But there was still no clue as to the whereabouts of
apparently an action simply put forth by the Republi- Luc Jouret, the 46-year-old Belgian founder and head
cans to embarrass an already harassed President Clinton. of the sect, who also is wanted on murder charges. It
Your world IS SICK, readers.
has not been established whether he was also among
You are going to read about accidents and “sui- those who died in Switzerland in a deadly scene that
tides” until you are sickened by the blatant misfit liesapparently was coordinated with five other deaths on
BUT, perhaps you should pay attention- for among the property owned by the cult leaders in Canada.
“suicided” are the ones who KNOW TOO MUCH.
Swiss television reported Sunday that several famLet us consider a news-breaking story hot off the ily members had identified the body of Joseph di
South African Press rollers:
Mambro, 70, a French-Canadian reputed to be the
financial mastermind of the cult, and that of his wife,
[QUOTING:]
Jocelyn, among 25 burned bodies recovered from three
chalets at the Alpine ski hamlet of Grange+sur-Salvan,
AMSCHEL
ROTHSCHILD
100 miles from Cheiry... Di Mambro’s name also figHANGED
HIMSELF
ures in another baffling twist: his passport and his
wife’s arrived at the Interior Ministry in Paris over the
Friday, July 12, 1996
weekend in a package addressed to Interior Minister
PARIS-Amschel
Rothschild, the heir to the Brit- Charles Pasqua, the ministry said.
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DOUBT
SUICIDE

VALIDITY
THEORY

* October 14-N-w York Times News Service.
GRANGES-SUR-SALVAN,
Switzerland-Swiss
investigators raised doubts Thursday as to whether 48
members of an esoteric sect who were found dead
Wednesday in two Swiss villages had taken part in a
collective suicide, noting that some of them were administered a powerful drug before they died.
Andre Pillar, a judge investigating the deaths of 23
members of the sect at a farmhouse in the village of
Cheiry, said some elements supported the idea of a
collective suicide, “but others make us think of an
execution.”
He said it was possible some members of the Order
of the Solar Temple chose to die by taking the drug, “a
powerful, violent substance” that he said was administered “by injection and/or intravenous drip”. But he
noted that 20 of the 23 bodies at Cheiry had bullet
wounds, IO had sealed plastic bags over their heads and
several were found with their hands tied behind their
backs. [H: Isn’t it amazing what great efforts some
people will make to commit SUICIDE? By golly, it
appears Kevorkiaa might have the most merciful
suicide offering after all.]
Bernard Geiger, the police chief of the region that
includes the hamlet Granges-sur-Salvan, where 25 bodies were found Wednesday, also questioned Thursda
whether all 48 people chose to die, particularly since a
least five children were among the dead.

COlVTACEThePhoenix
Project
CONTACT is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens
everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of
this country’s special mission in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes
the United States, so goes the world.”
CONTACT is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other enLight-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness.
CONTACT exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever halftruths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites
who are in the
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order.
This newspaper, CONTACT, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its
internationally acclaimed predecessor called THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR.

THE PHOENIX LIBERA TOR, in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOENIX JqURNAL EXPRESS,
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you
readers than was poaaible with the more substantial “book” format of the PHEONLX
JOURNALS. Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission.
While the PHOENIX LIBERATOR ‘s motto reminded all-that “The Truth Will
Set You Free”, the CONTACT’s motto, displayed prominently in the masthead,
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye Shall
Know
The Truth And The Truth Shall Make You Mad!”
The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTAClTng
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friendsl
-Dr.
Edwin
iU. Young
Editor-In-Chief, CONTACT
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[H: I must remind you readers that SOUL is
eternal and because SOUL is eternal, the method of
death of the body is extremely and urgently important. THE SOUL WILL BEAR THE MEMORY OF
SUCH TORMENT AND TORTURE FOREVER.
This is KNOWN by the mind-warpers and thus a
terrorized death is chosen to keep the soul from its
return by choice, protect themselves should the soul
return with a vendetta and this will produee major
problems of balanced life-flow when triggered in
subsequent living experiences. Some of the prior life
expressions mark and mar the next many experiences.]
“We are still reeling from what we found,” he said
after inspecting the underground chapel. “When we
first walked in, it looked like a wax museum. The
bodies were lying in a circle with their heads outward.”
On the wall of the chapel was a picture of a long-haired,
bearded man with a cape and a rose.
A cassette tape attached to the door of the chapel
explained some of the group’s spiritual beliefs, Pillar
said, but gave no reason for the killings.
Police said they also found literature referring to a
sect called the Crois and Rose, believed to be an offshoot of the same group. The farmhouse, perched on a
wooded hill over the village of Cheiry, 45 miles north
of Geneva, was sealed off from reporters.
Twenty-five bodies, including several children lying next to each other, were found in three chalets in a
ski area at Granges-sur-Salvan in Valais canton, about
45 miles southeast of Geneva. Police said they jound I5
bodies at one chalet and two at another. Later in the
morning, they found eight more bodies in a third
chalet, which was destroyed by fire [started by sophisticated remote-controlled bombs]. Police called off the
search of the third chalet late Wednesday, fearing the
structure would collapse.
Valais police spokesman
Carlo Kuonen told Swiss radio there was no sign of
force or violence at the chalets.
“Apparently they were somehow put to sleep,” he
said. Police said the victims may have been given an
overdose of some type of drug. Police in Canada said
the bodies found there Tuesday in a rural area outside
Montreal had not yet been identified,
Const. Michel Brunet of the Quebec provincial
police said the man and woman were wearing medallions engraved with double-headed eagles and Latin
inscriptions invoking the fabled Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse.
[H: Please stop the nonsense about double-headed
eagles for that symbol means anything anyone wants
it to mean. It is in Austrian logos, Indian logos,
Pleiadian logos, Masonic logos-you
name it. It has
simply evolved into a confusing and overused bit of
distraction. It was the symbol of the House of the
Czar of Russia, Romanoff-but
also the House of
Fabrizia who later moved to Paris, France and was
sold to a Khazarian Jew. The original trademarkon
art and sculpture was from the JEWELER who
served the Czar of Russia. The real meaning of the
symbol itself is as the Thunderbird-Phoenix,
which
represents the “Overlord” or. “Master-Lord”. It is
simply a corrupted sign in current use-usually
popping up greatly in modern cults-who have no idea of
any meaning so they take it from whatever fits their
fancy.]
Pillar said he was concerned that although many of
the bodies discovered in the farmhouse also-had bullet
wounds, no weapons were found near the bodies. [H:
Miracles never cease!!] Police said earlier that the 25
other bodies found in three ski chalets in Valais, about
45 miles from the farmhouse, showed no signs of
violence and appeared to “have been put to sleep”.
Twenty of them had .22caliber bullet holes in the
head. Some were suffocated with gray plastic trash
bags tied over their heads.
Some had their hands
bound, but there were no signs of struggle. “Everything
was peaceful,” said investigating Judge Andre Piller.
Whatever happened, someone meant to hide the

evidence by burning the bodies. But two elaborate
bombs failed to explode, possibly because the phone
system was out of service most of the day. The bombscontainers of gasoline andbutane gas linked togetherwere wired to a device so that they could be triggered by
a telephone call or a timer. At least one other bomb did
explode in an upper floor. But the resulting fire that
destroyed the farmhouse didn’t reach the basement,
where 19 bodies, some clad in ceremonial robes, lay in
a ritual circle.
Three others, including a lo-year-old boy, lay dead
in an adjacent room. Giacobino himself was dead in his
bedroom in the gutted farmhouse. Some 45 miles east
of Geneva, in the canton of Valais, another fire three
hours later destroyed three chalets. Twenty-five bodies
were found in them, and Giacobino’s car was parked
nearby. The victims in Cheiry were Swiss, French and
Canadian. By late Wednesday, Giacobino was the only
body identified.
“One person had two bullet holes in the head but no
holes in the plastic bag on the head. Another had three
bullet holes in the head and one bullet hole in the
plastic bag,” Piller said. One body had eight bullet
wounds to the head. [H: Some suicide attempts just
don’t seem to work the first or second (or seventh)
time attempted.] “That was certlrr.inly homicide,” he
said. Another body containing large amounts of carbon
monoxide indicated the person was still alive when the
fire was set and breathed in the combustion byproduct.
“There’s a real disarray.
We don’t understand any
more just how the drama took place,” Piller said. “We
have a lot of work to do.” Asked if all those found at the
farm were murdered, he said: “We can’t exclude that.”
He left open the possibility that some members may
have committed suicide. [H: What a brilliant and
utterly incredible conclusion.]
What do YOU think, was it suicide or murder? The
authorities even (reluctantly) admit it was murder, yet
most papers, talk show hosts, preachers, etc., insist on
calling it SUICIDE. How many of you remember that
there were TWO mass “suicides” by the same Solar
Temple “cult”? Fourteen months after the first deaths
of around 50 or more (depending on whose count you
accept), just before Christmas in 1995 there were 14
(others say 16) more “suicides”. “Investigators at the
[later] scene also found two 9 mm guns, carried by two
French police officers who were members of the sect
and are believed to have been among the victims, and
two .22-caliber weapons. Police said .22-caliber bullets were found in the skulls of the victims, while 9 mm
bullets were found in some of the bodies as well.” Just
as in the earlier “suicides”, the bodies put plastic
garbage bags over their heads AFTER they had shot
themselves. I guess they were trying to do a thorough
job of killing themselves.
This “suicide” occurred on the same day that 164
people died in a plane crash in Colombia. The day
before, a Boeing 747 skidded off a runway and crashed
into a tower at JFK International Airport in New York,
and the papers reported “After a day of partisan debate,
the Senate on Wednesday night approved a resolution
to ask a federal judge to order President Clinton to
comply with subpoenas and turn over Whitewater material that the White House has said is protected by
lawyer-client privilege.”
RON
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[Please also re/er to the full-writing on this plane
crash on p. 10 in the 7/9/96 CONTACT.]
The plane carrying Secretary of Commerce Ron
Brown and others crashed on April 3, 1996.
As soon as Brown’s plane crashed, we were shown
wreckage in the ocean on CNN TV. Later the wreckage
site was shifted to a mountain, and a piece of the tail
section was shown. Dr. Richard Frager wrote: “Less
than 24 hours after the crash of the plane carrying
Commerce Secretary Ron Brown, the story of how his
plane crashed has changed no less than 5 times.” [H:

Well, some of those passengers couldn’t make up
their minds just how to commit suicide!]
Croation Prime Minister Vlatko Matasa and air
traffic controller Miljenko Radic announced in Croatian
news that both the flight and data “black box” recorders
were recovered intact. Later our authorities said there
were no recorders on this particular airplane. Radic
then “committed suicide”, and one of the mechanics
committed suicide (“Niko Junic, 46, killed himself at
his home on Saturday. He was the airport maintenance
chief whose navigation system was guiding Ron Brown’s
plane when it crashed.“). To crash into the mountain
as reported, the plane had to be flying AWAY from the
airport, not towards it.
Others spelled the name Niko Jerkic, and said he
shot himself in the chest about an hour after the bodies
of Brown and the others were flown out of the airport.
The U.S. immediately said it was a suicide (our intelligence services must really be great, to determine so
quickly that it was a suicide. Yet, they seem to have
trouble finding planes falling out of the air). The
Associated Press on April 8 said: “The airport maintenance chief whose navigation system was guiding
Commerce Secretary Ron Brown’s plane when it crashed
has committed suicide, authorities said Sunday.. .
Croatia’s aviation inspector has said all navigational
instruments at Dubrovnik’s Cilipi Airport were operat-.
ing normally when the T-43 hit a hilltop as it came in
for a landing.”
Five days earlier, Lt. Col. James Albright, commander of the Air Force unit in Germany which included Brown’s Ramstein-based plane, was fired “for
safety concems~ . A senior U.S. defense official hastened to point out that “the U.S. and NATO have the
entire region covered with aerial surveillance and detected no hostile action against the plane nor explosion
aboard.” The plane was scattered over a roughly 15
square mile area, including parts in the ocean, obviously as the result of a BIG explosion. Later Brig. Gen.
William Stevens (who is black), commander of the 86th
Airlift Wing at Ramstein Air Base in Germany (Brown’s
crashed plane was assigned to the 86th) and his two
deputies, Col. Roger Hansen and Col. John Mazurowski,
were relieved of command and transferred. No reasons
were given. “The Air Force said it was unable to
provide telephone numbers or other means of contacting Stevens, Hansen and Mazurowski for comment on
their removal from their posts.”
We were told (by Lt. General Howell Estes) that the
plane went down because of unusually bad weather, but
two pilots who landed immediately ahead of Brown’s
flight said visibility was good. Radic said that five
aircraft landed before the 737 and pilots experienced no
problems with the navaids or weather (A W&ST, 4/%/96,
p. 26). This was of course before he “committed
suicide”. Before Estes’ disinformation “took”, “The
Pentagon finally told that old fart to shut up.” Later
Estes’ version was accepted as official. The control
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tower tape was determined to be missing, and the
backup cylinder is also missing. “The missing backup
cylinder shows that this was a professional job,” said an
intelligence community source. We are told the plane
made i,s approach to the airport from Tuzla in the
northeast, but part of the plane ended up on the
mountainside about 10 miles southeast of Dubrovnik,
while part was about 18 miles away in the Adriatic.
CIA TRAWLERS found part of the wreckage in the
water. Although the plane was called a T-43A, the “T”
means trainer and this plane was NOT a trainer, it was
military version of the Boeing 737-200. Aviation Week
& Space Technology called it a CT-43.
Joe Jordan, with the National Vietnam P.O.W.
Strike Force, who has Special Forces and Delta Team
friends and contacts, reported: “Cadavers from the Ron
Brown shootdown have arrived at Dover AFB, Delaware. All have chemical traces of Thermite, a chemical
used in bombs to blow safes and bunker doors. Also the
stewardess who was alive on the ground, Shelly Kelly,
was helped into the rescue helicopter with minor cuts
and bruises. On arrival at the hospital she had bled to
death from a neat 3” incision over the femoral artery.
Necropsy shows that the wounds are three hours apart.
Clinton has ordered ail cadavers cremated and others
are trying to block the order.”
In a news briefing, Gen. Estes announced that Gen.
Canavan had arrived on the scene of the crash to take
charge of the situation. I wonder what his actual orders
were? Joe Jordan also wrote: “In the Lear jet crash in
Alabama, a two-star Air Force General was on the
scene within 30 minutes. His job: execute any survivors.” This refers to a crash at Alexander City, Alabama, on April 18, 1995, the day before the execution
of Richard Wayne Snell in Arkansas and the Oklahoma
City federal building bombing.
The plane carried
Assistant Secretary of the Air Force Clark Fiester, Maj.
Gen. Glenn Protltt; Col. Jack Clark II; Maj. Hubert
Fisher; AF Maj. James Home, Army Sgt. Padro Mercado,
and pilot 1st. Lt. Paul Bowers and pilot Capt. Paul
Carley. According to Sherman Skolnick and others,
Hillary Clinton had been indicted two days earlier and
the plane carried military investigators enroute to Oklahoma City to obtain evidence from the Federal Building, evidence that was to be used in an indictment and
possible arrest of President Clinton. Skolnick can be
contacted by listening to his hot-line recording, 312731-1100.
[H: It’s all OK, voters-the
Republicans aren’t
any better-just
the suicided entities are differentthe cover-up is different in cause-but dead is dead
is dead is dead-even
by SUICIDE.]
Defense Secretary Perry said he had known Fiester
(who died in the Alabama crash) for 38 years. The
plane supposedly crashed because its fuel had become
“unbalanced”, but according to some, it was shot out of
the air by a Delta Team.

from 1991 to 1994.
Paul Cushman III , chairman and chief executive
offrcer of Riggs International Banking Corp., based in
Washington. International banker, specialized in “embassy banking”, sometimes also called “drug money
laundering”-just
rumors, of course.
Adam N. Darling, confidential assistant, Cornmerce Department. Young man, worked in 1992 Clinton
for President Campaign.
Gail E. Dobert, deputy director, office of business
liaison, Commerce Department. She did fundraising at
the Democratic National Committee, was an active
member of National Women’s Political Caucus.
Robert Donovan, president of ABB Inc., the U.S.
subsidiary of the Swiss based Asea Brown Boveri, also
involved in robotics and “environmental sciences”.
Ciaudio Eiia, chairman and chief executive of Air
& Water Technologies Corp. This New Jersey-based
firm specialized in pollution control businesses, and is
involved in the outrageous pollution control laws of
that state (see “Coming Soon: A Plan to Confiscate
Your Car” in the Wall Street Journal, May 5, 1996).
Elia was formerly with the French conglomerate Cornpagnie Generale des Eaux. It was at first reported that
he was not on the plane.
David Ford, president and chief executive officer
of InterGuard Corp, the company that oversees Guardian Industries’ glass manufacturing operations in Europe. One of America’s glass-making giants. He lived
in Luxembourg,
Kathryn Goffman, Commerce Department, name
later corrected to Kathryn E. Hoffman, “senior adviser for strategic scheduling and special initiatives,
Commerce Department”. Former Assistant Director of
the Office of Public Liaison for the Presidential Inaugural Committee; Deputy Political Director in California of Clinton/Gore Campaign; worked with Sony
Picture Entertainment, and on the staffs of Sen. Joseph
Biden and Sen. Julian Bond.
Carol Hamilton, press secretary, Commerce Department.
Press Secretary for Clinton/Gore’s New
York campaign, worked for New Yorkers for Jesse
Jackson, Vice President for Public Affairs at Planned
Parenthood. Also worked for Chase Manhattan Bank,
Howard J. Rubenstein Associates, and was a correspondent for Black News We Speak.
Lee F. Jackson [H: Readers: THIS IS A HOT
ONE!], U.S. executive director, European Bank of
Reconstruction and Development, Treasury Department, listed as Central Intelligence Agency employee
by Croatian news services. Was Treasurer of the City
of Boston, and worked for Salomon Brothers and Kidder, Peabody.
Stephen C. Kaminski [H: Hot number two!!]
Senior Commercial Service Officer, commercial counselor for U.S. and foreign commercial service, Commerce Department. Worked in Dusseldorf, Hamburg,
Vienna and Tokyo.
While in Tokyo, received the
Commerce Department’s Gold Medal Award for his
work in “ensuring U.S. companies’ access to Japanese
major projects markets”.
Kathryn E. Kellogg, confidential assistant, Offrce
of Business Liaison, Commerce Department. Worked
on Clinton/Gore Campaign, served on the staff of Senator John D. Rockefeller for three years, worked to “get
out the vote” for the Dukakis/Bentsen for President.
James M. (Jim) Lewek, analyst, Central IntelliFormerly edited the
gence Agency for 20 years.
President’s top secret Daily Brief, a news digest distributed on an “eyes-only” basis to the President and
other senior national security officials (Strategic Investment, Apr. 24, 1996, p.2).
Frank Maier, ENSERCH Carp, senior vice president. A natural gas power generation company. Formerly a vice-president of Westinghouse, was trying to
set up a power project in Croatia.
Charles F. Meissner, assistant secretary for international trade, Commerce Department. Former vicepresident of Chemical Bank, served in the World Bank

WHO

WAS

ON

BROWN’S

PLANE

Look at who was on Ron Brown’s nlane:
Ronald Harmon Brown: The Armed Forces Information Service carried headlines saying “Perry Loses
Another Friend to Bosnian War”. The article stated:
“Bill Perry has now lost two friends to the war in Bosnia
. . . . ‘Secretary Brown was a good personal friend of
mine’ . . . . Perry said.” The first friend was Deputy
Assistant Secretary Joe Kruzel who died in a “road
accident” near Sarajevo in August 1995.
Niksa Antonini, Croatian photographer.
Dragica Lendic Bedek, Croatian interpreter.
Duane Christian, security officer, Commerce Department.
Brown’s chief security officer, previously
did background security investigations for the Office of
Personnel Management.
Barry Conrad, chairman and chief executive officer of the Barrington Group, a hotel industry company. Headed Burger King’s U.S. franchise operation
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and U.S. Treasury Department. Worked at the Treasury Department’s Office of International Affairs as
the Japan Desk Officer. His wife Doris is Commissioner of the Immigration and Naturalization Service.
World Bank President James Wolfensohn was also
touring the region at the time but was not on Brown’s
plane (per UPI).
William Morton, deputy assistant secretary for
international economic development, Commerce Department. Previously worked on the Democratic National Committee, worked in the presidential campaigns of Jesse Jackson and Gary Hart.
Walter Murphy, vice president of global sales,
AT&T Submarine Systems. Had been with AT&T and
Bell since 1970.
Nathaniel C. Nash, New YorR Times reporter.
Worked closely with financial and corporate elites and
intelligence agencies, worked also in Germany and
Latin America.
. Lawrence M. Payne, special assistant for U.S. and
foreign commercial service, Commerce Department.
Six years on the staff of Sen. Paul Tsongas, worked on
presidential campaign of Michael Dukakis in 1988.
Also worked for Shearson, Lehman Brothers.
Leonard Pieroni, chairman and chief executive
offrcer of Parsons Corp. Fourth largest construction
company, built Amtrak rail corridors, Dulles Airport
and the Saudi high-tech townof Yuban. Helped rebuild
Kuwait’s oil and gas industry after the war.
John Scoviile, Harza Engineering Co. (Chicago)
chairman and chief executive officer. Contracted to
build one of the largest dams in the world, in China.
Harza is the leading designer of hydroelectric power
plants, was planning on building dams and water resources in Bosnia. He served as consultant on Chicago’s
1992 project to fortify 47 miles of underground tunnels
after an accident flooded basements downtown.
I. Donald Terner, president of Bridge Housing
Corp. He was former director of housing and community development under former California Governor
Jerry Brown.
P. Stuart Tholan, [H: SIZZLING HOT!] executive of Bechtel, president of Bechtel Europe, Africa,
Middle East, Southwest Asia. “Tholan dabbled in
exotic construction projects under contract with Saudi
potentates, Kuwaiti oil billionaires and Abu Dhabi
sheiks. He built them glitzy palaces and desert pleasure
domes, as well as missile silos and banks that came
complete with plushly furnished underground bunkers
150 feet deep. Bechtel is the politically connected
colossus that built the modern infrastructure for most
Arab states and once employed former Secretary of
State George Shultz and former Secretary of Defense
Caspar Weinberger.” He managed operations in HOUSTON, KUWAIT and LONDON. Bechtel is upgrading
refinery projects in Russia, manages the Channel Tunnel under the ocean from England to Europe, built Area
51 in Nevada, etc. One of their major security subcontractors is Wackenhut.
Naomi Warbasse, international trade specialist,
Commerce Department. Deputy Director of the Central
and Eastern Europe Business Information Center. Fluent in computers, and proficient in German and Czech
language.
Robert A. Whittaker, vice president of energy
equipment group, Foster Wheeler Energy International
Corp. (of New Jersey) (others list him as chairman and
chief executive officer). Veteran of General Electric.
Built oil refineries and chemical plants in Chile, China,
Thailand, Venezuela, Malaysia, Singapore, Spain.
Foster Wheeler manufactures power-generation equipment and is involved in “cleaning up the world’s
The company defines wetlands, disenvironment”.
poses of toxic environmental wastes, was one of four
major contractors of the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, is at
U.S. DOE Hanford Nuclear Site and advertises projects
that convert wastes into energy. Whittaker was design
engineer at General Electric’s Knolls Atomic Power
Laboratory in Niskayuna, New York, and later manager
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of the GE gas turbine manufacturing
facility in
Schenectady.
He became general manager of steam
turbine products before joining FWC in 1992. Foster
Wheeler will design and build six 350-MW steam
generators with auxiliary equipment for the Yangcheng
No. 1 power plant, southwest of Beijing, China, FWC
is also building a 480,000 metric tons MSW “waste-toenergy” complex 37 miles from Moscow. FWC also
bought Intergraph Computer Systems which is the
“world’s largest company dedicated to supplying interactive computer graphics systems for the technical
desktop” which uses stereo imaging to design and
control power, heating and ventilation syste-1s.
Scheduled to fly with Brown, but not on the plane,
were Ronald Woodard, president of Boeing Commercial Airplane Group in Renton, Wash.; Joseph Sutton,
president of Enron Development in Houston, and Alfred
Checchi, co-chairman of Northwest Airlines. Daniel
Bannister of DynCorp in Reston, Virginia, cancelled
his trip shortly before takeoff and there were rumors on
the Internet that he had intelligence sources and perhaps foreknowledge of the event. DynCorp says, “We’re
a billion-dollar company with 22,000 employees and no
They specialize in client/
[computer] mainframes.”
server networks for desktop computers, and until recently owned a bunch of small airlines of the Air
America type. [H: Well now, that last sentence says
a WHOLE LOT, doesn’t it?]
And the crew:
Captain Ashley Davis, pilot
Captain Tim Schafer, pilot
Staff Sergeant Gerald Aldrich, flight mechanic
Staff Sergeant Robert Farrington, steward
Sergeant Cheryl Turnege, steward (others spelled
Turnaee)

Sergeant Shelly Kelly, steward (most say “stewardess”).
[H: What an incredible windfall to be able to
take so many important people- TO BOTH PARTIES-in one swoop! And yet, how much have you
heard about this. 9 Do you readers, think a moment,
know anything about these people-before
now? How
many %roc” tears did Clinton shed over all the
others murdered. 9 Oh my, friends, this was a major
“coup” for both major Party controllers.]
Kelly survived the crash and walked to the ambulance [or helicopter], where she died enroute to the
hospital-from
a fresh wound that occurred about three
hours LATER than the crash wounds. See Joe Jordan’s
comments elsewhere in this article. In a Department of
Defense news briefing, Thursday, April 4, 1996, 9:35
a.m., Lt. Gen. Howell Estes was asked about Kelly.
Estes was also asked ifthe plane was tracked by AWACS,
and he replied that yes, they had AWACS tapes and
knew the exact route of the plane.
He was also asked about the black boxes. Here is
the transcript of that portion of the DOD News Briefing
of April 3, 1996, 5 p.m. (EST):
Q: Was this plane carrying a flight data recorder
or a cockpit voice recorder that wi!l help you figure out
what happened?
ESTES: It would be a standard thing to have that
in this type of aircraft. I think you can assume that that
sort of thing-a
flight data recorder, a cockpit voice
recorder as there are in commercial airliners-also
is
in this aircraft. [end quote]
The Croatian Prime Minister and the air traffic
controller announced that both recorders had been
recovered. Miomir Zuzul, Croatian ambassador to the
United States, on April 4, 1996, said, “One woman was
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Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for
two tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise
noted. Postage is included in tape prices.
Please send check or money order to: #E
WORQ P.O. Box 6194,
Tehachapi,
CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176
if you have questions or you
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card.
If you desire to automatically
receive tapes from future meetings,
please send at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted.
we will try to notify you as your balance reaches zero.
The following is a partia/ list of older items but including all of the most
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses,
and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism;
2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell;
3/5/95(l);
3/l 2/95 (3) Rayelan/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/95
(2);
4/9/95(S)
Vladimir Tertiski’s
meeting with Commander and the ground crew;
4/23/95(2)
Mary Snell & Ronn Jackson via phone;
5/l & 2/95 (6) May Day meeting; 5/l 6/95(3);5/28/95(3);
6/l l/95(2);
6/25/95(t);
7/g/95(3);
7/30/95(3);8/1
S/95 (2);9/24/95(1) Ronn Jackson;
1 O/22/95(3) includes audio of Farrakhan’s speech;1 O/29/95(4) Mark Phillips & Cathy O’Brien;
1 1/12/95 (3); 11/26/95(3);
12/3/95(2)Jeff
s letter; 12/l O/95(2) Greg &Debbie; 12/l 7/95(2);
12/2 l/95(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy;l2/3 l/95 Holocaust ‘Gas Chambers”(3);
1/7/96The Trouble With Lawyers(Z); l/2 l/96(2); 2/4/96 Jeff Rense’s ‘Fifth Column” interview
(3);2/11/96
(3); 2/25/96
Christopher Reeve interview on “Larry King Live” (2); 3/l O/96 (3);
3/l 7/96(3)Deepak
Chopra7he Wizard Within”&Ceorge Hunt ‘1987 Wilderness Conference”;
3/3 l/96 (2) Dr. Carlson D.D.S.; 4/l 4/96(3); 4/28/96(2)Desire
& Intention;
5/l 2/96(3) Mother’s Day; 6/2/96 (3); 6/l l-l 2/96 (4)Beginning of New Phase;
6/l 6/96(4) Father’s Day; 6/23/96(3)
Major Ed Dames interview on ‘Remote Viewing”;
6/30/96(2);
7/l l/96(2) Wally Gentlemen & George Van Noy.

brought from the crash site alive but died en route to
hospital.” The following is the complete DOD News
Briefing of April 4, 1996, 9:35 a.m., in which Estes
dealt with these questions:
[END QUOTING OF PART 321
This seems a good place to break this writing in
order to keep it from being too lengthy for our Editors.
We will take up with that news briefing next writing.
Thank you.
7/12/96 #2

HATONN

[QUOTING, FIRE FROM THE SKY, PART 33:]
[Defenselink Transcript {quoting: }]
DOD News Briefing
Thursday, April 4, 1996 - 9:35 a.m.
Lt. Gen. Howell Estes, Director of Operations
for the Joint Staff
General Estes: Well, good morning, ladies and
gentlemen. You’ve just seen the U.S. Ambassador to
Croatia and the Croatian prime minister with a press
conference from the site. And what I will try to do is
give some amplifying remarks, if I can, on the facts that
we know from the search and rescue standpoint. The
ambassador and the prime minister obviously covered a
lot of the detail there, but I think I might be able to add
a few more comments from the military’s perspective to
be of some help.
Let me just again use a couple of slides which I
think might be useful in describing the overall incident
again. Obviously, we have confirmed now where the
crash site is. It is about three kilometers to the northnorthwest on the top of a hill, as you heard Ambassador
Galbraith describing.
The photo that I showed you
yesterday again pretty accurately describes the location.
I think with a picture of a T-43 here, I know there’s
a lot of questions-you
heard questions asked of the
people on the military side to ascertain whether this
aircraft had flight data recorders or voice recorders on
board, and the answer we get back continuously from
people who are responsible for this aircraft is that it
was not equipped with either. What the Croatian prime
minister is describing as black boxes, I cannot tell you,
but information we have is this aircraft was not equipped
with what you would consider black boxes, the voice
data recorder or the data recorder itself. The reason is
that the aircraft was procured as a training aircraft
originally, and so when it came it was not equipped
with that from the factory as normal aircraft of this kind
are used for commercial uses would come with those
kinds of recorders.
If we get any definite information that changes
what I’ve just told you, we’ll get back to you as quick as
we can. And I know this is an issue which seems to be
a difference between what they’re saying there and
what I’m telling you standing here, but I want to let you
know what I’m being told, and we’ve done everything
humanly possible on the military side to be sure our
information is accurate.
There are boxes on the aircraft, however, that could
be instrumentation
boxes that literally are black.
They’re shaped in the form of a box. It’s navigation
equipment and things of that kind that somebody might
construe as being one of the type of black boxes. In fact,
the black boxes that are on aircraft are actually orange
cases, not black cases, and so that might be where the
discrepancy is coming from. But we’ll continue to
pursue this, and if I have any additional infomation
that I’m-is made available to me, I’lI be sure to get it
to you right away on that issue.
Okay. Next slide, please.
I’ve elected to use, again, a chart to describe where
we are, where the search and rescue and the forces
involved-in
fact, we have U.S., Croatian, French, and
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Germans up there. We’ve had some help from the
Spanish and the United Kingdom as well in assisting
the Croatians and ourselves with the recovery operations.
I mentioned yesterday that Brigadier General Mike
Canavan is the on-scene commander. He spent most of
the night last night and the early part of today at the
site. He has come down from the site now and is back
down at Drubrovnik’s airport. He has been replaced by
another senior individual on-scene as the on-scene
commander. We have in the neighborhood of 30 people
at the crash site carrying out recovery operations.
The manifest issue-again,
you heard this discussed with the ambassador and the Croatian prime
minister.
There is a slight discrepancy.
We have
confirmed that there are no survivors and recovery of
remains is in progress. Thirty-three remains have been
recovered. And so you look at the number of-saying
35 on the manifest versus 33 remains, there appears to
be a discrepancy.
We can only say that the search has
been extensive.
It has continued, as you know. A
number of checks of the area have been made, and we’ll
continue until this issue is resolved one way or the
other. [H: I wonder if any of those dudes know how
to count heads? Or, did you have a couple of doubleheaded Eag-...er,
ah, people?]
Q: Was the crew member a lady?
A: The crew member that survived the crash, that
died enroutecan confirm to you, was a member of
the crew and it was a lady. She did die enroute to the
hospital. They got her into an ambulance, got out of the
crash site which is a very difficult process in and of
itself, and did take her enroute to the hospital, but she
died as you can see from the slide here, enroute.
Q: Do you know if she was in the tail section7
A: I don’t have any additional information on that.
The interim accident investigation board, the mishap board is on its way. You heard the Croatian
ambassador say it had just arrived. Again, he has better
information than I because he’s there at the scene. (H:
Except for data boxes, of course, and live ladies.]
We’ve been trying to get the team in since very early
this morning. European time. They’ve had a number
of weather problems at Dubrovnik, but it looks like the
team is now on the ground and will very quickly move
up to the site to begin the investigation.
And we’ve
already talked to the last issue about the flight data
recorders and voice recorders.
I think with that, I’ll go ahead and take your
questions, and we’ll go from there.
[H: You have to understand that they have to pause
between each question to take the Kol Nidrc.]
Q: Has Secretary Brown’s body been recognized or
otherwise positively identified7
A: I think what I need to say about that is that the
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recovery operations continue and we know that there
are no survivors, and the objective is now to get that
done. The issue of positively identifying remains is not
something that’s normally done on the scene. Those
people are up there to do the recovery operations. And
so once that process has been positively completed in
terms of identification, the information will be made
available.
Q: General, what did the air traffic controllers say
when they realized that the plane was off-course?
A: I have no information. Again, this is something
that the-this is something that the accident board will
get copies of as to exactly what the conversation was
that transpired between the tower and the aircraft.
That’s not been made available to me, obviously. Those
things are what we would use the term “impounded”
because they are protected so that nobody could tamper
with them or lose them or whatever so that they could
be made available to an accident investigation. And I,
in my position, have not sought out that information.
That’s for the accident investigation to pursue, not for
me. Yes, sir?
Q: Can you release the manifest now?
A: It’s, again, not my position to release the
manifest. This is obviously a very sensitive issue. They
want to ensure that the families, the loved ones of the
people who were on board the aircraft have been notified. Once that is complete for the series of peopleobviously, Secretary Brown’s family has been notified,
but all of the dignitaries that were traveling with him,
the membersof the Commerce Department, the Croatian
families involved, and the U. S. service members crewsonce we are sure that is complete, I feel certain you’ll
see the transcript of the-list,
released.
Q: [Inaudible] - from the State Department?
A: It will be a simultaneous release. I would think,
with the U.S. service members released here, the
Croatians releasing the names of their lost members,
and then the Commerce Department probably releasing
the remainder of the names at the State Department.
Q: I would like to ask you a little bit about the
approach, I don’t want you to tell me what caused the
crash. I understand you can’t do that. He was flying an
ADF approach or an NDB approach.
NDBs in my
understanding can be affected by weather, specifically
lightning. Is that being considered as a factor in the
investigation of what caused the crash?
A: Well, I think everything that you can come up
with is going to be considered in trying to determine
what caused this accident. That’s the purpose of the
accident investigation team. I can guarantee you that
they will be extrtluely thorough in their analysis in
trying to determine the causes of this accident.
Q: General, are you-first of all, are you standing
by your statement yesterday that there was no cornmunication prior to the crash
indicating any difficulty
whether it be off-course
or any other problem7
And secondly, one press
report today referred to
this beacon issue, that this
is old technology, 40,50year-old technology and
it’s outdated.
Can you
speak to that?
A: Well, I think to
answer your first question, yes, I stand by my
statement. I have no conflicting information. You
heard the Croatian ambassador--or the Croatian
prime minister and our
ambassador make virtually the same statement.
Thev’ve been at the crash
site: They saw no evidence that there was any-
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thing strange about it from the standpoint of the issues
that you raise, and so, I have no conflicting information
to what I told you yesterday.
In terms of the technology of the beacon, the NDB
approach, it is a kind of an approach that’s been around
for awhile, there’s no question about that. But, it’s still
a very valid approach. We have a very definite procedure we follow. It’s a safe approach. Many aircraft
have landed at the airport there at Dubrovnik with no
difficulties. And in fact, as you know, some landed that
morning and early afternoon prior to Secretary Brown’s
aircraft scheduled arrival.
So, we have no reason-if
we thought it wasn’t a
safe approach, we wouldn’t allow our aircraft to use it.
I guess that’s the easiest answer. David?
Q: Some may think they had a radar track for his
plane. I mean, did you have this plane on your AWACS
tapes? And if so, do we now know the exact route that
plane flew?
. A: David, to answer your question specifically, I
have not seen that. I suspect that since we had AWACS
flying, that there will be a tape available that they had,
but I cannot guarantee you that. I don’t know that for
of all of the other things
a fact. And I just-because
going on and the concern for the recovery operation is
where we’ve been focused. I haven’t gotten into that
issue, nor will I. That will be something for the
accident investigation board. Mark?
[H: Interestingly enough, those AWACS followed
the plane UNTIL IT WENT OFF COURSE ANDSUDDENLY-THEY
JUST DIDN’T PAY ATTENTION!]
Q: Is it true that the remains will go fromDubrovnik
directly back to Dover and then will the military fly the
remains from Dover to individual states for families?
A: Mark, this is an issue-I think you know, there
is some discussion and you all have heard it, that the
remains will go from Dubrovnik back to Dover Air
Force Base in Delaware. I think that that is a decision
that is yet to be made. There are a lot of considerations
that need to be taken into account, and once that
decision is made we’ll get the information to you.
One moreQ: There were reports yesterday, General, suggesting that perhaps some navigational equipment,
some radar or whatever, had been removed from the
area of the airport by the Serbs during the war. Do you
know if that’s true or not?
A: Yes. I don’t have any confirming evidence that
that’s the case. We know we had a navigation aid at
Dubrovnik airport which is a valid navigation aid for
which we have a published approach. And so, whether
there were additional things there at a previous time I
think is-1 can’t confirm or deny for you, but it’s
almost irrelevant because they did have a valid navigation aid which they were obviously using to land.
Q: There’s been some report suggesting that the
pilot was using some visual reckoning and identified
the wrong ridge, one ridge over, went in the wrong
valley. Is that a theory that seems plausible to you so
far?
A: It doesn’t seem plausible to me as a pilot. I
mean, when you’re flying an instrument approach, you
fly an instrument approach until you have complete
contact with the runway and are safe to land. Then you
transition from your instruments to a visual approach.
You don’t come off your instruments until you have
visual siting [sic] of the runway. So, I find it hard to
believe that if they were flying the approach, were on
course, that they would have been doing-trying
to fly
around visually. It’s just not something an experienced
pilot would do.
Thank you very much. [end of quoting]
STRANGE

CONNECTIONS

[H: How much “stranger” does it have to get?]
What is going on in Bosnia? We can only focus on
small parts at a time. I like Barry Lituchy’s descrip-
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tion: “It was payback day in the former Yugoslavia.
This accident offers us a unique opportunity to view a
highly important but not normally observed aspect of
U.S. imperialism close up. U.S. military and political
power is used to help U.S. multi-national corporations
control and exploit the world economy and impose their
economic and political power on the peoples of the
world. Moreover, this power is used in the interests of
a single, elite socio-economic class. It is used against
the interests of the majority of Americans and against
the interests of the human race in general. However, it
is rare that the public gets to see in the media the direct
connections between American military aggression and
the economic interests driving it.” [H: What I would
like you to do is go back to Rick Martin’s interview
with Fletcher Prouty {fast week’s Front Page story}
and remind yourself about the OIL DELIVERY SYSTEMS IN THAT AREA-SPECIFICALLY
REFERENCED TO BOSNU]
Yugoslavia’s greatest export before the war was
construction.
It could build, to equal or to better firms
such as Bechtel, and at much lower costs. A Yugoslav
firm, for instance, built Saddam Hussein’s underground
bunkers which survived the best that George Bush’s
Star Wars military shot at it. Yugoslavia built factories
and refineries around the world. Kissinger went to
Yugoslavia (remember the Yugo?) and things really
started falling apart. It has now come out that Clinton
was secretly shipping arms to Bosnia through Iran,
something which makes no sense unless you understand the evil that was purposely being committed. The
Richmond Times-Dispatch said: “While President
Clinton was admonishing the world to adhere strictly to
the Bosnian arms embargo, he was following a secret
policy of allowing the opposite.” Serbia was shooting
down U.S. aircraft, which did not get reported in the
Westernmedia. The Westernmulti-nationals
destroyed
Yugoslavia, and then began moving in with Ron Brown
to take over. Brown was leading a U.S. Development
mission to Bosnia and Croatia with a $5.1 billion
reconstruction assistance program, but the money was
to go to the multinationals, not to the locals.
The following information leads to some strange
connections and is a paragraph from the Doomsday
Club News and Intelligence Report of May, 1978:
l “The Ontario
area is a center for Russian subversion-have you ever noticed when political exiles come
back from Cuba they stop off first in Canada? There
was a newsletter called The Crusader (I haven’t kept up
with it and don’t know its current status) published by
Robert F. Williams, an American Negro in exile in
Cuba, which taught American blacks how to commit
sabotage to overthrow the U.S. Government. One of the
main things they taught was how to wreck the power
and utilities systems. The mailing address was Mrs.
Anne Olson, 21 Ellis Gardens, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada. They also had a radio program called ‘Radio
Free Dixie’, coming from Cuba, at 690 on the dial,
Friday 10-l 1 PM, Sunday andTuesday 1l-12 PM (EST).
Mr. Verne Olson, Mrs. Olson’s husband, went to Cuba
and visited Castro in the summer of 1965. Three
months later, on November 9,1965, the Sir Adam Beck
No. 2 Hydroelectric Plant near Toronto, Canada, experienced a monstrous power failure which shut down
electricity from New York City to Canada-l/Qth
of the
USA plus Canada! Mr. Olson was u key technician in
the Electrical Research Division of the Ontario Hydra
Power Commission, which operates the Sir Adam
Beck Niagara Station #2-the source ofthe massive
blackout. Mr. Olson was also former National Chairman of the Communists’ Fair Play for Cuba Committee.”
I will add that Lee Harvey Oswald, the alleged
assassin of President John F. Kennedy, was also involved with the Fair Play for Cuba Committee, and was
earlier part of the team involved with the U-2 flights
over Russia, one of which was shot down (the Francis
Gary Powers incident). Also note that the UFO literature tells of numerous UFO sightings that occurred over
the local power plants during this blackout: Frank

Edwards in Flying Saucers: Serious Business, also see
books by Yurko Bondarchuk (UFO: Sightings and Abductions) and John G. Fuller (Aliens in the Skies: The
New UFO Battle of the Scientists),
Earlier in the saga of Fire From The Sky you read:
“Ruth Paine’s husband Michael worked as an engineer at Bell Aerospace for the German ex-General
Dornberger, head of research for Bell. Paine was part
of the Gehlen operation.
“Werner von Braun became a close personal friend
of J. Edgar Hoover and soon after he came to the U.S.
he also became a close personal friend of Lyndon B.
Johnson. Von Braun worked with Hoover in security
projects at the Tennessee Valley Authority, the Redstone
Arsenal and later in the National Space Agency. In
1958, Lyndon Johnson, majority leader of the Senate,
helped push through the National Space Act, which
gave funding to von Braun.”
Werner von Braun worked on secret projects at the
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA). Who was first
head of the TVA? The first head of the TVA was Joseph
C. Swidler. (See Public Utilities Fortnightly, Sept. 15,
1991, p. 4, article “Raising Cane”.) When the giant
power blackout at the Sir Adam Beck power station
(now called Ontario Hydro) on the Niagara River occurred, Swidler was Chairman of the US. Federal
Power Commission. Swidler immediately investigated
the event and sent a report to Secretary of Defense
Robert S. McNamara and Director of the Office of
Emergency Planning (now called FEMA), Buford
Elington. He said the cause was a broken relay. Swidler
wrote an article in September, 199 1, called “An Unthinkably Horrible Situation” in which he complained
that the power companies were being taken over by
people who did not have the community’s best interests
at heart, and in it he made the statement: “I have had
close acquaintance with two of the worst blackouts in
this country’s history: The November 1965 blackout,
which affected much of the Northeast and left New
York City in darkness for many hours, and the Con Ed
blackout of July 13, 1977.” [H: Golly gee-whiz, and,
this only comes up to 1977-what
about these jimdandy ones lately-like
last week: JULY, 1996?7]
The Toronto Gfobe & Mail reported, on May 14,
1996, that Maurice Strong and Vice President Al Gore
have been appointed co-chairmen of the White House
Conference on Technology. Strong is special advisor to
World Bank President James Wolfensohn. Strong organized the United Nations’ 1992 conference in Rio de
Janeiro to promote a global environmentalist dictatorship, and was the official secretary general to the event.
“Immediately thereafter, given charge of Ontario Hydro, the largest public utility in North America, Strong
fired 10,000 highly skilled workers within a year, and
cancelled all nuclear and hydroelectric energy development projects.”
Strong said: “I’m now working on a major project
to ‘green’ private investment-to set up voluntary guidelines and criteria for private investment in various
sectors, forestry, tourism, mining, oil and gas.” [H:
Anybody other than me ready to throw-up yet?]
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A press release from the E-7 Network of Expertise
for the Global Environment in Montreal said:
* Southern California Edison became the fust U.S.
utility to join the E-7 group of utilities.
E-7 is an
informal association of utility executives that was started
in 1992 in preparation for the U.N. Conference on
Environment and Development (UNCED) to develop a
strategy and recommendations on power sector issues
in developing countries. Members include representatives from Electricite de France, the Canadian utilities Hydra-Quebec and Ontario Hydro, Tokyo Electric
Power Co. and Kansai Electric Power Co. of Japan,
RWE AG of Germany and Ente Nazionale per 1’Energia
Elettrica of Italy.
The group focuses on energy related to the environment and development with an interest in influencing
foreign aid investments in the power sector. The E-7
established a “Network of Expertise for the Global
Environment” to work with financing institutions, the
United Nations, and other organization to develop
projects with an environmentdevelopment
link.
E. Howard Hunt is an example of how some seemingly totally unrelated events such as the Bay of Pigs
Invasion, the Kennedy Assassination, and Watergate,
can actually be related (Hunt was involved in all three),
because of the PEOPLE involved.
Hold the above information in mind as we return to
more recent events:
l
September 13, 1995-Fed up Quebec voters
take step toward possible secession.
MONTREAL-Quebec
voters took what could be
their first step toward independence Monday by giving
the separatist Parti Quebecois a solid majority in the
provincial legislature. Official results showed Jacques
Parizeau’s Parti Quebecois winning 77 seats in the
125-seat legislature. Premier Daniel Johnson’s Liberal
Party won 46 seats and was leading in one district...
(Austin American Statesman, [AASI A-6)
+ September 9-USAir
jet crashed in Beaver
PITTSBURGH-[The
crash occurred just
County.
after 7:20 p.m. This article says:] . ..by 11 p.m., FBI
agents were on the scene. It was unclear why they were
brought in. [It is unusual and curious that the FBI was
on the scene so quickly.] (Pittsburgh Post-Gazette A4)
+ September lO-Russian plane crashes. MOSCOW--A Russian passenger jet on a practice flight
crashed near Moscow yesterday after colliding with a
military plane, a news agency reported. At least five of
the seven people aboard were killed. (Pittsburgh PostGazette)
* September IO-Recording of crew’s final words
gives few clues to cause of crash. ALIQUIPPA, Pa.A blackened hillside crater yielded shattered body parts
and shards of twisted metal but no answer Friday to the
mystery of a jetliner that abruptly fell from the sky on
a clear, still evening.
Federal investigators said Friday night that the
“black box” instruments recording the last moments of
USAir Flight 427 shed little light on why the Boeing
737 smashed nose-first into the ground Thursday night,
killing all 132 people aboard. Initial reports had said
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13 1 were on board. The crew radioed from six miles
away as they came in on the final approach for landing
at the Pittsburgh airport and gave no indication of any
problem. It was 32 seconds after 7:02 p.m.
Thirty-eight seconds later, a crew member said:
“Oh. (Unintelligible.)
Oh God,”
Six seconds after that, the crew said: (Unintelligible.) Trafllic emergency. (Unintelligible.) Oh sh**.”
Eight seconds later, the air traffic controller tried
lo reach the plane, repeatedly calling, “USAir 427
Pittsburgh. USAir 427 Pittsburgh. USAir Pittsburgh...”
USAir Chairman Seth Schofield said the airline had
received no threats against Flight 427 and had “no
reason to believe there was sabotage”. (AASAI) [COMMENT: A sidebar to the article contains a list of all the
passengers, by name, age where available, and hometown, in sections by state. The last section is “Other”
and has two entries: “Olson, Paul, hometown nithheld per family’s request.” and “Ru~us~~))Y, Sam,
Montreal, Q&~ec.” Olson’s name was at first withheld, later it was revealed that he was a witness in an
ongoing drug investigation.
The media paid no attention to Ramasamy.
The name caught my attention
because there is or was a man named Sanjay Ramaswamy
working for William Perry and John Deutch at Cambridge Research Associates, owned by Perry/Deutch. I
will have more on CRA later.]
[END QUOTING OF PART 331
The killings, etc., will continue.
7/13/96 #l
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[QUOTING, FIRE FROM THE SKY, PART 34:]
[quoting media:]
SHUTTLE FIRES LASER AT EARTH,
HELPS TRACK DEADLY TROPICAL STORM
* September 1l-CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla., [quoting]-Bright
green laser pulses streamed from space
shuttle Discovery on Saturday and bounced off the
thick, high clouds of a killer storm in the first atmospheric study of its kind.
Ground controllers directed the lasers at Tropical
Storm Debby in the Caribbean as the shuttle soared 160
miles overhead. The experiment was conducted in the
early morning while it was dark. The $25 million laser
machine used to study the storm is flying for the first
time in space. Similar devices have been flown on
planes to track pollutants, volcanic ash and desert dust
in the atmosphere to improve scientists’ understanding
of global climate.
During Saturday’s test of the machine, laser pulses
began emanating from Discovery at a rate of 10 per
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second as the shuttle flew over the Western Hemisphere. . . . (AAS A5) [end of quoting]
Planes were crashing, many going unreported in
the national media (as is still the case), and the Shuttle
was firing “green laser pulses” at “10 per second”, a
significant frequency. A magnitude 7.2 earthquake hit
northern California and southern Oregon on September
2. On September 13 a strong (6.3) quake hit south of
Lake Tahoe. On September 17 a “light blew out” in the
White House not long after a Cessna airplane crashed
into the White House, killing the pilot. The Russian
nuclear missile command lost all electrical power “because of unpaid power bills”. The Strategic Rocket
Forces said electricity was disconnected by order of
Pave1 Sinyokov, a director of Moscow’s power grid. In
Siberia, a plane crashed killing 26 people. The article
reporting the crash said, “More than a dozen planes
have crashed in the past 18 months in the former Soviet
Union...” supposedly because of lack of money for
maintenance. A ferry sank after leaving Estonia, killing hundreds. Popular Mechanics magazine for September reported that Boeing was making new airplanes
“modified with a hidden interior flight deck”. A bomb
killed a reporter in Moscow, a Russian pipeline ruptured spilling over 2 million barrels of oil at the time
the article was written, and the Jewish Holy season was
celebrated.
Did you take note above that it was stated that the
Order of the Solar Temple was connected to “Peruvian
Marxist groups”, probably referring to the Shining
Path group?
Here are some more connections: [quoting]
* The New World Order In Canada by Professor
Robert O’Driscoll and Elizabeth Eliott, Section III:
Ottawa: Occult Capital of the New World Order, page
255 says (holding mine):
“Then in 1992, the Secret Brotherhood of the
Illuminati made an even bolder step. At a War/
Peace Conference in South America it was agreed
that the New World Order take over one country
totally. The country chosen was Canada. It was to
be the staging ground for the New World Order
Plan, even though the controlling mechanism for
the whole operation was in the United States. It
was further agreed that the Royal Bank of Canada
would be the official bank of the New World Order--the Federal Reserve of the World, and in
Quebec a secret society called L’Order du Temple
Solaire [the Order of the Solar Temple] (a slight
variation of the name of the reconstituted Templars)
‘penetrated’ Quebec Hydra with a 150 billion
dollar ‘scam’ and simply took it over; just about all
the vast reserves of Canadian electrical power
were now in New World Order hands.” [end of
quoting]
The Order of the Solar Temple “took over” the
largest power generator facility in Canada, Quebec
Hydro? Hmmmnn.
HYDRO-OUEBEC

bet,” Chevrette said. The cult received worldwide
attention in 1994, when 53 membersof the Solar Temple
died in mass suicides in Canada and Switzerland. The
five who died in Canada were found in a burned house
in Morin Heights, Que.
Swiss police are to release the report of their investigation into the deaths today. [end of quoting]
We should take a closer look at Hydro-Quebec.
According to their own literature:
“Hydro-Quebec ranks among North America’s
largest electric utilities.
It generates, transmits
and distributes most of the electricity consumed in
Quebec. Hydro-Quebec activities extend to energy
related research and promotion, energy transformation and conservation, and other areas connected
with energy. Hydra-Quebec is a publicly owned
electric utility with a single shareholder: the Quebec government.”
“Hydro-Quebec is a publicly owned utility company that was created in 1944. It is one of North
America’s largest electric utilities and produces
almost all the electricity consumed’ in Quebec.
Hydra-Quebec trades electricity with certain Canadian provinces and the U.S. This utility company
is often involved in research and marketing of its
products and know-how as part of joint venture
projects.”
I wonder what kind of joint-venture research projects
it is involved in? They say their facilities include a
large research laboratory dedieated to researching
“electro magnetic pulses”. This would be a natural
thing for a power company to research, and would make
a natural cover for secret expanded research. Another
Hmmmnn. [II: And what of major “BLACKOUTS”
(controlled) all along the Eastern Seaboard?]
And then we read: [quoting]
* HYDRO-QUEBEC
CHARGED
WITH
ALLEGED
VIOLATIONS
OF THE
CANADIAN
ENVIRONMENTAL
PROTECTION
ACT
MONTREAL-March
20, 1996-Environment
Canada announced that charges were lnid this week in
Provincial Court, Shawinigan, Quebec against HydroQuebec.
Hydro-Quebec is alleged to have dumped 4,839
liters of PCB-contaminated oil in the Saint-Maurice
River in June 1995, contrary to the PCB regulations
under the Canadian Environmental Protection Act.
The charges were laid on the advice of the Department of Justice, following an investigation conducted
in the Quebec Region of Environment Canada. The
court date has been set for April 22, 1996.
* HYDRO-QUEBEC
TAINTED,
MNAs

DEAL
TOLD

Justice Minister confirms French firm bribed
I opened this article with a quote from the
Canadian press of April 3, 1996. The day utility officials to get job.
By: Andre Picard, Quebec Bureau, GLOBE AND
earlier, April 2, the Canadian News Digest
URIL, PG a9a 1, Friday May 13, 1994.
reported: [quoting:]
QUEBEC-Hydro-Quebec
awarded a $25 million
dollar contract to a French technology company that
* HYDRO-QUEBEC
PROBES
carried out INDUSTRIAL ESPIONAGE and bribed
SOLAR
TEMPLE
LINK
senior officials in the Crown corporation to get the job,
QUEBEC (CP)-Natural
Resources Min- Quebec’s Justice Minister confirmed in the National
ister Guy Chevrette acknowledged Tuesday he’s Assembly yesterday.
Quoting from a confidential Hydro-Quebec interworried the Solar Temple cult may have influence in Hydra-Quebec. Chevrette said he has nal security report, the CBC reported yesterday that
asked the public utility to investigate allega- Mors Technologies Inc. obtained technical reports from
tions by a former employee that he was fired other companies that were bidding on the contract in
because he wouldn’t swear allegiance to his 1986, as well as internal memos and minutes of meetings from Hydro@ebc officials who chose which company
boss in a cult ceremony.
“I don’t have any reason to believe there is wouldbuiida leIWWon~lswitchingsystem
Mars paid a senior Hydro-Quebec official $200,000
a huge Solar Temple network at Hydro-Que-
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to provide the inside information, according to a provincial police report obtained by the CBC. But, because
there was no proof that the man received the money,
allegedly deposited in a Swiss bank account, the Crown
refused to lay criminal charges.
Instead, the manager was fired. He sued for wrongful dismissal, and Hydro-Quebec paid him S 100,000 in
an out-of-court settlement. In the National Assembly
yesterday, Justice Minister Roger Lefebvre confirmed
the story, but said, “There is no new information that
warrants the case being reopened.”
Parti Quebecois House Leader Guy Chevrette called
it the latest in a series of scandals that shows there is an
“absence of sound management of public finances”.
A stream of revelations this week has cast doubt on
the administrative practices in Quebec.
Yesterday the Liberal government tried to nip one
of the scandals in the bud by announcing an investigation into the leasing, without tender, of two C-21 5
water bombers to Royal Aviation Inc., a deal that will
garner about $100,000 a month of profit.
But, while promising to investigate the financial
wisdom of the lease, Jean Leclerc, the junior minister
for government services, insisted that bureaucrats who
awarded the contract did not know that Royal Aviation’s
directors include former Liberal Minister Paul Gobeil
and the former president of the party’s constitutional
committee, Raymond Langlois.
The issues raised involve allegations of conflict-ofinterest by former Liberal cabinet ministers and senior
party officials; there are suggestions that the information is being leaked to the Parti Quebecois by civil
servants sympathetic to the opposition.
The government has already ordered an inquiry
into a controversial stock-option plan for directors of
M3i Systems Inc., a high-technology company whose
directors have close ties to the ruling party.
Mario Bertrand, who was Chief of Staff to former
Premier Robert Bourassa, is one of three prominent
Liberals-along
with Marcel Cote of Groupe Secor and
former Air Canada president Pierre Jeanniot-who
stand to make about $2.3 million from their M3i stocks.
Between them, they received $2,3 18 shares (half of
them to Mr. Bertrand) and share options in 1990. Since
then the value of each share has skyrocketed to $1,000
from $10. (H: Almost as good a deal as Hillary’s
insider trading.]
M3i, which designs computer systems that deal
with the distribution of water and electricity, was
founded by two former Hydro-Quebec employees. The
Crown Corporation paid for all the initial research, but
set to scrap the computer-systems technology as risky
and unprofitable.
The conflict-of-interest
allegations arise from the
fact that Mr. Bertrand was a board member of both M3i
and Hydro-Quebec (he resigned this week), and that
Mr. Cote’s consultinn firm was called in to advise
Hydro-Quebec on how-to privatize its high-tech subsidiary.
The CBC reported yesterday that in its early stages
the M3i venture was a failure that cost the Crown
Corporation $42 million.
In a statement yesterday, Hydro-Quebec president
Armand Couture confirmed that half of its regional
distribution centers will be shut down, but said that it
was a result of advances in the technological field
rather than poor decision making in the 1980s. [end of
quoting]
Hydro-Quebec has been involved in an ongoing
battle with the native Cree and Inuit people who claim
it is destroying their homelands and hunting/fishing
grounds. Here are more quotes taken from the Internet:
[quoting:]

activists in the northeast awoke to some long-awaited
but entirely unexpected news. In the immediate aftermath of the 1994 elections, any good news would be
unexpected, but this one would be an occasion for
celebration in any season. The new nationalist Prime
Minister of Quebec, Jacques Parizeau, had announced
the indefinite postponement of the hotly contested Great
Whale hydroelectric project in the James Bay region of
northern Quebec. The project, Parizeau said, was “sur
la glace”, on ice, and for a long time to come.
Opposition to Quebec’s hydroelectric megaprojects
was the last major environmental issue uniting activists from different sectors of the community with varying political outlooks in the northeastern U.S. and
Hydro-Quebec, the province-owned utility
Canada.
that had for two decades staked its future on damming
all of the major wilderness river systems in the James
Bay region, had become an international symbol of
ecologically devastating development, injustice toward
traditional native populations, and high stakes financial and political manipulations. Grassroots coalitions
of environmentalists,
native solidarity activists, and
advocates of sustainable energy and fiscal responsibility pressured electric utilities and regulatory boards
throughout the northeast to reject or reduce the power
contracts with Hydro Quebec.
The Great Whale project was to be the next major
leap in Hydro Quebec’s expansive development plan.
[II: Now, readers, can’t you just picture the voters of
Quebec going to the polls to vote on “saving the
Great Whale project” and noting that MOST would
think there was an effort afoot to “save the great
whales”. The policriminalr don’t miss a thing.] The
planned series of dams along the Great Whale River
[II: See how easy? They had to call it the Great
Whale River for some reason long ago.] would have
flooded some 1,800 square miles of forests and wetlands and severely disrupted hydrological cycles in a
heretofore undisturbed region larger than New England. It would have destroyed the habitat of caribou
and freshwater seals, and the major feeding grounds of,
migratory birds important throughout the northeast.
The devastation would have affected the thousands of
native Cree and Inuit people living in the Great Whale
watershed, near where the shallow, nutrient-rich waters and coastal marshes of James Bay meet the frigid
deep waters of Hudson Bay to the north. By 1994,
utilities in Vermont that had purchased Hydro-Quebec
power, despite widespread opposition, were selling
back more of that power to Quebec at a substantial
financial loss.
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Tying together all these issues and more, activists
throughout the region developed campaigns against
these Dower Durchases that were more diverse, colorful
and decentralized than anything the region
has seen for some time. There were demonstrations in the streets of the state capitals.
Students at major universities initiated divestment campaigns. Maine was the first
state to turn down Hydro-Quebec power,
requiring utilities to strengthen conservation plans instead. The Vermont contracts
were reduced by about a third (due to declining electric demand and to successful
referendum drives in Burlington and other
communities), and then railroaded through
by a Democratic governor with close political ties to both the utilities and to Wall
Street. Probably the most decisive blow
was the cancellation in the spring of 1992
of a S13 billion contract with the New
+ GRASSROOTS
VICTORIES,
York State Power Authority. . . . HydroLOBBYIST
GRIDLOCK
Quebec suffered an additional political
by Brian Tokar
embarrassment when some 15 erecutives
and former executives of the utility were
On an unusually balmy November morning, eco- TIED TO TEE SOLAR TEMPLE CULT
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AFTER TEE MYSTERIOUS MASS KILLING OF
ITS MEMBERS IN SWITZERLAND LAST FALL.
Cree representatives made it widely known that if
Quebec were to secede from Canada, then the native
peoples of the region were ready to take steps to secede
from Quebec.
A little further research reveals that there is a
coalition
of “Greens” political
parties (Lyndon
LaRouche calls them “eco-terrorists”)
such as the
Raritan-Brunswick Greens and the Tuft’s University
student environmental group “ECO”, and others which
have formed an alliance called the North East Alliance
to Save James Bay. The Dartmouth group, Dartmouth
Divest Hydra-Quebec (DDHQ), achieved: “After months
of discussion and debate, the Trustees of Dartmouth
College announced today their decision to divest from
Hydro-Quebec (HQ). The decision follows sustained
pressure from students, faculty and alumni, who argue
that the provincial utility’s James Bay hydroelectric
projects are environmentally and culturally destructive” (Dec. 18, 1992). Another headline says: “Tufts
EC0 wins Divestment from Hydro-Quebec.” And then
the biggie, “New York Cancels Hydro-Quebec Power
Contract-In
a dramatic move, New York Gov. Mario
Cuomo canceled the state’s $17 billion contract with
Hydro-Quebec for electricity that would have been
generated by the Great Whale project the Canadian
utility wants to build in the James Bay region of northem Quebec.” [end of quoting]
To connect this with recent events, a press release
on April 9, 1996, states: [quoting]
l FORMER HYDRO-QUEBEC
CHAIRMAN
AND CEO ACCEPTS SEAT ON ASC BOARD

WESTBOROUGH, Mass., April 9, 1996-American Superconductor Corporation (Nasdaq: AMSC) is
pleased to announce that Richard Drouin, former chairman and CEO of Hydro-Quebec and a global authority
on the electric utility industry, has accepted a seat on
the company’s Board of Directors.
Drouin served as chairman and CEO of HydroQuebec, the sixth largest utility in the world and largest
in North America, from 1988 through 1995. . .
In 1989, Drouin was Honorary Chairman of the
World Energy Congress. He also was a driving force in
focusing the resources of the world’s largest economies-the “G-7” countries-on
energy issues. Known
as the “E-7”, the organization was created in 1991 and
is devoted to protecting the global environment by
promoting the judicious genelation and use of electricity.
“A guiding principle throughout my career has
been the sustainable use of energy.“, Drouin said.
“Serving as a director of American Superconductor
allows me to continue working toward that goal because the company’s core product, high-temperature
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superconducting
wire, has immediate and enormous
potential for revolutionizing the way the world manages energy. I am honored and eager to help American
Superconductor continue turning that potential into a
commercial reality.. .n High-temperature superconductors (HTS) transmit electricity with zero resistance.
In addition to applying its HTS technology to powerquality equipment (power converters, current limiters
and energy storage devices), American Superconductor is developing power transmission cables with Pirelli
Cables, electric motors with Reliance Electric, and
transformers with Asea Brown Boveri. A foundation
for all commercial applications is a joint research and
development program with Into Alloys International to
work on advanced generations of HTS wire based on
American Superconductor’s proprietary “metallic precursorn process.
‘American Superconductor has mapped out a timetable to develop commercial applications with industry
leaders like Pirelli, Reliance, ABB and Into as well as
the Electric Power Research Institute, which represents more than 7800 U.S. utilities,” he said. “From its
inception, the company has met or exceeded these
benchmarks. In addition to its entrepreneurial vision,
American Superconductor has demonstrated that it can
and will deliver on the promise of HTS.”
. . ..Drouin. 64, also sits on the boards of CocaCola Beverages,
Provigo, CT Financial Services
(Canada Trust), Abitibi Price, Tele-Metropole,
The
Conference Board of Canada and the Quebec Wildlife
Foundation. Prior to joining Hydra-Quebec, he was in
private practice as an attorney and specialized in
commercial and corporate law and industrial relations.
American Superconductor is the leader in developing commercial applications of high temperature superconductor technology for the global electric power
induj;try.
With
world-class
expertise
in
electromagnetics, cryogenic integration, power semiconductors and power engineering as well as high
temperature superconductors, the company is driving
the evolving market for advanced electric power equipment and power quality products. [end of quoting]
Take note that this former head of Hydra-Quebec,
now on the Board of American Superconductor Corporation, is developing transformers with Asea Brown
Boveri (ABB). ABB is a major Bilderberger organization, and New World Order leader.
Drouin quit Hydro-Quebec SIX DAYS AFTER
SECRETARY RON BROWN’S PLANE CRASHED IN
CROATIA (on April 3), and became head of a project
to build transformers with ABB. So why bring up
ABB?
[END QUOTING OF PART 341
My, my-what a nasty and intriguing web is woven
when the Elite among the Order is chosen!
Good
morning.
7/13/96 #2
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[QUOTING, FIRE FROM THE SKY, PART 35:]
[quoting media:]
ABB PRESIDENT ROBERT DONOVAN
AMONG THOSE ON BROWN’S PLANE

l

By Chuck Hutchcraft,
Chicago Tribune, WebPosted: Thursday, April 4, 1996, [quoting].
“Robert E. Donovan, 54, was president and chief
executive officer of ABB Inc. of Norwalk, Conn. In
addition, he was executive vice president of ABB Asea
Brown Boveri Ltd., Zurich, the parent of ABB and the
world’s leading electrical engineering joint venture.
“ABB Asea Brown Boveri engineers products and
services for power generation, transmission and distribution, industrial and building systems, and rail transportation. The company reported a net income of $760
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million on sales of $29.7 billion in 1994, the last year
for which figures are available. Donovan is a graduate
of the U.S. Military Academy at West Point and spent
10 years in the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, serving
in the U.S., Thailand and Vietnam...”
“ABB, in partnership with Raytheon (builder of the
Patriot Missile) [II: You know, that one with almost
199% NON-accuracy.], has a contract with NASA to
build a wind tunnel. Donovan was succeeded by Howard
Pierce, an American citizen. ABB is working with
Daimler-Benz in making high-speed rail systems and
automobiles that do not use gasoline. They also specialize in underground trains. ABB’s board of directors include world leaders Peter and Marcus Wallenberg.
“Percy Bamevik, now President of ABB, attended
the Bilderberger Meeting in Canada, May 30, 1996.”
[end of quoting]
In the meantime, many other airplane crashes were
and are occurring.
One day the Associated Press
carried the headline: “MARINE COPTERS COLLIDE;
14 DEAD. CAMP LEJEUNE, N.C.-Two Marine Corps
helicopters collided in the dark early today during the
largest U.S.-British war games in decades, apparently
killing 14 people. Two Marines were rescued.” You
probably heard about that story, as it was headline news
for a couple of days. I’ll bet you did not hear about this
one, which was an AP headline ON THE SAME DAY
but was soon pulled: “CRASHED COPTER WAS FOR
WHITE HOUSE. STRATFORD, Conn. (AP)-As dozens of people watched in horror, a 25s million military
helicopter that was to provide cargo service for the
White House lost its blades, flipped backward and
slammed into the ground, sending flames hundreds of
feet into the air.”
Another AP story was: “Marine aviation deaths this
year far exceed recent totals. Associated Press, WASHINGTON-More
than twice as many Marines have died
in aviation accidents in the past eight months as were
killed in the previous two years.” There have been far
too many aircraft crashes recently for me to list, as it
would take a book to describe them all.
MORE
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STRANGENESS

On the front page of the April 5, 1996, Austin
American Statesman newspaper are headlines which
state: “Bomb parts may be link-Authorities
say chemicals, other evidence in Montana cabin match deadly
devices used by Unabomber.” Under this article is an
article headlined: “Bad instrumentation suggested as
cause of Brown airplane crash,” and under that article
is an article headlined: “Clinton backed covert Iran
arms link to Bosnia.” Ask yourself, is it just possible
that these three headline events are linked and are
related stories? Of course it is and they are!
News reports said that about a week earlier First
Lady Hillary Clinton and daughter Chelsea traveled on
the same T-43 during their recent trip to Bosnia, as did
Secretary of State Warren Christopher in March. What
most did not tell was that the plane carried Secretary of
Defense William Perry and 24 of his staff and eight
press people, two days before the Brown crash, from
Zagreb, Croatia, to stops in Tirana, Albania, to Egypt.
The Intelligence World Report (#095) said: “Defense
Secretary William Perry shared IMINT and other intelligence on the Tarhunah underground chemical weapons plant being built by Libya with Egyptian President
Hosni Mubarak on Wednesday in Cairo. The investigation found no evidence of any laws being broken.” (The
Big Boys seem to be very interested in holes in the
ground these days, but that is another subject.) Once
the jet left Perry and party in Cairo, it had a one hour
routine maintenance turnaround then flew to Tuzla and
picked up Ron Brown and crashed (my source is Linda
Kozaryn, American Forces Press Service, report
#96179). What would you think about, if you were in
Perry’s shoes? But then, while those who believe the
crash was no accident wonder why Ron Brown was
targeted, I have to wonder if Brown was, in fact, the

target. Could Perry have been the target? Was he
targetor, or targetee, or just extremely LUCKY’?
Here is part of a transcript of Perry’s remarks upon
arrival from Egypt at Andrews Air Force Base: [quot-

ial

Q: And you flew on that same plane in Bosnia,
Can you tell us about your own experience aboard the
plane?
PERRY: I flew in the plane from Zagreb to Tuzla,
and from-and
we also went to Sarajevo and to Albania
and then finally to Egypt. The plane turned around
after it dropped us off in Cairo and then went back to
Zagreb to pick up Ron Brown. So we were flying the
plane the day before it went down. The plane seemed
fine while we were on it. We saw no indication of any
problems in the airplane.
Q: Flying over Bosnia, did you ever feel in any
peril aboard the plane?
PERRY: No. The weather was bad in Bosnia the
day we were there, too, but not bad enough to prevent
a safe landing.” [end of quote]
Of course, Brown had connections that would have
made him a target. According to Newsweek (10/l l/93),
Nguyen Van Hao, confidant of the prime minister of
Vietnam, “wanted Brown’s help in easing the American ban against trade with his country.” Hao’s former
business partner, Ly Thank Binh, claimed that Brown
agreed to “work for lifting the trade ban in exchange for
$700,000 to be deposited offshore, and secretly paid out
of any deveIopment deals Hao and Binh obtained.” The
Washington Times, the New York Times, Spotlight, the
Associated Press and others had articles about Brown’s
possible embarrassment to Clinton and Brown’s son’s
involvement in some investigations in Oklahoma (into
dealings with Dynamic Energy Resources). During the
time Brown was the Democratic National Committee
chairman, he was also a partner in the law firm Patton,
Boggs, and Blow which represented BCCI, and was on
the board of directors of Chemlix Technologies, a
sewage disposal company (Brown arranged for Chemfix
to get a sewage disposal contract with New York City,
and purchased 5,000 shares of stock of this company
just before New York was chosen as the site of the 1992
Democratic convention). A federal investigation into
Brown in Miami was sidetracked by Janet Rena. Brown
and Reno are both considered to be “ours” by Communists, and Ken Maginnis, of the Ulster Unionist Party,
who knew Brown from his efforts to encourage U.S.
investment in Ulster, said: “Northern Ireland has lost a
faithful ally.” Brown was a highly paid Washington
lobbyist for Haiti’s “Baby Dot” Duvalier. [H: And
note that almost EVERY party to these doings, even
in the military-ARE
ALSO ATTORNEYS! Holy
Bible: M&&w 5~20: &Por I tell you that unless your
righteousness surpasses that of #he Pharisees and the
feacherr of the law. vou will certainly not enter the
kinpdom of heaven.* And how many of you realize
that in the Bible of the New Testament #he terms are
virtuallv interchanreable: Pharisees and “Iawvers”
as well as Pharisees beinr interchangeable with
Khazars and Zionists?
I can’t help what “you
thought.“]
Brown’s law partner at Patton, Boggs, and Blow
was murdered in South Africa within one hour of
Brown’s plane crash (so I’ve heard, but I haven’t found
the details). The “Boggs” name comes from a connection to Congressman Hale Boggs of Louisiana who was
killed in a mysterious plane crash in Alaska. The
government located the wreckage but kept it secret.
Boggs was refusing to sign the final version of the
Warren Commission Report, because he did not believe
in the “Magic Bullet” of Arlen Specter; neither did
anyone else on the Warren Commission except, it was
claimed, Gerald Ford. After Boggs’ death, the others
decided to go along with the “Magic Bullet” theory.
TV’s Cokie Roberts is Bogg’s daughter. The book High
Treason by Groden and Livingstone, about the Kennedy
assassination, said Boggs “...disappeared without a
trace on a flight in Alaska”. Speaking of the “magic
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bullet” theory just before his mysterious death, he said,
“I had strong doubts about it.” The fact that Boggs’
plane simply disappeared makes it a little strange.
Especially since Boggs had been the recipient of damaging material on the lives of critics of the Warren
Report and the FBI investigation of the President’s
death, given to him by J. Edgar Hoover just prior to his
death, leading Boggs to mount an attack on the FBI and
accuse them of”Gestapo tactics”. Boggs’ plane crashed
in 1972 and also killed on that plane was Representative Nick Begich, D-Alaska, who was the father of Nick
Begich Jr., who wrote ANGELS DON’T PLAY THIS
HAARP. [ This book can be purchasedfrom Earthpulse
Press, % Nick Begich Jr. at P.O. Box 201393, Anchorage, AK 99520 or by phoning 907-249-9111 (voicemail)
or 907-696-1277 Il;lx)for $17.95.1 [H: Try to get that
book as it is one of the very best on the HMBP
SYSTEM. Also-do not forget who Gerald Ford was
before he was President: check it out in TRANCE
FORMATION OF AMERICA, by Mark Phillips and
Cathy O’Brien. {To order call Phoenix Source at l800-800-5565}]
A JFK assassination researcher has a CD entitled
“Encyclopedia of the JFK Assassination”. A question
posed in the CD is, “Who drove Hale Boggs to the
airport that day in his limousine?” Answer: William
Jefferson Clinton.
On November 30. 1963. new President Lvndon
Johnson issued Executive Order No. 11130 appointing
a Special Commission to investigate the assassination
of JFK, consisting of Earl Warren, Sen. Richard Russell
(former Governor of Georgia), Sen. John Sherman
Cooper (advisor to Secretary of State and NATO and
Ambassador to India), Congressman Hale Boggs, Congressman Gerald Ford, Allen Dulles, and John McCloy
(president of the World Bank, officially in charge of
disarming the U.S. since 1961). [H: Yes, please, take
the time to go back and re-read that paragraph.]
Patton, Boggs & Blow are very much involved in
eco-activist activities; one of the textbooks of activists
is the Environmental Law Handbook by Patton, Boggs
& Blow, “the premier environmental law guide” (actually written by Timothy A. Vanderver).
In his 1992 book The Lobbyist, Jeffrey Birnbaum
tells how Williams and Jensen (lobbyist for Tyson
foods) and lobbyist Thomas Hale Boggs, C&e’s brother,
helped in what appears to be a money-laundering deal
with a fishing and hunting club. There are discussions
on the Internet about the fact that the gun that was
found with Vince Foster was kept at this hunting club
(on Lake Millwood, in southwest Arkansas). [H: You
can learn more, for your inquiring minds, from
Michael Maholy’s presentations {in numerous past
issues o/CONTACT} AND, of course, Trance Formutiorr Of America. (To order call Phoenix Source at lSOO-SOO-5565}]

agencies to track people worldwide, by satellite. The
software has a “trapdoor” built into it. So, the NSA
arranged to sell it or give it to supposedly friendly or
other spy agencies: France, Sweden, Israel, and others.
The “trapdoor” was a sort of “Trojan Horse”, enabling
U.S. espionage to spy on other spy shops. Systematics
[allegedly] adapted it to be used through low-orbit
satellites,
to spy on the computers
of central
banks.. . . [end of quoting]
Perhaps a better word than “trapdoor” would be
“backdoor”. The software sold or given to the unsuspecting banks is said to have had a hidden “door”
through which prying eyes could enter unannounced.
This is worth emphasizing, because some have said it
would be impossible for a hacker or group of hackers to
get into, for example, a Swiss bank. What these critics
are neglecting to factor in is this “backdoor” through
which electronic burglars possessing the Ukey” could
easily enter. This last has not, to my knowledge, been
refuted.
The late White House aide Vince Foster is said to
have had about $2.73 million stashed away in a Swiss
bank account. CIA hackers, perhaps taking advantage
of a “backdoor” in the bank’s software, are said to have
stumbled across not only Foster’s hidden account but
also hidden accounts belonging to members of Congress and other high government officials. This, it
seems, is where these “public servants” were hiding
bribe money they had illegally received.
But apparently it was feared that breaking such a
huge scandal publicly would cause Grandpa and
Grandma USA to fall out of their rocking chairs. Yet
something had to be done. These congresspersons and
others could not be allowed to get away with their
crookedness.
While the CIA hackers, known as the
“Fifth Column”, [“Fifth Column” radio interview by
Jeff Rense dated 2/4/96 isavailable on tape Qom The
Word call l-805-822-41 76 to order] are said to have
cleared out the accounts of the offenders, still it was
obvious that some punishment was in order. Then too,
you can’t just leave these bribe-takers in office-what’s,
to stop them from accepting more bribes?
So it is reported by several independent sources
that these bribe-takers are being told to leave their jobs,
or else have their alleged rottenness revealed.
As
former Forbes senior editor James R. Norman put it in
the December 1995 issue ofMedia Bypass magazine (l%OO-4-Bypass): [quoting]
There has been an unusually large number of veteran congressmen and senators announcing their resignations, retirements or switching parties. The official
explanation: It’s no fun now that the Republicans
control Congress. But sources claim the real reason is
that some of these departees have been quietly confronted with evidence that they took bribes or payoffs
through Swiss or other offshore bank accounts. Rumor
has it that about 30 current members of the House and
Senate have been identified as having such foreign
slush-fund accounts.
Richard L. Franklin, writing in his monthly newsletter, Franklin ‘s Focus (Focus Press, 1820 Palisades
Drive, Appleton, WI 549 IS), confirms the charges. He
reports that he has checked with several of his sources
and that, “as they say in the trade, the story now has
legs.* According to Franklin, a so-called “Angel of
Death” is visiting the various congressional
representatives and informing them that they have just 24
hours to announce their retirement.
It is beyond dispute that a record number of Senators and Representatives are suddenly announcing their
respective retirements from public office.
What is
more, the Norman article which appeared in the December 1995 Media Bypass is on record as predicting
many of these retirements be/ore they actually occurred. If Norman’s name was Jean Dixon or Irene
Hughes, he would be everywhere on the talk shows by
now, hailed for his amazing”psychic” abilities. Yet we
hear nary a word of this remarkable story in our “free”
press. To me, the very fact that this story is not being

THE
FIFTH
COLUMN
AND
THE NORMAN
THESIS
This information is abstracted from Conspiracy
Nation-Vol.
7, #2, #3,#4. Conspiracy Nation encourages distribution of the material, [quoting:]
Back around March 4th, 1995, Mr. Sherman
Skolnick of the Citizens’ Committee to Clean Up the
Courts came out with a story about a company called
Systematics and alleged high-tech spying being done
on foreign banks. (This was covered in CN4.22 and, so
far as I can tell, Skolnick’s phone message, Hotline
News at 312:731-l 100, was first to break the story.)
Here is how Skolnick’s story appeared in Conspiracy Nation:
l
A telephone company in Arkansas is called
ALLTEL. They have a subsidiary called Systematics
which is a proprietary espionage operation of the National Security Agency [NSA]. Developed was a highly
refined version of the Inslaw software called PROMIS.
Originally designed to keep track of the caseloads of
federal prosecutors, it was adapted to be used by spy
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allowed into the public dialogue-that,
in itself, says
something. Aren’t the networks at least hungry for
ratings? Why won’t they draw in viewers with these
intriguing and widely-believed allegations? Why too
aren’t members of Congress furiously demanding the
opportunity to defend their impugned “honor”? The
silence is deafening,
Reporting on the phenomena of the disappearing
Congress critters, the Washington Times, National
Weekly Edition (Jan. 8-14, 1996) declares that “Congress is going through a shakeout”. There have been,
says the Times, 49 announced retirements or resignations since theNovember 1994 elections. And, it adds,
a dozen of them have bowed out just recently, since
Thanksgiving. Well, Times, here are two more names
to add to your “trickle that has grown into a stream” of
retirements: Associated Press reports (“Clinger to Retire”, Jan. 15, 1996) and Rep. William Clinger, “said
Monday he will leave Congress after serving 18 years.”
The AP story adds, as if it is an afterthought, that Rep.
Pat Williams, Montana Democrat, announced retirement plans on Saturday, Jan. 13th. Clinger says, “It’s
probably time for me to move on.” Says Williams,
“he’s homesick”. The AP article also notes that the
high number of congressional retirements is the “most
in a century”. [H: And of course, a really biggie is
Dole himself, and the Mrs.! We KNOW of at least
SSO million EACH received in those neat “bribetype” funds from Switzerland, that “they” got. And
when old Billy Boy cries the blues and Hillary,
Billiary and Crookery cries her tears about how bad
it is-remember
they were on the very top of the
‘receiving” list for hidden bank accounts, money
laundering and “drug blindness”. So, perhaps taking the “Fifth” to new meanings-is
it possible some
of it vanished into the Treasury Return pit? Certainly we do hope so, don’t we?] [end of quoting]
So that’s the story thus far. Now, thanks to an East
Coast source whom I will call “Mr. Mercedes”, I have
received an audio tape of Jim Norman’s recent appearance on New York radio station WBAI, marked ou the
cassette as having been January 10, 1996.
Says Mr. Norman: “This country is in a major
political crisis.” According to the ex-Forbes senior
editor, it is ‘unfolding right before our eyes”.
“For many years,” he says, “[Vince Foster] had
beena behind-the-scenes go-betweenbetween the NSA,
the National Security Agency, and a company in Arkansas called Systematics-a
bank and data processing
company now owned or controlled by a telephone conglomerate called ALLTEL. He may have had access to
very high-level code, encryption [and] other kinds of
computer intelligence systems.”
According to Norman, “More important than that:
when [Foster] arrived in the White House he-according to sworn testimony by his executive assistant,
Deborah Gorham (phonetically spelled)-somehow
or
other, he came to have possession of at least two inchthick ring binders from the NSA, from the White House
offices, which my sources tell me would have been
extremely sensitive code materials-probably
the codes,
and more important than that, the protocols, by which
the President authenticates himself when he calls up
the Pentagon and says, ‘Let’s go nuke somebody’.”
“Plus the fact,” adds the controversial but respected
journalist, “that we have documented evidence of Foster making periodic, one-day trips to Geneva. Over
every 6 or 8 months he had been making a one-day trip
to Geneva. And multiple sources have confirmed that
he had at least one, if not several Swiss bank accounts.”
Mr. Norman charges that Vince Foster, and Hillary
Clinton, were both under surveillance for espionage at
the time of Foster’s so-called “suicide”. Norman wonders, “Where would Foster have gotten access to these
very sensitive documents [e.g. the ring binders with the
authentication codes] within the White House?”
This last rings true when it is recalled that Foster
and Mrs. Clinton had been widely reported as being
lovers.
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According to Mr. Norman, signijicant national
security issues are lurking beneath the surface of the
otherwise dropsical Whitewater hearings. “Vince Foster, as problematic as his death is, it’s small potatoes
compared to what we discovered. . . . In fact, former
intelligence people who have been involved in computer surveillance of foreign accounts have found hundreds of Swiss, [Grand] Cayman [and] other off-shore
bank accounts, coded bank accounts, maintained on
behalf of high-level U.S. political figures. Both parties. Many members of Congress, Elected officials,
Appointed officials, Military officers, Intelligence community big-shots, Wall-streeters, BANKERS... are involved. n
“There’s a massive scandal here, about to blow up.
And, in fact, we’re already starting to see it,”
[quoting:]
JAMES NORMAN: “[Hillary] had actually been
an attorney of record for Systematics which at the time
was owned by the Arkansas billionaire
Jackson
Stephens, who tried to take over a Washington bank
holding company onbehalf of the BCCI [Bank of Credit
and Commerce International] crowd and install Systematics as the data processing manager of that entire
operation. Which is extremely curious, because BCCI
itself was essentially a huge money-laundering, armsfinance and drug-financt/drug-money
laundering operation.
In the process of going through all this, I actually
came across what turned out to be a Swiss bank account
number: it was a lo-digit, encrypted series of letters.
When I turned it over to some of the intelligence
sources who I’d been using on this story, they ran it
through their system. And, actually a couple of months
later, when I asked them: “Gee. Is it possible [that] Cap
Wei?berger might have money in these accounts?”
They said, “Well, yeah. Don’t you know? That account
number you gave us was Cap’s!” In fact, they mentioned that a relative of Howard Metzenbaum, former
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Senator from Ohio, was another co-signatory to that
account; that Weinberger had multiple accounts-not
implausible to me at all.
I mean, here was Weinberger, Secretary of Defense
throughout the Reagan era, during which we had one of
the biggest defense build-ups in history.
We also
participated in the massive illicit arming of Iraq with
high-technology
weapons systems capabilities, plus
the armaments themselves.
It was an environment
fertile for kickbacks. Payola. Corruption.
And, in
fact, Weinberger was eventually indicted by Iran-Contra
prosecutor Lawrence Walsh for lying to Congress, for
failing to turn over his dairies. He was pardoned by
George Bush just as Bush was leaving offtce. And so he
never had to stand trial-which
was probably a merciful reprieve for Colin Powell, who was Weinberger’s
chief assistant at that time, chief advisor.
Weinberger had basically elevated Powell to a highlevel advisory position, and Powell would have been
effecting a lot of the orders that Weinberger was giving
him-about
moving arms here, and drugs there. [H:
Could this possibly all be WHY Sir Powell decided
not to run for President? Bully-ho!]
And in fact, Weinberger’s name has come up in
connection with a Costa Rican legislative investigation, a two-volume report down there that identifies
Weinberger, as well as Ollie North, our former Ambassador to Costa Rica, and various others as being personas non grata for helping facilitate a massive drug and
arms operation which helped corrupt that country’s
society. If those people set foot down there again,
they’re getting arrested.
So suddenly it starts to make a lot of sense. And
when you think in terms of Swiss bank accounts and
massive amounts of money-kickbacks-it
explains a
lot of stuff that’s going on right now.
[H: I wonder if any of you have considered offering Misters Tilton & Brinkerhoff of Financial Corporation of Santa Barbara and Santa Barbara Sav-
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ings and Loan, an opportunity to consider funding
one of OUR CONTRACTS-you
know the little 10
package? I think they might even enjoy knowing
WHO controls that little package and possibly might
even consider shushing the bull-dog lizard, HORN.
Do you think they want all those connections with
such as the “White House” gang to be recognized for
a11 the world to see-HOW
they brought people
down and stole their property? “Somebody” might
like to go visit Mr. Tilton and share and tell a few
things. He would be EASY to locate-and moreover,
it is KNOWN that SBS would like to come out of
Chapter ll-if
they could ever just get rid of the
Ekker case! Well, they are NOT going to get rid of
Ekkers and they might enjoy knowing as much. The
investigation of SBS is about as interesting, readers,
as is the above mentioned cases. How nice for us that
Green, Abbott, Horton, et al., have joined the “conspiracy” with Horn over this property-because
they
will all end up in the same stew-pot. Now Mr. Fort
has hooked his own corporation to the Corporation
Pot-Plot as well. I am amazed at what information
can be gained by never leaving home!]
What we’re looking at here is massive, endemic,
high-level corruption of the federal government; Bipartisan, Democrats and Republicans. It’s been going
on for years, particularly since the early 1980s. The
dollars involved have grown exponentially, I believe
from arms and drugs trading. There are hugs amounts
of money sloshing around here. And it has corrupted
the government in a fundamental way. The government cannot police itself. The normal enforcement
mechanisms have been compromised: The Justice Department, the IRS, Customs, and the Intelligence community.
And what has happened is that there are a lot of
good people in our government who have watched this
happen, have been powerless to stop it-their protests
would go nowhere. There’s been no effective investigation by anybody of this stuff. And finally, what had
happened was, a small handful of guys-they
call
themselves the Fifth Column, retired Intelligence
people-have
done something. One is a former CIA
Another is a former National Security
contractor.
Agency person. I know they’re assisted by a variety of
other people of the intelligence community. They were
able to acquire their own used Cray supercomputer
from Clark Air Force Base [in the Philippines]. It’s
apparently an air-cooled and generator-driven machine
that can actually be packed into the back of, I think,
what looR like a refrigerated semi-trailer truck with a
satellite uplink. And they’ve got his thing rollin’
around the country so it doesn’t get nailed.
And so for the last 5 years, they have been downloading, systematically, tapping into foreign bank databases and pulling down reams and reams of account
data. [end of quoting]
[James Norman goes on to describe how this Fifth
Column allegedly raided the secret bank accounts of
corrupt government officials, transferring the money
into U.S. government accounts. “For two years they’ve
been raiding these accounts. Now they’re into Phase II.
Phase I: ‘Take the marbles. * Phase II: ‘Get them out of
government. ‘*)
@ND QUOTING OF PART 351
This is so provocative as to cause us not to want to
interrupt by writing changes but unfortunately Dharma
is NOT a computer. And, I am often reminded of the
,placard on her door: “NOTICE: Due to the shortage of
robots, some of our workers are human, and will react
unpredictably when abused.” Good afternoon.
7/14/96 #l

HATONN

[QUOTING, FIRE FROM THE SKY, PART 36:]
[H: We were into the middle of a discussion on
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the account of James Norman regarding the Fifth priority collection of financial information, would someColumn and how the 5th raided the secret bank how or other see to it that they have perhaps their own
accounts of corrupt government officials, etc. The “back doors” plugged into these various bank data
important connection here is that “For two years systems.
they-ve been raiding these accounts. Now they’re
That’s how I got onto the story, actually, was the
into Phase II. -Phase I: “Take the marbles.” Phase proliferation of a customized version of what was called
II: “Get them out of government.“]
the PROMIS software. This was, it was designed for
tracking legal cases, originally, then customized for
[Continuing on with James Norman’s on-radio iti- use in tracking wire transfers, sold and promulgated
around most of the world’s banking system, had “back
terview:]
doors” in it that would allow, if you knew where the
Now, how do you do that? How do you get these “back door” was, it would allow you to basically dial
people out of government in the most time-efficient and into a computer system and not leave an audit trail: go
cost-efficient manner7 Apparently they’ve (Fifth Col- in, snoop around, pull down information, and then
umn) been hand-delivering brown manila envelopes to leave.
people in Congress with actual copies of the transaction
DR K: I think the key thing, at least from my point
records of these Swiss and other off-shore accounts. of view, is that we’re not dealing with high school
The people get about a day to read these things, and “hackers” who, by trial and error, and guile, try to get
then they get a call from one of these guys who I have into somebody’s bank account. We’re talking about
referred to as the “Angel of Death”. And then the former intelligence agents.
“elected official” gets a choice: You can either anJN: Right. But let me point this out, a couple of
nounce your retirement immediately, or you can face months ago, Citibank... there were published stories
immediate prosecution for tax evasion and various about how a “hacker” in Russia, armed with no more
other crimes-the
minimum penalty for which, if you than a personal computer, apparently had gotten into
Citibank accounts and was doing, essentially... exactly
are convicted, is 10 years in prison.
Now when a congressman goes to prison, you lose the same thing. He was wire-transferring money out of
your federal pension benefits. And the pensions on corporate accounts.. . to banks in Argentina and Finthese people are significant.
(For instance, Pat land. These were always in small amounts so that it
would not set off the internal alarm system. What I am
Schroeder, congresswoman from Colorado, relatively
young, she’s been there a long time so she’s got, over told is that, somehow or other, this guy got hold of the
her expected lifetime, more than 4 million bucks com- “back door” address at Citibank and was able to use it.
[H: The Bush Boys took this a step further and
ing to her.) Now I think the implication here is that if
grabbed a whole corporation, took the assets if they
you just shut up, go away, get out of the line of firemaybe you’ll get lucky and get to keep your pension were in valuable certificates, foreign debt instrudown the road. There’s no guarantee that you won’t be ments, validated them through their own cronies In
the Treasury Department and, instead of simply
prosecuted.
But what’s happened so far: all of these people have transferring computer funds (which they also did),
taken the retirement option. And what you have seen is they drew against these instruments under the guise
an unprecedented,
record number of retirements of of owning the corporation. HOWEVER, THE BIGpowerful people from Congress. These are not “back GEST HEIST DIDN’T PAY OFF FOREVER-AND
benchers” ! Since the end of the last election, until now, THE CORPORATION WAS RECLAIMED, the docu-,
more than 50 Senators and Congressmen have an- ments reaffirmed and verified AND FILED PUBnounced their retirement. In fact, there were two more LICLY-and when oavoff time to the banks camein just the last couple of days: a 30-year Republican oous! This has become a really ugly circumstance
from Indiana, and a two-term Democrat from Arkansas for the Perpe-TRAITORS. They ARE having a bit of
[H: And don’t forget Bob Dole!].
difficulty handling the “brown envelopes”, however,
The excuses they give? Utterly bogus, frankly. because the plan was so massive and, now, too many
“Oh, we can’t stand the nasty politics.” “Oh, I want to murders have been committed and too many people
spend more time with my family.” [H: While the wife KNOW-around
the globe-in
very high places. 1
and kids are standing by weeping without consola- No, this is NOT the Fifth Column-it is from that old
Now,
tion. Do they not want the old-boy home to spend Tenth Column! You know--“checkmate”.
more time or are they just sorry to lose the Ubenefit reader, wouldn’t you think it would be a whole lot
packages*?
What an interesting thing to watch, easier to simply keep your agreements and commithowever.] “Oh, it’s just time to go.” It strains credu- ments to Higher Command? We shall see.]
CALLER #3: Mr. Norman, outside of WBAI, has
lity. It just does not make sense-until
you realize
there’s something else going on here.
word of this gone out?
JN: Actually, this story has become a classic case
CALLER #2: How is it exactly? I remember when
I heard this story first and I was talking to somebody study in “guerrilla journalism”. Because I think it’s too
about it and they said, “Well how can they possibly get hot for any mainstream media to deal with. I mean, it’s
into these bank accounts?”
just loaded with too many problems: first of all, it deals
DR MICHIO KAKU (Host, author of @per- with a lot of background, “deep throat” kind of sources;
space, A Scientific Odyssey Through Parallel Uni- the attribution, the documents are kind of non-existent
verses, Time Warps, and The Tenth Dimension [H: at this point-although
I think they’ll eventually come
Well, I’d say this is a heavy dreamer! And no, he out. And you’re dealing with a lot of big names and
doesn’t know of that which he writes but it is an nobody really wants to rock the boat in a big-deal
interesting volume. We are here because nobody publication.
Media Bypass, this little magazine in Indiana, they
running around on two legs in your dimensionremembers enoughto tell the story.]: OK Mr. Norman, came to me and asked me if they could run the story,
because they had heard that Forbes (magazine) wouldn’t
how do you get into another person’s bank account?
JAMES NORMAN: Let me begin by saying that run it; that the Wall Street Journal and New York Times
bank computer systems are nowhere near as secure as and everybody else I’d talked to about it was scared of
the banks would like you to believe. Granted, there are it. They [Media Bypass] managed to corroborate a key
element of it for themselves. One of their investigative
many security features built into bank communications
and software systems.
But in most large software reporters knew a guy who used to train IRS agents, who
systems there are what you call “service entrances” or was talking with one of his former students who was
“back doors” by which software maintenance people assigned to surveil Vince Foster at the time he “died”.
would get in routinely to fix “bugs” and so forth. If you And the guy actually read him some of the surveillance
take that concept, and then consider the idea that our report, off the computer screen, over the telephone.
And it’s not that big of a secret, apparently, within
intelligence agencies, which have an extremely high-
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There was a massive
the intelligence community.
counter-intelligence
effort going on regarding Foster.
It apparently began just after the ‘92 election, but
before the inauguration in January ‘93. And for about
the 6 months until he died, Foster was under pretty
intense surveillance.
There’s a French intelligence newsletter which has
also corroborated the fact that Foster was under counterintelligence surveillance at the time he died. There’s
Sarah McClendon who has written about it. (She’s an
old “war horse” Washington correspondent.)
But the story is just too-it’s like the media cannot
deal with this. .And ultimately I think the media will be
on trial as much as the government for not dealing with
this story. Instead, we’ve got Media Bypass, we’ve got
talk radio... Actually the Internet has become a rather
successful outlet for this kind of stuff. And in fact, it’s
amazing; it has brought a whole bunch of other people
out of the woodwork, talking about this, including a lot
of very literate computer people-financiat
people.
And I know, particularly, a former Wharton finance professor, Orlin Grabbe, who has posted a series
of his own rather revealing exposCs on this stuff. [CNArchived at ftp.shout.netpub/users/bigred/od/ofJ He, after leaving Wharton, started his own sofiware company, making software for pricing derivatives. And the
intelligence community came to him! and said: “Hey,
can we use your company to help spy on brokerage
houses and banks too? We want some way to insinuate
our people into these computer rooms.” That’s what
sent him up the wall. He said, “Holy smokes, we’re
dealin’ with the Surveillance State here.” And I think
he became a renegade ever since.
Particularly,
I think he’s also angry about the
government’s tirade here on money laundering: it’s
used, basically, as a tax raising measure. I mean, they
want to go after every little guy for any kind of cash
transaction. But we have, you know, what is so outrageous about this is, you have a two-tier system; you
have rampant money laundering, drug dealing and
kickbacks for the privileged Elite and you hav: the
government’s boot on the neck of everybody else.
So there’s significant grass-roots rage brewing
over all this stuff, and it’s gonna find an outlet somehow or other-even
it it’s just WBAI, you and me!
DR K: OK, well, let’s hope it gets beyond WBAI.
CALLER #5: It’s obvious that Iran-Contra never
stopped. But my question is, driving along the interstate I noticed that “Next Six Exits, the NSA”. WHO
are the people at the top of the NSA? Who runs the
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NSA? Who are they, where do they come from, and how particularly into foreign banks. It was basically a
far-reaching is their power?
Conspiracy Nation-Vol.
7 Num. 05
version of this software that went into Guatemala.
JN: That’s a good question. You call up Washing- Maxwell’s front company sold this software to Guate[end of quoting]
ton and they say, “NSA”? ‘No such Agency. ‘n That’s mala, and basically it was used to help assassinate
The Editor-In-Chief of Conspiracy Nation is Brian
their nickname.
30,000 civilians down there, catalogue ‘em and find out Redman at 2 1735644 18.
According to discussionS ok the In&net, the Fifth
It’s a HUGE bureaucracy. It’s based at Fort Meade, who is an “enemy of the state” and . . . . [If they can do it
Maryland, Their budget is bigger than the CIA and the in Guatemala, they can do it here!] [H: Moreover, It Column consisted of people like a former head of the
FBI combined. Their@ wasoriginally signal sur6Bance. is now within the entire satellite tracking system CIA (William Colby), a head of the Navy (Admiral
.. ’ Boorda), and”The Angel of Doom”, the man delivering
CALLER #!I: Do we know who the people are, globally.]
though?
CALLER #5: We of the WBAI audience:.ati quite the “bad news” to the crooked politicians, Charles
JN: When you look it up.. . I tried to find out, familiar with this, but I am much more iiiierested in the Hayes (he missed his plane flight in Florida). I give you
actually, “Who runs the NSA?” They have a list in this players with the NSA who I think are really running the these names so you will think about what you are
reading, as we go along. We will have more informatwo-inch-thick book on federal offices , that I’ve got. country.
They merit about a two-inch thing that only has about
JN: I think you’re right. I wish I knew who the bad tion on these people. And now, here is a story as
reported by Sherman Skolnick (used with permission).
six names associated with it. And I forget the top guy’s guys were.
name there. I think he’s an Admiral who’s on assign[H: Why doesn’t somebody ask, and then listen, [H: Do UP’ know about these things? I take the
“Fifth”!]
ment to the NSA.
TO GiUNDMAltfJ
CALLER #5: But aren’t G.E. and Westinghouse
DR IK: Let me also say, for those of you who tuned
[END QUOTING OF PART 361
and all the networks part of it?
in late: the NSA [National Security Agency] is a very
JN: Well, of course the government contracts out large organization whose budget is reputed to be someThis, readers, is the way information MUST FLOW.
vast amounts of work to other countries. But the NSA, thing on the order of 10 times the size of the CIA
for sure, they do a lot of their work through “cut-out”budget. And they’re historically involved with surveil- You don’t need psychics, revelation, prophets and other
front companies. In fact, that’s what this Systematic8 ling the Soviet Union. The CIA was mainly interested magical distracters. You must have information gleaned
FROM WHAT IS. There are massive piles and piles of
was-which
is now called ALLTEL Information Sys- in spies on the ground and analyzing information.
terns. (The CEO [Chief Executive Officer] of which However, it takes an enormous body simply to monitor information out there if you will open your minds and
just retired, mysteriously, at age 56, last week, and what was happening in the Soviet Union at the height realize how to sort truth from deliberate lies. The lies
announced plans to go spend more time with his fam- of the Cold War, and that’s where the NSA was set up. ALWAYS have an indication (clue) as to their validity.
Truth will never change-although
there may have to
ily.) That thing is about to blow up, because I think It’s basically a surveillance organization.
[H: Oh good grief, this 1s why I suggest YOUdon’t be several bits of information woven into the tapestry to
Systematics, in addition to helping the NSA plant
“bugged” software in foreign banks also functioned,
take Dr. Kaku’s novel as gospel-there
are more have a proper final picture. And yes, you DO need
I’m told (and this is corroborated by various good govietr/Mossad/Mishpucka
in the NSA than any papers such as CONTACT because MOST of the citiintelligence sources), for many years they functioned as teams of U.S. intelligence. People, you have to catch zens of the world HAVE NO IDEA HOW TO USE A
sort of a “cyber bank” for covert funds.
up with the world changes or you are going down the COhPLJTE~---MUCH THE LESS AN INTERNET AND
CALLER 85: What part did the major corpora- primrose path-AGAIN AND AGAIN. Younolonger
PAY FOR THE HOOKUPS, ETC. There will be as
tions play?
have a localized intelligence agency-you have frag- much garbage on the Internet as there is bad data
JN: Well, let’s put it this way: One of Inslaw’s ments trying to recover some measure of identity poured into anything-especially
with no controls and
the NEW WORLD ORDER with the misinformation guides available. BE CAREpartiters was AT&T. IBM was involved in this, too. ’ here and them-hut
Apparently IBM does lots of business with the govern- (remember that old dog?) is all Integrated. NSA and FUL and just because a thing is on the Internet does
ment and there’s, I’m told, one of the applications of others were working the banking systems through NOT TRUTH MAKE-JUST AS MOST OF THE CONthis PROMIS software is it was customized to track other CIA corporations and entities all the while the TACTS FROM “OUTER SPACE” ARE NOT FROM
submarine sounds-maritime
sounds-catalog
the stuff, integration was taking place. It is amazing that this LIGHTED SOURCE. MOST, IN-FACT. WHO INdevelop files on foreign ships. IBM was a prime should even mention such as Guatemala, that is so FECT THE BRAIN- WA VES ARE NOT OF GODf
The Fire from the Sky is already falling upon youcontractor on that system.
“old hat”. There is no “IF”-it HAS HAPPENED,
you simply expect “flames” and overlook the invisible
CALLER #5: Ed Meese and Nichols had actually RIGHT WHEREVER YOU ARE! GLOBALLYtaken away from the owner, and that’s who this [un- WHEREVER you
ARE! STOP PLAYING AT waves from that wondrous invisible universe-beyond
clear vocal] suing.
CHARADES AND GUESSING GAMES-IT
HAS your ability to see and hear as human experiences. It is
HAPPENED TO YOU!]
JN: Well, Inslaw is suing the Justice Department
all there, it is all very REAL-you simply cannot get it
for damages.
However, many people claim that it has since taken within your senses as is the limitation of sensing man
CALLER %5: ‘Cuz the owner was a competitor
a life of its own and it is also part of some kind of secret in the electric universe of unseen waves and pulses
with Nichols, who was a friend of Ed Meese. [CNgovernment.
spiraling ever without ceasing in the breathing in and
Meese was Attorney General under President Reagan.]
JN: The CIA reports directly to the President. It’s out of God Creator upon a stage Of manifest illuSiOnwhen they got to power, that was the deal: to try to get a civilian entity. The NSA reports to the Director of ALL IS LIGHT! The senses, however, perceive through
Central Intelligence through the pentagon. It’s es- those senses, all that is fabricated into the beingness of
it away from him. Nichols, who worked for Wackenhut.
JN: Robert Booth Nichols, I think you’re talkin’ sentially a military function. And, in fact, it was made your sensing world. I like the saying: “Nothing is
about, right?
up of various elements of the Army, Air Force and closed to an open mind,” but indeed, everything worthy
intelligence, signal gathering entities ul- of transition shall remain closed to a mind who preCALLER WS: And he was a friend of Ed Meese. Navy-their
tends to be open-but is solidly locked from within, for
And he was competing to put this system in for tracking timately became NSA-type entities.
criminals in Los Angeles. I believe this guy’s name was
NSA is also responsible for all of the government’s
nothing can access that lock and only that ONE holds
“Campbell” or something like that, the one with Inslaw. activity in terms of encryption. And they’re the guys the key. Not even God will unlock that lock unless
JN: Bill Hamilton and his wife own Inslaw.
who are behind all the Clipper chip and all that other invited within. Ignorance is a most painful way to
CALLER #5: Hamilton! That’s it.
kind of stuff.. . There’s a healthy debate goin’ on about live- refusal to learn is even more terrible.
JN: They... What happelied was, the government
May the Fire in the Sky this day-simply light your
this stuff. Everybody needs to talk about it...[end of
was desperate toget hold of that source code so they Norman interview]
way to insight-not
burn you into Fear and Terror.
could customize it and re-sell it, with the profits going
I encourage distribution of Conspiracy Nation. If Create that which you shall be-and nothing can be
into private pockets-like
cronies of Ed Meese. Par- you would like Conspiracy Nation sent to your e-mail denied your petition. BUT YOU MUST DO IT, CREtitularly, there’s a guy named Earl Brian who has this address, send a message in the form “subscribe CN-1 ATE IT-AND BECOME “IT”! AS an Angel of Light
company called Hadron... Infotechnology.
He owned My Name” to listproc@cornell.edu
(Note: that is “CN- I shall only walk WITH you!
We shall take up with a discussion by Skolnick
UP1 [United Press International] for a while. He’s L” not “CN-1”).
actually under indictment in L.A. right now. He was
For information on how to receive the new Con- regarding the Oklahoma bombing when we next write.
[unclear vocal] SEC [Securities and Exchange Com- spirucy Nation Newsletter, send an e-mail message to Thank you.Salu.
mission] charges for financial manipulation.
bigred@shout.net.
This stuff got customized and sold all over the
place. Robert Maxwell was re-selling it, on behalf of
Want to know more about Whitewater, Oklahoma
the Israelis [Robert Maxwell also sold Israeli suitcase City bombing, etc? (1) telnet prairienet.org (2) log on
BY
nuclear bombs, according to some. Maxwell’s real as “visitor” (3) go citcom
name was Abraham Leib Hoch; then he used the name
CALLING
Ivan du Maurier during WW-II; then changed it again
See also: http://www.europa.com/-johnlf/cn.html
Again, the object was to get this
after the war].
software planted into foreign intelligence agencies and
See also: ftp.shout.netpub/users/bigred
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right and vote for them.” But, of course, many of the
elections-we
should insist on no electronic devices
connected to the voting booth.
RM: It’s just vote-scam, completely controlled.
JA: That means that we have basically lost our free
country.
RM: Now, you spent many years in the military
and you had eG&ureto
the CIk; and you’re aware if
what is going on and the scope of which is going ondo you see, or do you have any sense of whether or not
there is a consciousness among the leaders within the
American military that this is-taking place, one, and
that there would be a rallying, if push came to shove, at
any point in our future?
JA: I have some senior military people who are in
command positions who have said, “Remember our
oaths as o&ers.
That we will support and defend the
Constitution ofthc United States against all enemies...
RM: Foreign and domestic.
JA: . ..foreign and domestic.” Now they’re not
worried about the foreign ones so much, they’re worried about the domestic ones. But the domestic ones are
letting the foreign ones in. And, of course, about a
third of the people who work in the White House can’t
get a security clearance.
Yet they are handling the
secrets of this nation. There is a saying in the military-people
Of that quality, if they were in the military, we wouldn’t give clearance to read the morning
And you may
newspaper. They’re not trustworthy.
quote me on this. The problem with America is, in the
White House the crooks and the queers are running OUT
country. They are running and ruining our country.
And I’m not politically correCt, so don’t w
me to be.
RM: We’re a politically incorrect newspaper.
JA: Well, good for you. And I hope that we haven’t
started sounding the alarm too late, but I’m afraid
maybe we have. We have let foreign officers and men
go into every military installation, including the mOSt
top-secret place that we have U.S. forces in Europe.
Down at Stuttgart at Patch Barracks, where the EuC0.n
commander and the U.S. Army commander,one wan 1s
wearing two 4-star hats there-and
he has one deputy
who is American, and one who is Russian, both 3-star
generals, under him. That is the most top-secret place
that we have in our U.S. forces in Europe. And so, here
is someone who knows everything we have. It’s a
VERY classified place. I had a top-secret+clearance,
was still on active duty, went to see my son-in-law who
was an infantry colonel there and he had to sign for me
to enter the building and that I would be in his sight at
all times while I was there. ;JOW that’s how top-secret
it is. I will say one thing for that general, while I was
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and the man who gave me your number didn’t give me
much to go on.
JA: Well, actually, I’m not sure but that we’re
losing our freedom even while we talk, here in America.
Some things are going on that should never happen.
They are unconstitutional and they are guided by people
who believe in the downfall of America. And they
believe in a One World Government, and to go to that
you have to lose the sovereignty of these United States.
See, I spent over 26 years on active duty wearing
the uniform of this country through three wars. And I
served in so many various places. I started out with the
Navy. I later was in the Army, and I served as a Green
Beret and worked with the CIA. And I recognize some
of the signs of what’s happening. First of all, you need
to know that right now they’re practicing a MultiJurisdictional Task Force, and these people have all
been trained down at Ft. Polk, Louisiana. They are
comprised of several different nations, not only our
own troops, but from CIS nations; former USSR people,
as well as FBI and CIA-CIA is not allowed to operate
within the limits of the United States but they do, and
this is contrary to their charter by the government.
RM: That’s right.
JA: And then, the FBI and the police from several
cities who have already been trained and are identified
as being under the jurisdiction of the FBI when the FBI
so decides. And they, right now, are practicing the
cover-story of “No Terrorism” in the Olympics in
Atlanta, and practicing “population control” of a major, one of the top 10 cities in population, of the United
States. Right before our eye& and nobody is saying a word.
RM: And you’re talking about Atlanta7
JA: Atlanta. Georeia.
And right now. and of
course it’s been going on-for over two Geeks, before the
games even start, if someone lives outside the loop and
they work inside the loop, they have to have a “special
pass”. Now all of this makes a nice story and people
swallow it, and all that, but at the same time, 10 days
ago, 10 and 9 days ago, they pulled off a house-to-house
search in Pittsburgh, PA. until finally the populace got
so stirred up, and they got the mayor and the city
fathers stirred up, and they began to call other people
in Washington and got it stopped. The,whole thing was
unconstitutional.
I lived in the military, my best years.
And if you’re going to exercise some kind of a maneuver off the military reservation, you always notify the
leaders. You always notify the police and the county
sheriffs and people know what’s going on. And if you
want to search a house, you have to have a search warrant,in
these United States, if we still have the Bill of Rights.
Well, all these things are going under right while
we’re talking. Now, additionally, out in New Mexico
there is an exercise going on called “Rolling Sands”
and there are over 30,000 troops involved in that. And
again, they’re multi-national troops. And all of this is
a practice for controlling the United States in a military, police take-over. And they are assembling people
now out in Miramar Naval Station (CA), and the basis
of that is that there may be some disturbances in August
concerning the Republican Convention. That doesn’t
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take place until later in August. And so they’re already
doing that, and of course, on the basis that some “wetbacks” may cause trouble, or something like that. The
thing is, they’re practicing controlling from north of
L.A. to south of the Mexican border. And from the
Pacific Ocean, clear on through to where “Rolling
Sands” is going on inNew Mexico. So that is a regional
operation there.
All this ties in, and I think the order has come from
the Bilderberger’s meeting of three to four weeks ago,
up in Canada-which,
at the same time, the same week,
the Illuminati meeting was going on. And those two are
overlapping groups. I think the signal was given by the
world power-brokers-and
they’re basically headed up
by David Rockefeller- and said it’s time to bring
America down. And, of course, there will be a One
World Government, unless we are stronger than anything the United Nations can bring to bear against us.
And we are, no longer, that strong.
Now, there are a lot of other things contingent to
this going on.
RM:
Feel free to just speak. Tell me what you
know, because this is a truly free press and we will
publish it.
JA:
Right now they are trying to control the
population in homes and everything else to include,
down at Roswell, New Mexico, both military and the
civilian planes coming in. A friend of mine called and
said that “I was unable to pick up a man that I was to
meet at the airport because I couldn’t enter the civilian
side of the airport.” YOUknow, this is supposed to be
We’re losing, fast, everything our
a free country.
founding fathers and everyone since then who was a
red-blooded American have lived and died for. Somehow we need to get it stopped.
But, you see, these actions are
approved at the highest level
and beyond the highest level of
the U.S. Government.
RM: That’s right.
JA: And I know that no one
can sit in the oval offlice today
unless he has sold out to the
Bilderbergers and globalists and
the traitors to America. And
that’s what is happening, right
now. And I guess we shouldn’t
expect much different when we
have a draft-dodging guy who
loathes the military as a Commander and Chief. And all of
these are a matter of record.
I’m not saying anything people
shouldn’t know and realize.
RM: You’re not going to
get any argument on this end.
JA: No, but we have people
letting party loyalty sink our
country. And they ought to say,
“We’re gonna fight for what is
right and vote for it, and who is
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in Germany just recently, about a month ago, he said
openly in the Stars & Stripes, which is a military
newspaper for Europe, he said, “Our military is not as
strong as we’ve said and we could not fight two regional wars at one time.” Of course the administration
says, “Oh, yes we can.” And this general, who must be
getting ready to retire, said that we could not redo ONE
again like Desert Storm, unless they gave us six months
lead time to get ready to fight it.
RM: Makes sense.
JA: He must figure that he’s at the end of his career
or maybe he is just bold enough as a patriot to go ahead
and tell the truth. But I take my hat off to a man like
him.
Now, our American people are also deceived about
what’s going on in Bosnia and Macedonia, both parts of
the former Yugoslavia.
You see, when medical army specialist Michael
New refused to serve in his outfit, he had not refused
when they went to Kuwait. He had not refused any
previous duty. But what happened was, a Finnish
general was put in command of the troops down in
Macedonia. And I have read the newspaper, which at
that time was at the headquarters of the division, and
the division is still headquartered there, but they’ve
changed the number of the infantry division. But the
division that was there was Third Infantry. They go
clear back to World War I, and they were real heros, and
they were called the Marn Division (named after a
medal in France), and so their newspaper was called the
Marn Crusader. And in there was a story, and this is
the official newspaper of that division-how
this Finnish general had said that when he assumed command of
American troops under a United Nations flag, with
United Nations add-ens to our uniforms (which can
only be authorized by Congress and it was not)-and he
said we have made history now with me assuming
command. And so, at that point, Michael New, who
had been home-schooled and taught the US. Constitution, as well as the fact that he understand his oath of
enlistment, which was to support and defend the Constitution of the United States, not the Charter of the
United Nations.
RM: Right.
JA: And he refused to do it because it was a totally
illegal, unconstitutional order. That same headquarters, convened by a general officer, he was given a court
martial and he was found guilty of disobeying a legal
order. Well, it wasn’t a legal order. Now I have talked
with his attorney, who is a retired Colonel, Marine, and
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who had served as an undersecretary of defense-I
spoke with him in Washington and he purposely did not
read all of Presidential Directive 25, because if he had
he could not talk about it in court because it’s classified. But, they had a military attorney helping him and
the military attorney DID read it, and if I was an
attorney working on the case, I’d sure share with my
partner everything he needed to know. But formally
and officially, Colonel Ray said, “I did not read it.”
And I think he is a very fine man of integrity and he’s
a patriot. But here is a young solder that shouldn’t have
ever had to raise the issue. Senior officers, generals
should have said, “Wait a minute!” But I have a copy
of a speech given by former Chief of Naval Operations
of the Navy, named Crow, who, a year ago this past
month, spoke to the graduates at Annapolis and said,
“In the future our allegiance will be to a One World
Government, not to the United States.” And so this
thing is being taught to our future officers and leaders
of the military. And these things concern me.
RM: As well they should.
JA: Yes, they should, because I see what’s down
the road and it’s happening so quick that-you know,
when people ask me how long do you think we’ll be
a free nation? I say, “Well, maybe until Thanksgiving. Maybe until the end of July. I do not know. But
I’ll tell you, it’s not for our lifetime.” And, at the
most, at the very, very most, it would be four years.
But I don’t think it will be longer than four months.
RM: Now, are you a retired Colonel7
JA: I’m a retired Colonel, I still carry an I.D. card,
and I can still be court-martialed under the Universal
Code of Military Justice, and I KNOW that.
RM: And what was your service?
JA: I served, first of all, in the Navy when I was a
,teenager. I finished high school before I was 16, joined
the Navy when I was 17, in 1942, and went off to World
War II. I came back in from the fleet under a fleet
competitive arrangement and I became a naval aviator.
I finished up down in Pensacola and the war ended and
I got out on combat points.
I went to college in
seminary and pastored a while, then entered the U.S.
Army as a chaplain and served for a quarter of a century
there. And, I served with the Green Berets, and that’s
the reason I recognize some things in the news that
other people read over and either don’t understand or
are confused by it, such as population control devices.
RM: I just completed a several-part series on
population control in CONTACT, so I’m very aware of
the subject.
JA: Listen: Ted Turner,
with his”not-so-Fonda”, Jane
wife, who should have been
executed publicly not later
than 1975 as a traitor, which
she is; which she was. But,
of course, you’d have to stand
in line behind the guy named
Bill Clinton, so you couldn’t
do that.
Well, let’s get on backwhen they began to talk about
population
control out of
Cairo a couple of years ago,
they first said we need to reduce the population of the
world by twenty-five percent
in the next twenty years.
Although the Pope had sent a
commission down there that
said that they had done their
study and you could put all of
the people in the world in the
state of Texas-remember,
I’m sitting right here in Dallas, Texas, tonight. And it
would be no more crowded
than the average American
city. Now, you couldn’t raise
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all the food and supply all of the water, but as far as
living “space”, it could be done. And yet, out official
representative who is the Vice-President, Al Gore, that
famous “tree-hugger” guy, you know, so he came back
and he went along with all of that. In fact, as they began
to do their follow-on reports, they upped the figure to
forty percent of the world’s population needs to be
desiccated in the next twenty years. You can’t do all of
that by birth control, even if you practice abortions,
partial-birth abortions, because there are more than
that that would be alive that are already here now. So
Ted
you’re going to have to kill off the population.
Turner stated, some two months ago, and this is almost
a direct quote, “We need to reduce the population of the
world in the next twenty years, to around 250 million to
350 million people.” That means that 19 out of every
20 people alive tonight have to be done away with in the
next twenty years.
BM: That’s right.
JA: Well, I’m sure my name, being Ammerman, is,
alphabetically, pretty high on the list. They won’t just
march me in as a lamb to the slaughter. I believe in
standing and defending this free country, this great
country that we have, that our founding fathers and
others have hazarded their fortunes and lives for, as
have I. And I will do so as long as I am alive, because
I believe in this country and, in fact, I believe that God
raised up this country for His very own special purposes
and now the enemy is trying to destroy it.
RM: Well, I think God may have His hand in
before all is said and done, as well.
JA: Yes. God is still on the throne. And I want all
our listeners, your readers, to know that I am not a
pessimist. I just simply believe that I am a realist and
that we need to wake-up our good Americans, many of
whom are oblivious to what’s happening. And we could
turn this nation around, throw out all the crooks, and
again have a free country. But it’s not going to be easy,
now, because we’ve let it progress so far.
RM: Well you realize that part of the problem we
have in this country is that the America population has
not been educated for several decades now, and the
dumbing-down of the country has been so well planned
and so well thought out that there is, through the
mesmerization by the media, newspapers, television, in
particular, movies, there is almost a lack of will within
the American people to have the fortitude and the
courage and the stamina to really, one, want to know
what’s going on and, two, really give a damn to actually
do something about it. And, I would say that the drive
has gone out of the country, through the dumbingdown
of the American people.
JA: Well, you see, the Socialists and the Communists, and they’re almost interchangeable in every case,
have gotten hold of the major news media. They’ve
gotten hold of the major entertainment, and if anybody
says to me that what happens on TV doesn’t influence
your conduct, I have one standard answer and they
always shut their mouth, swallow, and do an about-face
and leave.
RM: (Laughter.)
JA: And here’s my answer: If TV does not effect
your conduct, then the greatest fraud perpetrated in
America is selling advertising time on TV. And our big
companies aren’t that dumb, because it DOES change
your conduct and what you buy and who you buy from.
BM: Sure it does.
JA: If it does that, it does it with entertainment and
it does it in the news media.
RM: Yep.
JA: And so, the Socialists who would destroy this
country and they want all of us, except the Elite, to be
the “little people” and the only ones to pay taxes
because the big people don’t pay taxes, they have some
smart lawyer getting them out of the tax-paying business. I’m sure that David Rockefeller doesn’t pay as
many taxes as I do, and I don’t have a very big income.
But, you see, I don’t have somebody taking care of all
the details so I can avoid paying taxes. And those
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people plan to do away with the free population.
Now what they haven’t figured out- Ted Turner is
supposed to be a smart man. He is a RICH man and he’s
a mogu1 in the news industry, but what he hasn’t
figured out is, if that is all the people who are left, who
is going to take care of all the things that he wants to
have with all his millions and billions of dollars?
Somewhere along the way you have to have the workerbee.
RM: What good is an empire without slaves.
Right?
JA: Yeah. And so, if they want to make slaves out
of us and then still live, as did some of the kings of
olden days with serfs-and
they’re rapidly taking care
of us owning property, I just talked to a man who lives
in the suburbs of San Francisco, I’m talking about last
week. And he said, “I can no longer do anything with
most of my land because once a year there are a few
little special flowers that bloom there, so I can’t use
that part of it. And they think that, maybe, a neighbor
saw some kind of a little old toad on another piece of my
land, so I’m not allowed to touch it. “But,” he said, “I
still have to pay taxes on all of it.”
So they’ll tax him out of ownership of his own
property.
RM: Well, if you’re paying taxes, there is no
ownership.
JA: That’s right, exactly.
And, of course, we
haven’t really been under the Constitution since March
1933.
RIM: That’s right.
JA: And all these dictatorial Executive Orders,
now are fast grabbing the remaining tenets of our
freedom.
RM: The Multi-Jurisdictional
Task Force is not
something new, or something that has come about
overnight, it’s been in the planning stages for a very
long time. What do you see happening next, over the
next month or two? Obviously they are really gearingup for the Olympic Games. Do you see a series of staged
events?
JA: Well, yes I do. And they could immediately,
and a very easy one to do, because we’re due for a
stockmarket “adjustment”, which I spell cs-l-l-a-p-se. But, if that happened, the streets would be filled with
people who would come in and kill you for your last can
of food, And at that point you could declare Martial
Law and most of the people would say we had to have
it. Or the President’s plane could. crash, like Ron
Brown’s was caused to crash, or. get him to commit
suicide by shooting himself through the heart twice,
like the Chief of Naval Operations. You know, what’s
wrong with our-1 used to trust the FBI. I asked a
retired FBI man with over thirty years service, I said,
“What percent of our FBI can we trust?”
And he thought a while and he said, “Well, maybe
ten percent, now.” There was a time when it was a very
trustworthy organization, but not any more. And I
know that there are military people who sold their soul
for one more promotion, but there are some very good
people in these organizations, they’re just outnumbered so many times, anymore. But I believe &&part
of the strength of America is our military and our
former military people.
RM: That’s right.
JA: And so, I’m hearing, and I can not prove
this-I.11 probably get some notification-by
the 17th
of this current month of July, 1996 they’re going to
have a national muster. That’s a role-call of anyone
who ever wore the uniform. And I, guess they need to
identify all of us because they know that we were
trained to fight and we’re not afraid to stand up for
what’s right. And maybe we’re the enemy. The fact is,
the enemy are those who would come against us. You
know, we should remember our oath and say, “I will
defend, not only against foreign but against domestic.”
And I am having officers in key places who are
commanders to say, UH~~ bad do things get before my
oath kicks-in to the domestic side?” So, they’re not

thoughtless people out there who just take orders. And
I don’t know how this thing will play itself out, but I’m
sure that we have National Guard units that are pretty
well equipped who would say, “We’re more citizen than
we are soldier, and so we are going to stand up for wethe-people.”
Now, I don’t think the people in Washington have
really stayed in touch with us out here in the hinterland.
I don’t think they understand the heart of great Americans, men and women, who would gladly, if need be,
sacrifice their life to keep this. The home of the brave
and the land of the free. And I think that they are
missing that. But so many of them have sold themselves out a little bit at a time that, like the frog in the
water that got hot and cooked him-they haven’t realized that they’ve changed their colors and they don’t
know what has been done in Washington.
Of course, part of the problem are the Federal
Judges who have become dictators. They not only write
Public Law- there’s one here in Dallas who says,
“Don’t mention the Conslitution to me. My court’s not
under the “Constitution”. And when I first heard that,
I thought this man ought to be impeached and put off
the bench. But the fact is...
RM: Well, it’s Admiralty Law.
JA: He is right. We have been out from under the
Constitution since 1933, and any president could declare the emergency over and get us out from under
that-but he would lose his dictatorial powers if he did
that. Don’t count on any president being that strong in
this day and time.
RM: You mentioned that you were with the Green
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Berets for a while, have you had any contact with Bo
Gritz?
JA: Oh, yes, I’ve met him and I’ve followed events
about him in the news and all. He’s a very brave and
courageous man. He’s probably too strong willed and
too much of a patriot to ever be elected to public office,
which, of course, he ran for the presidency. He probably did that to have a platform to be heard more than
on the hopes of being elected. But we have other men
who are brave and courageous who will stand up and be
counted, when the time comes. The only thing that
bothers me is, do we have enough interface between all
the patriots that we could fight the enemy from within,
which is aided and abetted by the enemy from without-from the CIS nations and so forth.
You know, we’ve just given one Air Force base to
the Germans, so we have that there now. For a number
of years, the Germans have had part of Ft. Bliss, Texas
out of El Paso, where they train their air defense
officers because they don’t have enough air space to
train them back on the continent of Europe. And I’ve
been out there. I speak some German, The signs are in
German. They have so many people there, they have
two German Army chaplains with them. One German
Lutheran, and one Roman Catholic, plus schools for the
dependent children, and on and on. And all the signs
are in German. So, you’re really in little Germany
when you’re in part of Ft. Bliss. But now, we’ve given
them an Air Force base as well. But that doesn’t bother
me as much as giving part of a famous old defense of the
harbor there in San Francisco, called the Presidio of
San Francisco-we
gave one of the finest administra-
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tion buildings, brought it up to better than new and
gave it to old Gorbie, as his presidential library. And
that picture from an aerial view was very clear. It was
in the Dallas Morning News and a story, about a third
of a page about it, and I have yet to talk to anyone in
Dallas who even saw it. If they’re that blind, how in the
world are we gonna get them to open their eyes?
RM: That’s the ten-thousand-dollar question, isn’t
it?
JA: Yes. And, of course, they gave him the finest
set of quarters that the Coast Guard Admiral used to
live in there, who was in charge ofthe West Coast-and
brought it up to better than new, and that’s now
Gorbachev’s palace, paid for by the tax-payer of America
who is paying the enemy to come and abide on our
shores. We need to do something about this and I hope
you’ll spread the word as far as you can.
I&M: Any other closing remarks?
JA: I think our religious people should be aware of
what’s happening. There is a bill, it’s a treaty, waiting
over at the Senate and has been for close to a year. It
came out of Rio de Janeiro, where the other meeting
was on bio-diversity.
And that treaty has already been
sent over by our sitting president and the Senate, and I
checked the last time I was in Washington-and
they’re
just letting it collect dust. If anyone wants to ask about
it, ask your congressman or senator, it’s S103-20. And
what it’s about is ten major points on having this
world-some
of these people are calling Nature, Mother
God Nature-and
that doesn’t make me too comfortable. But point number nine of the ten says that if this
is enacted, the state religion for these United Statessee, our Constitution said, “separation of church and
state”.
No religious group can have priority over
another.
And here they are saying that if that is
apprwed, number nine of the sections of that treaty
would be that Nature worship would become the
national state religion in America.
RM: (Whistle.)
JA: Now it’s about time the Christians stood up on
their hind legs and acted like people, not like sheep. Because
Xthat happens to us, there goes your religious faith.
RM: Do you see the Christian Coalition as being
a divisive force within America or a uniting force?
JA: Well, things have gone so far toward the
persecution of Christians that they’re a divisive force
now. You see, when any group of people are not treated
fairly by the major news media, which Christians have
not been for at least ten years, then other people and
other bureaucrats-whether
it’s the law or the IRS or
whatever-can
say, well we don’t have to treat them
fair because everyone knows that they are the whipping
boy and the news won’t give them a fair shake if we do
mistreat them. And so, Christians are being persecuted
and it’s getting more severe all the time.
You know, Al Capone got eleven years for all his
crimes. I have a minister friend whose son was employed by a man who ran a land scam in Florida. This
man was on salary. He was making no money out of the
scam other than an average salary for that position.
You know, by the fact that he took his father’s retirement money, $150,000 was all he had to look forward
to living off of, and invested that in this program and
then it was all lost when there was a land bust down in
Florida-just
a few years ago. That trial just finished
recently. Now, compared to Al Capone, how long do
you think that this man-by the way, the other man
turned state’s evidence to hang the people who worked
for him and he got away with a probated sentence, but
this minister’s son-they began to run in the newspaper, “Noted Minister’s Son Engaged In Fraud”, cheats
the widows out of their money, and on and on. He got
forty-five years. He should have done like Al Capone
and he’d have gotten off much better, but because he
was a Christian, then they gave him more than if he had
committed murder. Now that’s persecution of Christians.
I also know a fine Christian man that the IRS in
Kansas City-he’s
in a federal prison there, as is his
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wife, and have been for nine months, without a trial,
because they would not produce records beyond three
years to the IRS. When they were audited for one year,
zero was found wrong. The man is a CPA, he knows
how to keep records. Then, two more years back, and
nothing wrong. They asked for clear back seven years
and he said, “I don’t have to present that because there
is no indication. of fraud.”
And they said, “Well, we want them anyway.”
And he said, “Well, I know your regulations and
laws. You have given me a letter in advance saying that
if you don’t find anything I’m not held responsible for
it that long back.”
They refused to do it and had him brought into
federal court. The judge asked if he was going to
present them and he cited the existing regulations on it
and the judge turned to two U.S. constables and said,
“Take him to federal prison and hold himuntil I tell you
to release him.” No trial.
And the judge said, “Oh, his wife is in these papers,
too. Take her.” And both of them have been in federal
prison for nine months without a trial.
Is this still a free America7 I think it is avery valid,
timely question.
RM: Do you know their names?
JA: Oh yes. Warren Black.
RM: And do you know where they are being held?
JA: They’re being held in the federal penitentiary
out at Leavenworth.
RM: Ok.
JA: And I keep in touch with them. Now, I went
up there and I have quite a few connections there. I
know the senior federal prison chaplain, I’ve known
him for 23 years. I was the post chaplain at Leavenworth.
I have credentials that I carry with me, and I could not
get in to see that man. And his son, who keeps me
‘informed on things, tells me what’s going on with his
father and mothe;. -If it was me, I’dbe calling for the
militia or something to come and get me out of prison.
But they’re very law abiding, peaceable, Christian
people, and they feel like justice will happen someway,
sometime. I’m telling you, I would have every thing
going in the world that I could get hold of, if that
happened to me. I’m certainly not a pacifist in any
sense. I guess you could tell that already.
RM: I was going to say, I got that feeling.
JA: (Laughter.)
RM: (Laughter.)
JA: Well, I killed my first Germans back before I
was 18 years old. I was out at sea in a submarine, in the
invasion of Sicily, which happened the week before I
was 18. And I had to work through that. You know,
sometimes it is the lesser of two evils and that’s the best
righteousness we can do. I believe we did the right
thing when we dropped the bomb on Hiroshima, and
later I was assigned to a unit in Japan that gave the
support to the doctors and other scientists there. And
I say we did a great thing because I’ve read Bruce Lee’s
book on The Untold Story of World War II, when, now,
all the things that we broke the code on
between Japan and Hitler, and then
Stalin later on. The very words, statements by the Japanese Government was,
that had we invaded Japan it would
have cost them up to 10 million Japanese lives, and would have cost America
a million lives. And I say it is a pretty
fair Christian trait to trade a hundred
and fifty thousand lives for 11 million.
I think God would smile on that. And
yet we have some people who say, “Oh,
America was so bad.” Al1 these crying
ninnies, you know. “America was so
bad, they dropped the bomb.” Well, I
think that is one of the best choices a
president ever made, to save 11 million
lives. And he knew this. He had been
told this, but the general public had
not, because we didn’t want them to
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know that we had broken their codes. But if you want
to read an interesting book: Bruce Lee, Crown Publishers, The Untold Story of World War II.
RM: You mentioned you were in three wars.
JA: Yes. In Korea, and in Vietnam. And I had a
son who was also in Vietnam, was almost wiped out. I
went back over there to see him on emergency leave,
and by that time, Spring of 1971-I was in much earlier
over there-and
he stayed too long. He was there two
years, of his own choosing.
RM: I would imagine it tended to sour you a bit.
JA: It was a disgusting thing. And, of course, if
you have seen Platoon, remember. All the bad that
happened in ten years of war was compressed into a
couple of hours. And, yes, those things happened.
There was a shoot-out in my son’s outfit and the Blacks
and the Whites shot each other and some of their
leaders. And he still wanted to go back, with a loyalty
to his unit. And he did go back and I thought that he’d
be killed. But he’s still alive and well. And when that
plane lifted off from Da Nang and I looked down over
the wing there, toward where he was, I said if my son
goes back to his outfit, 1’11see him next in a pine box.
And I did not tell his mother the impression I had after
spending fifteen days over there, watching what was
going on. But just remember, a11the bad of Platoon did
not happen every day, or every two hours. It happened
in a composite of ten years. But it’s disgraceful to say
that it even happened.
RM: Our readers are going to get to this point in
the interview and they’ll probably be very depressed.
How about a few closing words of encouragement.
JA: Well, first of all, let me say that God is still on
the throne. And that’s the most encouraging thing 1
can say.
I can also say that, due to various alternative news
media, the word is beginning to get out about how we
have been deceived by the major news media. And
there are good Americans who want the truth, and
they’re beginning to hear the truth. At this point, many
of them have armed themselves because they have come
to understand what our Founding Fathers said, and
what they believed in. And if anyone thinks that we are
going to lay down and roll over here in America, they
haven’t come to know America very well. They may
know their own twisted mind and perverted selves, if
they are a leader in government, but I’ll tell you, they
don’t know the people out here who vote for them-that
they deceived into voting for them-and then, squander
our money, our tax dollars.
They don’t know the
American people. And I believe that all we have to do
is get the truth out to the American people and we can
stop all this evil. And I believe that Christian people
alone can be the swing vote in any election nation wide,
and well over half, probably two-thirds of the state
elections across this nation. And then we can regain
that which we’ve lost and God will heir, us do it. And
I think that is a pretty encouraging w&d.
I&M: Yes, it is. Thank you, Jim.

‘I’ll have to take you in, buddy-ylou’re
creating a public nuisance.
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EL MORYA

self-centered world, not even thinking about
how their actions (or IN-actions) will affect
them tomorrow. Well, tomorrow is here! And
that which you ones have neglected in the past
will be brought around full circle for you ones
to confront again- this time in a most direct
and impacting manner.
When the “Earth” (as you call her) shakes
you into an awakened state of realization that
you are so truly small and cannot do anything to
stop her massive quakings, maybe then you
shall appreciate that which you take for granted.

EARTHQUAKES
OF CATASTROPHIC
Greetings,
I am El Morya, one of the MAGNITUDE
(9.0 AND GREATER) ARE
Ascended Masters. I come in the One Light of IMMINENT!
INCREASED
VOLCANIC
Aton that is ALL. Thank you for receiving my ACTIVITY IN PLACES NOW SEEMINGLY
THE
energy this day. Be not distracted, else the DORMANT
IS
IMMINENT!
opportunity will be lost.
SHIFTING OF YOUR OCEAN WATERS
Your planet is in great need for balance. IS NOW IMMINENT!

She cannot continue much longer in her current
state of crisis. She shall not be denied her
balance within the Oneness of Creator’s Light.
There shall be a massive cleansing cycle that
she will undergo. This cleansing shall be quite
devastating to those ones (humans, animals and
plants, etc.) to whom she gives life.. It is as if
your planet has a fever and, before it breaks, her
temperature will need to rise. She will need to
excrete the poisons (toxic, radioactive wastes,
etc.) which have been placed under her skin.
She will, in the process, have to rearrange her
waters and shift their healing properties to the
places which need them the most.
You ones have been warned, over and over
again. There was opportunity as caretakers of
the planet to reverse the damage foisted off
onto the life-giving entity that you ones
erroneously call Earth. She is NOT DIRT! She
(your planet) is a living,’ sentient being. You
take for granted the gifts she freely gives.
The darkness of those who are destroying
her and who suppress the masses has grown to
epidemic proportions.
The mentality of the
average person is so filled with negative (nonLighted) energy that such has made your planet
so dizzy (off balance) that she even wobbles in
an unnatural manner as she revolves around,
trying to fulfill her purpose.
You ones need to learn to honor your planet
and be thankful for the gifts she gives, not the
least ofwhich is life itself. Ones always seem to
wake up too late. Many go around in their own

You ones must come to realize the reasons
why these things shall occur. It.is because of
the Universal Laws ofBalance (the Laws of Cause
& Effect). You ones must realize that you are
responsible for that which you helped to create.
You may say, “But I did not pollute the
waters or the skies!”
Do you drive or ride in an automobile? Do
you not buy from, and thus support, the fuel
companies which provide you ones withgasand
electricity?
They, in turn, pollute rivers and
streams. The exhaust fumes from your cars,
busses, trucks and airplanes-do
not they
pollute your air? Do you wash your clothes
with chemical solutions? Where do you think
the rinse water goes?
One person alone could not contaminate
your planet by acting in this manner, but 5
billion (or more) people acting in this manner
can and indeed have. Those things you ones do
daily-usually without thinking of future, longterm consequences-are
the things which are
the most dangerous to your own survival.
Am I saying, “Do not drive your
automobiles!“?
NO! Am I telling you to
stop washing your clothes? NO!
I am suggesting that you change the way
you think regarding your non-caring attitude
toward your planet. Some say that they care
about the planet, but they are still unwilling to
sacrifice their own personal comfort to
REALLY do anything about your planet’s
current problems.

The fir& TRUE step in solving such a
problem is educating people to the reality of
the magnitude of the problem.

There are ones on your planet who are very
sensitive to your planet’s electromagnetic
(emotional) shifts. These are the ones who get
sick or exhibit some other physiological
symptoms, such as a headache, prior to
earthquakes, volcanic activity, etc. These ones
innately know and respect the life form which
sustains their existence. These are the ones
who can help you to understand the needs of
your planet. They have a direct link! Some
don’t even realize why they have this gift and,
in fact, they often view it as a burden.
As I have said, you ones have been warned
time and time again. There was an opportunity
for reversing this current situation, but it is now
long past. Now you ones shall be given to learn
your lessons-once
again-the hard way.
If you dislike this message, I suggest you
ask yourself, “Why do I dislike this message?”
Ones most often do not like to be made to feel
responsible for that which befalls them. Most
wish to blame their “sufferings” on another, and
will go to great lengths to try to justify their
position.
I shall tell yor; now: if something impacts
you, whether it be good or bad, then you
have helped in some way to create it. There
are no victims.

When you can rise above your self-centered
ME-ness and realize that YOU are responsible
for everything that YOU do, then YOU will be
able to begin to see a larger picture unfolding.
With this shift in viewpoint, you will begin to
realize that there are GREAT opportunities
available to you for growth at this time. You
will begin to stop making the same mistakes
over and over again, lifetime after lifetime.
You will begin to realize that there is a
reason for EVERYTHING that happens. There
are no chance happenings-PERIOD!
When you ones can begin to understand the
TRUE “whys” of these seemingly tragic events,
then you will be ready to truly accept your
responsibility in creating a better way of doing
things -else you shall be destined to repeat
these tragic horrors over and over again.
As always, the choice is YOURS!
I am El Morya, come in the One Light of the
I AM presence. Thank you.
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